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Chi l i .
H E  “  Lone Star Republic ” is tlie 

title commonly used by the 
people of Cliili to specially 
designate their country. The 
appellation is suggested by 

their national ensign. The lower half 
of their flag is red, upon the inner 
square of the upper half is a large 
white star upon a blue ground, and the 
remainder of the flag is white. It is 
a happy conceit of the Chilenos to speak 
of their single star as belonging to the 
galaxy displayed upon our national em
blem, and they have long desired to 
obtain more cordial recognition from

the “ Great Republic/’ as they call our country.
Tho mention <a Chili to the average reader calls up a 

mental picture formed in school-days, having the following1 
outline : A long fringe of sea-coast, a few scattered town& 
of respectable size, a background of snow-capped mountains, 
a mixed Indian and Spanish population having a limited 

* civilization and resources of little value to anybody .but 
themselves, It was a surprise to the writer (and probably 
has been to many others) to discover, during a late residence 
there, that Chili was not, after all, such an insignificant little 
country as had been supposed. To be sure, it is not so very 
wide measured from east to west ; but what it lacks in 
breadth is a good deal made up in length. Its coast-line is 
more than twice that of our Atlantic sea-hoard, from Maine 
to Florida inclusive, and its area in square miles is about 
equal to that covered by ten of tlie thirteen original States 
of our Union. Like ourselves, the Chilenos passed through

some hard struggles and overcame many disabilities in 
attaining tlieir position among the sisterhood of free repub
lics ; but until recently they have enjojtfjd great peace and 
prosperity, unbroken except by the somewhat sanguinary 
conflict with Peru, a conflict that was provoked by an unwar
rantable interference of the latter power in matters that did 
not rightfully concern her.O ■/

W hile the form of government is in some respects similar 
to our own, its constitution and tin* mode of administration 
differ from it in some important particulars. The President 
is chosen by electors appointed by the people, tlie term of 
office is for five years, and he is not re-eligible. He is 
assisted by a Council of State consisting of eleven members, 
and a Cabinet of five Departments. Tlie legislative power 
is in tlie hands of a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies. The  
senators are chosen directly by provinces, for terms of six 
years, and the deputies for three years, on tlie basis of one 
for every 20,000 of population. The age qualification for 
suffrage is, for married men, twenty-one years ; for un
married men, twenty-five years : thus a sort of political 
premium is paid on early marriages. There is also a prop
erty qualification, the amount being fixed every ten years, 
Deputies must have an income of $o00 per year, and sena
tors, of $2,000.

Tlie State is divided into twenty-two provinces, and these 
each into counties, one of the latter divisions including  
sometimes but a single city, or, in the rural districts, several 
townships. At the head of each province is a gobernadov , 
or governor, and over a county an in tendente , or mayor. 
These officers are appointed directly by tlie President. They  
have no separate municipal taxes for meeting tlie expenses 
of local government, but all funds for that purpose are 
drawn from the general treasury. The police are all m em 
bers of what is known as the National Guard, receiving 
tlieir pay and being otherwise provided for by the general 
government, the same as tlie standing army. Thus it will 
be seen that there is rather more centralization of power 
than would be in keeping with our republican ideas ; and 
the Chilian revolution is proof that the despotism result- 

 ̂ ing from tlie exercise of this almost unlimited power by an 
/arrogant and unprincipled man lias aroused tlie Chilenos to 
the realization of the fact that some modification would be 
iidvisabte. It is to be regretted that the violation of the 

\ neutrality laws by a vessel-of-war belonging to tlie insurg
ent party lias involved tlie United States Government

*
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in this foreign disturbance, in which it has no other con
cern.

There is probably in Chili more Spanish “ blue blood” 
than in any other South-American State. The direct descend
ants of the old Spanish barons and land-owners by right of 
original conquest are the ruling class to-day, and they own 
the major part of the improved real-estate of the country. 
Proud, boastful, passionately fond of dress and display, 
loose and voluptuous in their social habits and domestic life, 
with little religious restraint, the wonder is that the average 
grade of personal character and national life has not fallen 
much lower than is apparent to the general observer. While 
the idea of soiling or hardening1 their hands bv anv form ofO O 4 »
manual labor has been regarded with thorough disdain, and 
even an active mercantile business career has hardly been 
tolerated as becoming a Chileno 
g e n t l e m a n  “ to the manor 
born,” they have a taste for 
the learned professions, 1 a w 
and medicine, have p r o v e d  
themselves great adepts at poli
tics, and many enter the priest
hood. .

Among the natives belonging 
to the m i d d 1 e class are the 
trades-people, small shop-keep
ers, mechanics, skilled artisans, 
and farmers. This m i d d l e  
class has m o r e  mixed blood, 
and constitutes the most hardy 
and industrious portion of the 
population, although, as to hab
its of industry, all classes in 
Chili are inclined to take life 
easy. Xo Chileno does work 
to-day that can he put off until 
to-morrow. Maflana (to-mor
row) is usually the first word 
which a foreigner l e a r n s  to 
distinguish a f t e r  landing in 
the country; and if he chance 
to be a Yankee fresh from the
United States, full of energy and push, lie will bear tli; 
synonym for patience-exhausting procrastination with ulmosL

unendurable frequen. 
cy. But though not 
naturally given to 
severe application in 
ordinary l i n e s  of 
work, if there is any 
excitement in the way 
of fun or fighting, 
you can count on the 
average Cliileno to be 
wide-awake, get there 
e a r l y ,  a nd  stay 
tli rough. In war,  
e s p e c i a l l y ,  as has 
lately been so sadly 
demonstrated, they  
are desperate fighters; 
and their prowess on 
tlie battlefield is their 
proudest boast.

The peons, number
ing about one-third 
of the population, are 
an interesting study. 
They are the servant 

class, and, as society is constituted, a necessary nuisance. 
They live, for the most part, in a lialf-gypsy, half-serf style, 
and as a class are thriftless, aimless, ignorant, degraded, 
thievish, superstitious, and ugly both in appearance and dig. 
position. Their habitations may be seen in tlie country by the 
roadsides and upon out-of-the-way corners of large estates; 
in the larger towns and cities, in the suburbs and alleys and 
upon otherwise vacant lots. Into little lints* with adobe or 
sun-dried brick walls, thatclied or tiled roofs, floorless., 
filthy, and, in the rainy season (which in the southern part 
of the country lasts several months), damp and (jheerless, 
whole families herd together in a single room. They live, 
ostensibly, by service and odd jobs. Every household of 
any pretensions keeps regularly a retinue of from three to a 
dozen of tli is class, variously' employed or idling about.

li  A Il lUUl O F  V A U ' N  *AtSO.

Looking after them is a groat care in the
housekeeper : they all n e e d  con Man l 
watchimr. They will Meal and carry off 

everything about a house that they can lay hands on 
without prospect of being found out. and they are expert- al

jrWjL « * , . <- * (■



their skill in tlie finishing process with starch ar J-'iron, bar- 
riug the rents, seems to leave them quite present Able.

There is one article for men’s wear that should be noticed 
in speaking of native dress, and that is the poncho. This 
mav be described best as a square or rectangular blanket

with a slit in the middle just large enough to slip over the 
head, falling loosely from the shoulders, coming down 
usually onlv a little below the waistband, though sometimes 
reaching as low as the knees. These ponchos are worn by 
the natives of the peon  and middle class in place of an 
overcoat, especially by those who live in the country. 
Groups of mounted herdsmen or other natives from the 
country may often be seen riding into town clad in ponchos 
of various colors, and they present a very picturesque ap
pearance. It may be said, in passing, that horseback riding 
is the favorite mode of traveling across country, either for 
business or pleasure, as the roads are few and poor for car
riage driving. Native horsemen appear as if born to the 
saddle, and their wild riding would excite the envy of the 
average Western cow-bov.D a

The Chilian ox-cart is the typical country conveyance. 
Wagons and carts of foreign style and make aro obtain
able, but they cost money, and many of the farmers and 
truckmen manage to get along with a \\ :y simple home
made affair constructed after this fashion : Cousin Cliileno 
goes to the woods, chops down a hip tree, saws off from the 
butt a couple of six-inch cuts bores an axle-liole in the 
middle, attaches axle and neap, rigs a coarse frame or rack, 
and the cart is ready f r , use. W ith wear, the axle-holes 
enlarge sometimes im re upon one side than upon the other ; 
and of all the hideous, creaking noises that ever fell upon 
mortal ear. none can heat that produced by a procession of 
these carlo loaded with farm produce or merchandise, as they 
are tVawn slowly along a village street or through the ruts 
and mire-pits of a country road by oxen with straight yokes 
tied to their horns with leather thongs.

In the cities and large towns English and American hacks
> m

and barouches are becoming very popular, though one sel
dom sees the light single huggv so common with us. Upon 
the public hacks three horses are usually driven abreast. 
Horses are plenty and cheap, animals of the ordinary type 
being valued at from fifteen to forty dollars. The manner 
in which they are treated would he likely to swamp with 
business a society for the prevention of cruelty to animals. 
The first experience of a foreigner just landed in the country 
and being driven from station or dock with a typical cochero 
at the reins, usually gives his nerves a bit of a shock. 
■These drivers frequently have premiums offered by their 
employers as a spur to their diligence in getting business, 
so each one is bent on outstripping his fellow. As soon as 
passengers are seated, away they drive like mad, with horses 
upon a furious gallop, excited and stung by cracks and cuts 
of the long lashes, that are unmercifully laid upon them.

With a dozen or two of these three-horse conveyances driven 
at this rate in close proximity along a street, with apparently 
reckless regard to property, limb, or life, one is likely to 
speedily regret that he did not walk or take the liorse-cars. 
But accidents rarely happen, and, aside from pitying the 
poor horses, you come to accept this sort of public service 
with a measurable degree of composure.

Speaking of street-cars suggests reference to one custom  
peculiar to the country. All the street-car conductors are 
young women. W earing jaunty straw hats, the principal 
distinguishing badge as to dress, and perched upon a high  
stool upon the platform, they are not wholly unattractive in 
appearance ; but they are exposed to the chaffing of passen
gers of the other sex, who make very free with them, hence 
the occupation is one not likely to he desired by any self- 
respecting young woman.

One sad blot upon the domestic life in Chili has been the 
loose way in which the sanctity of the marriage relation has 
been regarded. Previous to the passage of the civil marriage 
law, a few vears since, such exorbitant fees were demanded ̂ A 7

by the priests for performing the ceremony, that multitudes 
paid no attention whatever to the legal and moral obliga
tions of this divinely instituted rite, but paired off to suit 
fancy or present convenience.

There is an air of distrust thrown about all the association 
of the sexes that is a great barrier to the healthy free
dom of social intercourse enjoyed bv people of our country. 
After seven years of age, boys and girls are entirely separ
ated from each other in day-scliov/is, separate buildings and 
playgrounds being required for them. No young girl can 
appear upon the street, day or evening, unattended by an

A C H I L I A N  S T R E E T - C A R  C O N D U C T O R .

older female relative or servant, without violating the law of 
social espionage designed to protect them.

In the homes of the better classes, children, especially the 
younger ones, are left almost wholly to the care of servants. 
Tliev are crossed and indulged by turns, according to the 
caprice of their attendants, and as a rule are pretty thor
oughly spoiled, both in disposition and morals, by the 
treatment which they receive. Irregularity and excessive 
indulgence in eating and drinking are habits formed by 
them in childhood and maintained through life. The cus-
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festivities little children snare every
thing freely with adults.

There is something peculiar about the climate of Chili. 
Except in the extreme north it is very stimulating, and 
the physicians say that the requirements of health demand 
food more frequently and in larger quantities than in most 
other countries. Possibly this opinion is given, however, 
with an eye to business : one thing is certain, doctors and 
druggists wax rich and fat very speedily, owing to abundance 
of patronage. Homeopathy is not popular as a mode of medi
cal practice : the typical Cliileno believes in heroic treatment 
by means of drugs. If lie is sick lie never thinks of fasting

as a remedy : lie wants his plivsic, like 
• y his food, strong, highly s e a s o n e d ,  and

\\ plenty of it, something that will kill or cure

town, or spend
ing an evening 
with friends at 
home or at the 
club, a l i g h t  
t e a  is served, 
and f i n a l l y ,  
after smoking 
a c i g a r e t t e  
(likely enough V I E W  IN V A L P A R A IS O

tomary r e s t a u r a n t  sign. 
*" Meals At All Hours,” would
be an appropriate o n e  i n 
every Oh i I e n o household. 
With some attempt at regu
larity, however, they have 
five set meals per day, served

r •✓ V

l  aw
f f

s

§ §

th e  twentieth
for the day) and emptying the wine flask, our stuffed cousin 
is ready for bed.

Great as are these excesses on ordinary days, they are

very fond.
In a few of the chief cities, buildings of the stylo < 

architecture above referred to are being replaced by t« 
structures of modern stylo. This is especially true of Ooi

■



Jin,l Valparaiso, the two great commercial enters, 
^ f^ n t in g o , the capital. The latter city, Which disputes 

Ujjuen°s Ayres the right to the title of the “ Paris of
South A m e r i c a , has streets, government houses, private

♦ jrnres. wholesale and retail stores, churches, and other 
buildings that would do credit to any of our northern

cities. Upon the alameda, a sort of Fifth Avenue and Cen
tral Park in one, of a pleasant afternoon may be seen elegant 
equipages filled with richly appareled men and women, giv
ing evidence of wealth and luxury almost equal to that 
exhibited on the fashionable drives of New York City.

J. G. Ross.

THE RIVER OF PEARLS
B y Rene De Pont-Jest .

Part  II. T h e  W iiit e  W a t e r -L il y .

(Continued from page 4(?9.)

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.
As the beautiful Chinese maiden Liou-Siou, or Embroidered Willow, was one day watering her flowers at her window, she accidentally let a drop of water 

fall into the eye of an admiring neighbor, the butcher Tchou, who fell in love with her at once. He bribed her maid, Rose, to carry a love-letter to ner, due 
Rose deceived him in the matter, and Tchou, when he learned that Embroidered Willow was to marry the wealthy Ling-Ta-Lang, vowed a fearful vengeance 
on all concerned. The unfortunate young bridegroom was murdered by an unknown assassin on his wedding-night. Suspicion fell on his bride and nev 
cousin I-te, a professor of astronomy who was known to be attached to her, and both were cruelly tortured until they made false confessions, and then con
demned to death. But an American, one Captain Perkins, an opium smuggler, who had been at the trial and knew the judge, Ming, aided Embroidered 
Willow’s mother to prepare a petition and present it to the viceroy, Pr pee Kong. The prince called Ming severely to account, and threatened him with one 
hundred blows with the bamboo if he did not discover the real assassin within a month, the viceroy being convinced that the condemned were innocent. 
The abduction of Rose, the maid, at this time, presumably By river pirates, gave the judge a new clue, and the second part of the narrative begins with his 
search for the murderer among the nefarious band of thieves and pirates known as “ The White Water-Lily.” Some of them had been condemned to 
be hung; and Captain Perkins and Ming made a midnight visit to the executioner of Canton, and for purposes best known to the American, and not quite 
clear to Ming, bribed the executioner to deliver to them the body of one Pei-ho, chief of the river pirates, after hanging him so as not to hurt him much. 
Meanwhile, Embroidered Willow, languishing in prison, was one day permitted to go to the hospital and see I-te, who was slowly recovering from the 
torture he had received. The two young people no longer attempted to conceal their love for each other; but during the interview, I-t6, too weak for 
violent emotion, fainted, and Embroidered Willow and her mother were obliged to withdraw, and started to return to the prison. On their way back, pass
ing through a dark tunnel, under the city wall, a man seized Embroidered Willow by the shoulder, saying, <l You know now how Tchou avenges, ” and other 
words of vengeance. TZu terrified girl screamed for help, all at once recognizing the assassin and Ins identity. He disappeared before the attendants could 
êize him ; but Mrs. Lion hastened to Ming with the news, and search was instantly made for the ‘"Red Spider,” as Tchou was sometimes called. The city 

g*Re8 were ordered closed, and the prefect of police and Ming set fortli to visit all suspicious places in the city. They visited the gaming-houses, the realm of 
Sang, King o ' the Beggars, and the House of Hen-feathers, and had various curious adventures, but failed to find Tchou, who had safely escaped to the La- 
drone Islands,where, after his crime, he had fled and joined the White Water-Lily, and was chief of the association, having been chosen as such in place of Pei-ho. 
Captain Perkins, meanwhile, with Sir Arthur Murray, an English friend of his, and Hr. Clifton, visited Pei-ho in prison and agreed to save his life if he 
would assist them to find the lair of the river pirates at the Ladrone Islands, and tell them the name of the Water-Lily’s chief,—after he had been hung. The 
pirate consented, and the operation of tracheotomy was performed on him, so that lie was hung without death ensuing. After he was taken down from the 
gallows unconscious, Perkins carried him to his own villa at Hong-Kong, where President Ming was waiting. The hung man was resuscitated and confessed 
that Tchou was chief of the pirates. With this knowledge, Ming and Perkins immediately planned an expedition to the Ladrones to take Tchou, and Pei-ho 
was to be pilot. Ming visited the viceroy to obtain permission to raid the pirates, and was promised the latter’s permission later, if it could be managed. 
Perkins was notified, and the latter immediately hurried back to his qaarters in Canton to report to another companion of his, a young watch-dealer, Mr. 
Lauters, who resided with him.

Ch a p t e r  IX.

T h e  P i r a t e ’s V ic t im .

m o  the captain’s astonishment, his friend did not mani-
o) fest the enthusiasm which he expected.

“ You see, my dear fellow,” said the Swiss mer
chant, “ all that would be very fine, perhaps, at another 
time ; but I fear I have made a mistake not to acquaint

“  What do von mean ?
“ Have you seen nothing on your way here? ”
“  I landed at our pier, where I met no one.”
“  Ah ! well, if you had come by the port, you would have 

remarked a very suspicious agitation.”
“  The people doubtless are aware that the rebel army is 

marching south.”
“ Yes, perhaps; but you probably do not know that this 

real or pretended terror which the Tai-pings inspire is often
you with the apprehensions I have had for more than a fort- made a pretext by the authorities of Canton to seek a quarrel 
night.” with us.”
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44 But Prince Kong is our a lly /’
44 If he wanted to placate the populace he would allow us 

to be left in the lurch and pillaged, and afterwards give 
us all the satisfaction in his power.”

44 W hat are your intentions then ? ”
“ To get away from here to-morrow morning. I ought to 

go to-niglit.”
“  Have you informed Mrs. Lauters ? ”
“ Yes, but without alarming her. I have told her that 

business calls me to IIong-Kong, and that, as it may happen 
that we shall be detained there some weeks, she must be 
prepared to act accordingly.”

44 Very good ! Then we can go to-morrow at daybreak.”
44 You will come with us ? ”
“ Certainly. I had only to see you and President Ming. 

He is doubtless at his villa. I will hurry there, I will then 
be quite at your service, although I am persuaded of your 
error.”

“ My dear Perkins, I need not tell you that if I were 
alone I would be more calm ; but I have a charming com
panion who is so devoted to me as to live here with me. I 
have done wrong to accept such a sacrifice, for the law which 
forbids residence in Canton to European women has not 
been repealed. It is only by tolerance that Mrs. Lauters 
has been allowed to remain at the factory. Only the most 
trivial pretext is wanted to annoy us greatly.”

44 You are right. I will go see Ming while you get ready 
to disappear to-morrow morning before daylight.”

W ith  this the captain went to his own quarters to fetch 
Pei-ho, and they set off for Honan in his yawl. As they 
crossed the harbor he noticed great animation, and feared 
that Mr. Lauters had only too well divined the general state 
of affairs ; for he thought that his canoe, whose crew was of 
Hindus, was greeted here and there with murmurs and evil
sounding epithets. But Perkins did not give himself much 
concern : he continued quietly on his way, and very soon 
arrived at the little pier which Ming had built at the foot of 
his property.

The mandarin, who was at the villa, received him with 
open arms ; but as the viceroy had not yet communicated
his intentions to him, he could give the captain no informa-

» ______

tion. He affirmed, however, that Prince Kong viewed the 
projected expedition favorably, and he added that, accord
ing to him, the governor of IIong-Kong would not keep him 
waiting long, for the truth was that the imperial govern
ment would be enchanted to have such a service rendered it 
as the riddance of the pirates, even if a little force were 
used.

It is true that the honorable Ming was so interested in 
this expedition to the Ladrones that his opinion was slight, 
ly tinged with partiality : he contemplated with profound 
terror the fact that he had but eight days more. Perking 
was more calm, and not entirely of his opinion ; but the 
captain's American independence revolted at the idea of 
awaiting the permission of the Chinese authorities to attend 
to his own affairs. Ming did not have to talk him over.

44 However,” said the president to his friend, whom he 
had accompanied to the latter's canoe, “  I will send you an 
express as soon as I hear from the palace, as your expedi
tion cannot take place under fortv-eight hours at the earliest 
How I regret not to be on it ! Unfortunately, under the 
present circumstances 1 ought not to leave Canton : you un
derstand that. The duties of my office keep me here. Oh 1
if it were not for that, I would go myself------ ” But here
the intrepid magistrate stopped short in the heroic expres
sion of faith he was, without doubt, about to utter, for he 
recognized in the stern of the captain’s boat the pirate who 
had been hung at IIong-Kong, regarding him with an iron, 
ical air ; and this unexpected sight aroused in his mind all 
the successive emotions which he had recently experienced.

“  Yes, it is really he,” said Perkins with a laugh, observ. 
ing this mutual recognition of the judge and the convict. 
44 Here is a fellow who has had quite a journey, eh? ”

44 Incredible ! U nheard-of!” murmured Ming, raising 
is arms to the sky. 44 Ah ! my friend, if you do not bring 
ack Tcliou dead or alive, you have no regard for m e."
14 You know to the contrary. In four or live davs we shall 

e hack from the Ladrones ; and if anything interesting 
ccurs at Canton in tljo meantime, do not fail to inform me 
f it.” Saying this the commander of the “ Lightning” 
raved a friendly adieu to the unfortunate mandarin, and 
rnbnrked.
As he was returning to the factory, half an hour later, two
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ragged beggars 
of mo s t  repul
sive appearance 
were l e a n i n g  
against the rail
ing. He w e n t
l>v them without »
paving a n y at
tention to them; 
but these m e n 
recognized him, 
for one of them 
said quite low to 
the other,

“  Are von sure 
that this is Cap
tain Perkins?”

“ I am c e r - 
tain,” replied the 
other. 4 { I know 
all the crew of 
the ‘ Lightning,’ 
and th e  second 
captain, Morton, 
is as dangerous 
as his c h i e f .
This one will doubtless follow his friends to-morrow.” 

“ They are going away then ? ’’
“ Mr. Lauters has paid and discharged his porters.

ONE OF T H E  E E G G A K S

•  •

“ Then do not budge from here/’
Meanwhile, the defender of injured innocence rejoined 

Mr. Lauters. The latter had previously advised his wife, 
who had comprehended all at a word, and finished her prep-

a r a t i o n s .  The 
smuggler c o m 
forted her a little 
by assuring h e r  
that he would ac
company th e  m , 
and all retired to 
take a few hours 
of repose.

The next morn
ing it  w as th e  
o p i u m clipper’s 
captain who gave 
the signal to de
part. Mrs. Lau
ters h a d  dressed 
herself like a man. 
Perkins gave her 
his arm, and Pei- 
lio walked beside 
her. Mr. Lauters 
came after with 
liis s e r v a n t ,  a 
sturdy Malay in 
whom he had per- 
f e c t  confidence. 
In this order they 
l e f t  the factory. 
The e n v i r o n s

were absolutely deserted, and the captain was not very much 
surprised to be accosted by two wretches who begged an 
alms of him. To get rid of them he gave them several pieces 
of copper ; but under pretext of offering those hyperbolic 
thanks to which the Chinese are accustomed, the beggars 
followed them down to the quay of the custom-house, where 
their canoe was waiting.

ON A  R U N  TO T H E  C I T Y

As they reached the pier Mr. Lauters was really fright
ened. A mandarin’s boat was lashed there, and the fugi
tives had to pass before its crew, who were loading it with 
powder. If one of the Chinese officers were-to recognize 
Mrs. Lauters, the situation might become serious ; but the 
gray light of the dawn favored them, and they got away 
safely and made for Whampoa by the least frequented 
water-ways. Having watched their departure one of the 
beggars started on a run to the city.

Among the thousand arms of the River of Pearls naviga
tion is both difficult and dangerous. All this part of China 
is like a great lake sown with islands. At every pioment 
the boatman meets barriers, raised by the maritime author
ities to arrest strange vessels, or by the river-people to pro
tect themselves from pirates. Although Captain Perkins 
had traversed this route before, it had been some time since ; 
and lie was obliged to summon all his sailing ability and 
often to consult Pei’-lio, so as not to get lost in this inextrica
ble maze of canals. They therefore proceeded somewhat 
slowly, while Mr. Lauters devoted himself to reassuring and 
encouraging his wife, in which he very soon succeeded so 
well that he came out and sat down in the stern. Mrs. 
Lauters, quite herself again, put her pretty blonde head out 
of the awning on deck, to view the lovely effect of the sun
rise on the marshes.

As they were passing the southern part of the island of 
Honan, Perkins suddenly perceived, coming around the 
extremity of the Seapoys Island, a large skiff, whose crew 
was evidently in a hurry, lie mounted upon a bench to see 
if this vessel was coming towards him, and he thought he 
discovered a man in the forward part of it making signs and 
waving something white. Without unshipping, but simply 
raising the oars, so as to be ready to start at once if lie should 
be mistaken, the commander of the “  Lightning ” went along 
under sails barely lifted by the breeze. In about ten min
utes lie could distinguish the skiff in all particulars : it was 
a long boat rowed by six men, who seemed to manage it as 
awkwardly as Chinese. The yawl would have easily left it 
far behind if it had looked any ways threatening.

At its bow stood an individual dressed like a working
man, with a letter in his hand. Thinking that Mi-ng had 
sent him some interesting communication, the smuggler 
motioned to his rowers to allow the mandarin’s messenger 
to come up with them. Floating with the current, tliev 
doubled Point Tuffnell and entered an absolutely deserted 
channel, when the native boat, propelled by a vigorous 
effort of its oarsmen, reached them.

To avoid a dangerous collision Perkins had ordered the
oars taken in, and Lauters had risen to take the missive at

the moment when the skiff, obedient
to its helm, would pass the yawl,
which only the waters guided. Sud-
denlv the Chinese sailor who was *
steering the pirogue let it about, and 
the two boats collided with extreme 
violence. At that moment Mr. Lau
ters gave a cry and fell backward. 
As he went to take the letter which 
the workman pretended to h a n d  
him, a lance-stroke was aimed full
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at hih breaat, aiul t»-tt men suddenly >f*raiig up from the merchant’s wound well he could, ami tried to dissimu-
bottom of the boat where they had remained hidden up to 
that time.

late his fears for the worst. Mr. Banters gave no sign of life. 
As for his wife, she kept her eyes fixed upon the fuce of 

Our friend* were at odd* with tweutv inemlrtTs of the her husband, and seemed the Image of despair. When, 
Water-Lily, haudit* armed with arrows and lances. With half an hour later, the boat doubled the ]>oint of Caf>o Ber
lin* usual energy Perkins began by discharging his revolver 
into the compact mass of pirates. The shock of the 
enemy’s Imat had made the yawl take the direction of the 
current, and the assassin of Mr. Lauters, in trying to jump 
alxmrd, had fallen into the water; but he was a skilled 
swimmer and had come up and seized the gunwale, when 
Pei din struck him so hurd on the load with the copper- 
covered bundle of the tiller, that he let go and rolled over, 
leaving only a large red >tain on the writer.

Tin* front of the pi rogue touched the hack of the yawl, 
and Mrs. faint ere, who had sprung to her husband's side, 
Wilis endeavoring to stanch the blood from his wound.

mlar

** Forward ! mv bars, forward! ** commanded the captain,

Hard, t o  enter the harbor o f  Whampoa, the smuggler hailed 
a great three masted merchant-ship, the “ Britannia,” and 
her captain sent them the ship’s doctor ; but it was ton late: 
the pirate’s victim had ceased to live.

At this assurance Mrs. Lauters came to her senses, only, 
however, to make the air ring with her cries, accusing her
self of having caused the assassination of her husband, and 
infusing to be separated from his body. She almost had to 
he removed by force, and only yielded upon the solemn prom
ise that it should he sent to Hong-Kong to he interred. 
The commander of the Lightning” swore to her that this 
should he done, and thus prevailed upon the poor creature 
to go ashore and wait until his men. who needed a few horn’s*

exciting bis jailors by voice and gesture. But alt bough the 1 rest, could get ready to resume their oars ami go down to 
men were brave Malaburs they knew the pirates too well: they Lintin.

lie did not intend to stay long at Whampoa, for he saw, in 
tlie attack of which he hud been the object, a proof that the 
members of tlie Water-Lily were aware of his projects, in 
part, at least. It was therefore important not to give them 
time to put themselves more fully upon the defensive.

w»*re struck with terror, and Perkins thought for a moment 
that all was lost, when all at once he heard the wretches 
uttering loud cries of astonishment and malediction, and 
almost, instant I v their vessel was left behind motionless.

'The master ! "  cried that one of the assailants who 
seemed to command the others.

Pet-lio had drawn himself up to bis full height, and those 
whom he had so often conducted to the pillage bad recog
nized him. < tiven over to the horror which tliev felt at

%

this apparition of one whom some of them had seen hung 
from the gallows at Hong-Kong, they believed it to be a 
sorcery, a work of magic, and this sentiment, fleeting as it 
was, saved our friends.

Abandoned for a moment by the man who guided it, 
the pirogue had drifted into the river current, and a 
second howl from the pirates testified to their rage and 
despair. Their skiff, left to itself, had grounded upon a 
sand-bar, which the yawl, thanks to its lesser draught of 
water, easily crossed. It would take fifteen minutes' hard 
work to get afloat again.

‘ ‘ Pull! hoys, pull!” cried tbe smuggler. His men bent 
to their oars, and the light boat went on its way.

“ As for you, my good fellow,” he added, putting out bis 
hand to PeT-lio, ' ‘ without you we should have been lost. 
You shall see that we have a good memory. Take the 
tiller.”

“ You saved my life,” simply replied the former chief of 
the Water-Lily, taking the helm; “  hut we are not yet quits.
I will keep all my promises.” And he made for the Elliot 
passage, an arm of the river which led directly to Whampoa.

Free to attend to his unfortunate friend, Perkins exam
ined the wound. It was most serious : tlie lance 

A  had deeply pierced tbe chest between the fourth
and fifth ribs, and it was to be 
feared that some vital
had been wounded.

organ 
Mrs. Lau-

T U E  D E A T H  OF LA U TE R S

ters was w i l d  w i t li grief. 
Speechless and tearless she held

upon her lap the 
head o f h e r  hus
band, who had not 
recovered conscious
ness.

Like all naval offi
cers, the commander 
of the “  Lightning ” 
had a few i d e a s  
about surgery: he 
bandaged the poor

Chapter  X.

Tcrrou’s V engeance.

IT T A T E D  above the famous forts 
of Boca-Tigris, more than twenty 
leagues above tlie mouth of the 
Li-Kiang, the harbor of Whampoa 
was certainly, at the time we speak 
of, one of the most curious sta
tions on the globe. Formed of 
divers canals which separated the 
islands with which the river is 
interspersed at this place, canals 
which outlined across, and where 
each nation had its own particular

moorings, it was, prop
erly speaking, being ten 
miles from C a n t o n ,  a 
great quarantine, which 
foreign ships could not 
pass on every pretext.

The strangest of the 
vessels m o o r e d  there 
were those of which veri
table h u s 5- 
ness houses 
li a (l b ee  u

A DO A T  W O M A N .



made. Upon la r^ o  pon
toons were • s t o r e s  with 
their shelves, counters, and 
all their furnishings. The 
purchasers' boats stopped 
iit the foot of a narrow 
stairway which led to the

%r

entrance, above which, in 
large letters, was the name 
of the tai l or ,  the shoe-

wept over him. Pei-lio was at the helm, and the captain 
watched the shores through his telescope. The little skiff 
tlius crossed the channel of Boca-Tigris without difficulty, 
and it was scarcely five o’clock in the evening when it hailed 
the “  Lightning” at the moorings of Lintin. Aided by the 
current they had been less than eight hours in coming the 
forty miles which lay between that island and Whampoa.

The schooner was a hundred and ten feet long by 
twenty-two wide, and it was as elegant a vessel as could be 
seen. When it was under sail, with its immense cloud of 

maker, or dealer in provis- canvas covering its two backward-leaning masts, it looked 
ions, and the edge of each like an albatross with snowy plumage skimming the waves, 
one of these singular con- Its how, finely shaped as that of a steamer, supported a 
structions w as fortified how-sprit the end of which, slightly curving, was orna- 
witli small sharp stones mented, like the stays, with head-sticks cut in suns. Her 
intended to impress upon sides were painted black, and her brasses gleamed like gold, 
malefactors r e s p e c t  for Her masts were so carefully resined that they looked like 
property. Thanks to this mahogany. Her armament was composed of two carronades, 
system, the captain shoe- | which looked out of the stern port-holes, like two coquettes 
maker, grocer, or t a i l o r  
could, at will, and at the
first a l ar  m, transport his 
establishment to a place of 
safety: all lie had to do 
was to lift anchor and allow 
himself to drift ashore.

from their balcony, a long, pivoted copper gun upon the 
forward deck, and here and there half a dozen little swivel- 
guns of most attractive appearance. The “ Lightning” 
had neither poop nor forecastle. Her deck, smooth as 
glass, extended fore and aft, and was made of narrow 
boards, which made it seem longer yet. At the stern the 
boxes holding the flags and steering-gear were large enough

a  g r o c e r ’ s b o y . As for the v i l l a g e  of to serve as couches, and were shaded with curtained awn- 
W h a m p o a ,  it was com- ings, which were put up all around the vessel, 

posed of a single street about fourteen feet wide and a quar- It will be seen that Perkins often sacrificed tlie useful to 
ter of a mile long. All the houses, or, rather, all the cabins, tlie agreeable, but liis fortune was made : for a long time 
which turned their hacks upon the river, were built upon he had been merely making voyages almost like an amateur, 
piles. They were reached from the water by ladders with Only tlie middle of the schooner, between tlie two masts, was 
slippery rungs, which the rapidity of the current and tlieir reserved for the cargo of opium : all tlie rest was for him-
instability sometimes rendered the ascension of dangerous. 
Besides, there were only small shopkeepers, and ordinary 
t r adesmen,  laundrymen, 
butchers, and fishermen, for 
no foreigner would spend a 
single night on land in this 
lacustrine village.

When Perkins arrived, the 
whole harbor was in a state 
of unusual excitement. The
news of the approach of the 
Tai'-pings had reached there 
already, and it was to be 
feared, among his fresh trou
bles, that the viceroy might 
not he able to protect for
eigners as lie had done hith
erto. The merchant vessels 
which were l o a d e d  were 
making hasty preparations to 
depart, w h i l e  others were 
putting themselves in a state
of defense. The most part of tlie floating shops had drifted 
down to Alcestis Point, at the extremity of the harbor, so 
as to be ready at the first signal to descend tlie river. Numer
ous mandarin-boats had crossed the hay during the night, 
and were making for the forts. Obsequious as the popula
tion had been the evening before, it had all at once become 
brutal and insolent. There was rebellion in the air.

Perkins hastened to rejoin Sir Arthur on hoard of the 
“ Lightning/’ so as to profit by the daylight to conduct liis 
schooner from Lintin to Lantao, and to transport the body 
of Mr. Lauters to IIong-Kong. Therefore lie urged liis men, 
and liis yawl very soon took its course towards tlie lower 
part of the river. Wrapped in a flag, tlie dead man had 
been laid under the awning, where Mrs. Lauters prayed and

self, liis officers, and liis crew, which was composed of thirty 
robust Malabars, who liad been abroad several years. His 
staff consisted of only three white men : Morton, tlie second 
captain ; James, tlie mate ; and a steward.

Having compelled Mrs. Lauters to get aboard, tlie captain 
immediately set sail, dragging in tlieir wake the yawl con
taining tlie body of his unfortunate friend ; and tlie sun liad 
scarcely disappeared back of Macao when tlie “ Lightning” 
dropped anchor in tlie little bay of I 
miles from Victoria.

Intent on liis own manoeuvres, the captain had not noticed 
as lie came to moor
ings, a dozen boats

four or five

coming up in the

A SHO PK EEPER.

offing and making 
towards tlie eastern 
point of tlie island. 
For several reasons 
lie li a d decided to 
p u s h  on towards 
Lamma in place of 
stopping at Lintoa : 
in the first place lie 
wished to transfer 
the remains of Lau
ters a s h o r e ,  that 
very evening ; fur
thermore, lie wished 
to make liis declara
tion to the authori
ties without delay
ing till tlie next (lay. 
He liad also some 
information relating 
to the attitude of the 
Chinese in regard M O RTO N , OF T H E  “  L I G H T N I N G .
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to strangers, which duty bade him publish witliout delay.
lie therefore hastened to re-man his vnwl. for the men who*

had rowed him from Canton to Lintin won* exhausted, lie 
had the useless awning taken down, and then he embarked 
with Mrs. Lauters, the body of her husband, Sir Arthur, 
and Pei-lio. He took the latter to make use of him, if neces
sary, as a last argument with the governor of Ilong-Kong, 
by presenting him as pilot. Me left tlie “ Lightning” 
under tlie care of Morton, who had all his confidence, and
had proved a hundred times how worthy he was of it.

As the yawl sped from the schooner the night shadows 
were falling fast; but Perkins knew his route too well for 
that to deter him for a moment. Wishing to profit by the 
evening breeze he set sail for Victoria. The graceful skiff 
slid lightly over waves tortured by the currents, and the 
rapidity of its flight would have taken it to Ilong-Kong in 
less than an hour, when, all at once, at the moment when it 
was about to enter the channel between the English colony 
and Green Island, a squall struck it so violently that, before 
the sail could be run down, the mast snapped. The captain 
ordered his men to the oars. Unfortunately, in the shaking 
the yawl had got, four of the oars had fallen overboard. 
However, the men seized those which remained, and began 
to row vigorously ; but during the few moments that the 
yawl had been bereft of its sail it had drifted, and the 
smuggler knew, by the noise of the sea and the shadow of 
the shore, that they were being carried by the current upon 
the rocks of Lamina. In fact, inside of two minutes he felt 
the rudder, which he had not left, turned aside by a rock 
above the level of the water, and the boat swung around 
upon itself, and was caught by the breakers of the reef.

“ We are lost! ** said he at once, with perfect coolness. 
“ Leave me this woman, Sir Arthur, I will save her. You, 
my friend, swim ashore. You, Pe’i-ho, must take charge 
of the body of Mr. Lauters. Come, boys, have courage, and, 
God be praised ! we will get out of this. ” These last words 
the intrepid sailor addressed to bis men; but none of them 
had time to reply, for the yawl suddenly gave two or three 
lurches and upset in the breakers.

Perkins seized Mrs. Lauters, whose face was calm and 
almost smiling at the approach of death. It might be that 
the poor woman saw the end of her grief in 
that way only. Although loaded with his 
sad and heavy burden, Pei-lio reached the 
shore at the same time as Sir Arthur, and 
they both assisted the captain to obtain a 
footing. Mrs. Lauters had fainted, and they 
laid her on the sand by her husband. Two 
of the Malabars only had come ashore; but 
the captain hoped that the others, who were 
excellent swimmers, were also saved. He 
thought himself lucky to get off with the loss 
of his boat.

But it was necessary to get away from 
there. The place where the shipwrecked ones
had taken refuge was a little sand-bank about
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twelve feet wide, which the sea had thrown 
up in one of the clefts of the promontory 
which towered above and surrounded them 
like an inaccessible wall.

The night was by turns clear and cloudy. At one mo
ment great black clouds extended to the horizon, to be 
swept away by the wind in a few moments, when the sky 
glittered with stars. Then Perkins could distinguish the 
“  Lightning ” balancing upon the tide. All at once it seemed 
to him that among the roars of the waves which dashed at 
his feet mingled a noise from a distance. He bent his ear 
to listen and trembled at a sinister foreboding. Soon he 
distinguished rapid musketry, and then ho uttered a cry

of rage. His schooner was attacked by pirates, and lie 
could not get to her!

He looked all around him to see if there were no way to
scale the promontory; 
but one of his men, 
having had the same 
thought, had attempt
ed to ascend it, and 
had fallen from the 
rocks w h e n he bad 
got about twenty feet 
up. Crouched upon 
the sand, the ot her  
sailor witnessed the  
tragedy with the in
sensibility of Hindu 
fatalism, and Pei-lio 
w a s endeavoring t o

the sea, whichkeep
had risen rapidly, from 
carrying off the body 
of Mr. Lauters. As for 
Sir Arthur, he had  
taken in his arms the 
poor widow, who had 
recovered f r o m  her 
swoon, and, wild with 
terror, wished to fling 
herself into the sea.

The doughty captain, ordinarily so strong, was cast down: 
the feeling of his impotency overpowered him. He could 
not get away from here unless someone should come to his 
assistance ; but, in the first place, where was assistance to 
come from? and then, might it not come too late? Would 
not the high tide cover this narrow sand-bar where they 
were? It seemed to him that the space diminished, little 
by little, around them. Desperate, he counted the detona
tions of artillerv which succeeded without cessation, when

*  J

suddenly he began to shout loudly. He had heard at a 
little distance the regular stroke of oars upon the water.

“ Help ! Help ! ” he shouted with all his might. Sir

-  * —~ A.

i  i C R OU C H ED U r O N  T H E  S A N D . ”

ON T H E  S A N D - B A R  AT l .A M M A .

Arthur also shouted, and very soon they saw the* boat 
which they had guessed was doubling the point. It was 
manned by half a dozen men. They redoubled their rails 
and soon had proof that they were heard, f o r  the new arriv
als managed so as to pass between the r e e f s  and the sand
bank. Perkins, in the water up to Ills knees, showed them 
the dangers and the piaees where they could pas>. Thanks 
to its slight draught of water the boat was able to cross the 
breakers. Ten oar-strokes more and it could take them in
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The smuggler encouraged the oarsmen, and recommended 
Sir Arthur to carry Mrs. Lauters, if she could not walk. 
The boat came sidewise, so as not to run her nose into the 
sand; only two arms' lengths separated it from those who 
awaited it so impatiently.

“ Hold hard, my brave fellows," repeated the commander 
of the “ Lightning,” as he came up to seize the boat by 
the stern so as to hold it off and permit his friends to get 
in it.

“ Ah ! it is you, you dog ! ” cried the man who held the 
tiller. “  Ah ! it is you who would save Embroidered W il
low ! Hold on ! This is how the ‘ Red Spider’ avenges ! ” 
and he discharged a pistol which he drew from his girdle. 
But, in his precipitation the assassin did not take time to 
sight his enemy, and the ball only whizzed past Perkins’ 
head.

Tcliou cocked his revolver again and was leaning forward 
to shoot, when suddenly the boat capsized and all disap
peared in the breakers. Pei-ho had dashed into the water 
and whirled the boat around.

It was a moment of inexpressible anguish. The captain 
was armed with an oar which the sea had cast on the sand. 
With his arm raised and his eye fixed on the abyss, he,pre
pared to break the head of the first who came out of the 
water. Uttering cries of affright, Mrs. Lauters clung to 
Sir Arthur and paralyzed his movements. The moon came 
through the clouds and its rays made rainbows on the wave- 
crests. Jn the direction of the “  Lightning ” the combat 
still continued.

Two or three heads appeared at the same time in the 
midst of the breakers. The arm of the smuggler fell : 
simultaneously a stilled groan was heard under the waters. 
Almost at the same moment two men set foot on the oppo
site end of the bank, and, before Perkins could bar their 
passage, they had sprung to the precipice. There, backed 
against the rock, they seemed prepared for a desperate 
resistance. Tcliou was one of these two bandits.

“ Ah!  you cannot escape me this time, w retch !” cried 
the American, darting towards him and threatening him
with the terrible weapon he held.

A demoniac laugh responded. The rising waves had 
invaded a part of the sand. A deep, wide crevasse, impossi
ble to be crossed in the darkness, separated the foreigners 
from their enemies, and the assassin of Ling, with a long 
Malay creese in his hand, prepared to fling himself upon the 
commander if he attempted to join them.

“ Curse it a l l ! ” groaned the defender of Embroidered 
Willow. “ The sea itself is against us ! ”

Suddenly a brilliant light flamed up in the horizon, and 
the American became mad with rage. Among the thick

shadows of the moorings., at Lamma, flames shot up the 
masts of the “ Lightning” to the sky. Mrs. Lauters had 
let go the arm of Sir Arthur, and with haggard eyes, and 
pale, burning hands extended toward the fantastic ser
pents of flame which climbed up the masts of the opium 
clipper, she shrieked aloud at the progress of the destroy
ing element.

“  Ah, ha ! dog of a foreigner ! ” howled the former butcher, 
whose hideous features shone with horrid joy, “ you know 
now what it costs to meddle with Tcliou’s affairs. In 
spite of your promises Embroidered Willow will be hung, 
and you will not lead your men to the Lad rones. In one 
hour the sea will have risen ten feet, and you will be swal
lowed up ! Ah, you dared to struggle with the members 
of the Water-Lily ! See what they have done to your 
schooner ! ”

The sea, indeed, was gaining upon them ; the place of ref
uge was but a few feet wide, and the firing recommenced from 
the “ Lightning.” Suddenly the smuggler, who scorned to 
respond to the murderer, uttered a cry of joy. ^Numerous 
strokes of the oar, the regularity of which denoted a Euro
pean boat, were heard to the right of the point of Lamma, 
that is to say, from the roadstead of Hong-Kong. Tcliou 
also heard this sound, and a horrible oath escaped his lips.

Sir Arthur and Perkins shouted loudly, and their cries 
were heard. One of the boats came toward them, and the 
others went on toward the 
“  Lightning.” The English 
boat came near, and Sir Ar
thur was about to put Mrs.
Lauters b o a r d ,  when
Tcliou appeared behind them 
with the knife raised, 
commander felt that he was

PE I-IIO  S E IZ E D  T H E  B A N D I T  IN IIIS ARM S.

lost ; but before the bandit could commit another crime, he 
suddenly disappeared. Pei-ho had flung himself upon the 
bandit, seized the latter in his arms, and was trying to throw 
his adversary into the sea. But the wretch was strong. Re
covered from his first surprise, he had clinched with his an
tagonist, and before the witnesses of this struggle could assist 
the ex-pirate, Tcliou had made him lose his balance, and both 
rolled into the water. The waves closed over them ; then 
they were seen to reappear about thirty feet away, still strug
gling, and again disappear. Five minutes passed. The deeps 
were doubtless the theater of a terrible duel, for as the boat 
pushed out to give a refuge to Pei-ho, Sir Arthur perceived 
that he had regained his footing, but only to fall exhausted 
upon the sand. Perkins then darted toward him. He was 
terribly wounded in the breast.
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“ W o tiro q u its, captain." m urm ured lie. in a d y in g  voice, a dozen o f its sa ilors in a ll, but its deck and m asts being tie. 
“ l sh a ll not p ilot you to th e Ladrones, hut the W ater-L ily stroycd by fire rendered il timU for service, therefore Perkins
now has no c h ie f .” And he breathed h is  last. resolved to return th e next day to Victoria.

T h e sm u g g ler  carried h im  into th e boat, w here Mrs. Lau- I lis  first care at su n rise  w as to send to the sand-bar at 
ters had alreadv taken refu ge, but w ithout th e body o f her 'Lamina to get the body o f Mr. Lauters. It was discovered 
husband. T h e sea had covered it, or carried it off. In fifteen bet w een tw o rocks, and th e captain had it brought aboard 
m in u tes the captain sprang on board h is schooner. T he and started  for land. As for th e body of Tchou, it had dis- 
attack of the pirates had been severe, but Morton had appeared. Had the w aters sw allow ed  up their prey ?
valiantly  repulsed them . T he schooner had lost only about (To be conc.)
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VII.
T he Prong -H orn.

EGULARLY, every season, the dealers in wild ani- 
i maIs who supply our parks and menageries receive 

invoices from Asia and Africa, and occasionally 
from South America and Australia, but. seldom, ii ever, from

tigers, leopards, and elephants,
but very few of us, at least those♦ 7

among us who stay at home, have 
ever seen an American moose, a cari

bou, a musk-ox, a Rocky Mountain sheep or 
goat, or even a prong-horn. Indeed, I venture to 

assert that some of the foregoing names of American mam* 
mals are unfamiliar to many Americans.

“ The prong-horn," says an educated American, '* what is 
it? a goat or a deer?” The answer to his question also 
answers it for numbers of otherwise well-informed Atueri- 
cans on the Atlantic slope. The prong-horn is our only ante
lope, and is a peculiar animal, different in many respects 
from his class in Europe, Asia, and Africa. He is a well- 
made, handsome fellow, with a boldly marked coat of Isabel 
gray, black, and immaculate white. Throwing a cloth over 
the head of one of these animals that lias been prepared by 
a taxidermist, and gradually and slowly drawing it back, 
beginning at the nose, it really appears, after the covering 
has been removed far behind the place where it would seem 
the eye ought to lx*, that the animal is eyeless ; and yet it 
has eyes, very dark, expressive eyes, too, placed immediately 
under the base of its horns, and very remarkable for their 
magnitude : they are tin* largest, in fact, of any animal of 
the same size,—the prong-horn being a little smaller than 
the common Virginian deer,—larger than the eves of a horse 
or cow, and very nearly the size of those of the elephant.

Speaking of its eyes, a gentleman who had a tame ante
lope says that it can shed tears, and has given an affect
ing account of its power to do so. “ Our antelope," he 
writes, “ has the faculty of weeping when in affliction. I 
first observed this in a specimen that had been taken wild



when adult, and still retained all liis natural fear of man. 
I had placed him in a close cage in the evening, intending to 
familiarize him with my presence, and divest him of liis 
fears when be saw me, by convincingliim that I would not hurt 
him. When I approached him the next morning, be seemed 
struck with terror, and made frantic attempts to break out, 
which be soon found was impossible- His great black eyes 
glistened with affright, I spoke softly and kindly as I intro
duced my band and placed it on bis shoulder. Despair now 
seemed to possess liim, and be dropped on bis knees, bowed 
his head to the ground, and burst into a copious flood of 
tears, which, coursing down bis innocent nose, wet the floor. 
My sensibilities were touched, my sympathies were awak- 
eued, and I liberated him from bis cage as quickly as I could 
tear the slats from one side. Whether be appreciated this 
or not I cannot say ; but, certain it is, bis great fear seemed 
to leave liim as soon as be was at liberty, and running but a 
little way, and that not at full speed, be stopped and began 
to pick the grass. '

The liorns of the American antelope are remarkable, both 
in their growth and the form they assume : they are the 
only hollow horns that are cast off and are annually re
newed. Solid horns, such as deer have, are shed every 
year; but those of the ox and bison, which are hollow, last 
a lifetime.' The prong-born, too, is the only antelope that 
lias a prong or spur on bis horns : all others have simply 
unbrauclied horns ; but in this, as in the shedding of bis 
horns, the prong-liorn approaches the deer. Among females, 
it is only in those fully grown that the born appears, and it 
is then a slender spike, never more than two or three inches 
long. It is to be remarked, in this connection, that in liol- 
low-borned animals the female is fully armed, while among 
the solid horns, with perhaps a single exception, the female 
has no horns at all, so that in this, as in other respects, the 
prong-liorn may he considered a sort of compromise between 
the two.

A very curious failing on the part of the prong-horn has 
resulted from never leaving the plains he inhabits, for a 
forest life. Although the swiftest of native quadrupeds, 
often outstripping greyhound and trained horses, and taking 
tremendous jumps across ravines in a race for life, he can
not, or does not, know enough to leap over any small obsta
cle placed in his way. A log a few feet in thickness, or a 
rock of very moderate height, turns him from his course, 
and he can, in captivity, be safely kept in an inclosure sur
rounded by a fence from three to four feet high.

Sometimes,” writes Irving, in the account he gives from 
Captain Bonneville, of the manner in which the Sliosliokoe 
Indians of the upper Lewis River capture the antelope, “  the 
diggers aspire to nobler game and succeed in entrapping the 
antelope, the fleetest animal of the plains. The process "by 
which this is effected is somewhat singular. When the 
snow has disappeared and the ground becomes soft, the 
women go into the thickest fields of wormwood, and pulling 
it up in great quantities construct with it a hedge about 
three feet high, including about a hundred acres. A single 
opening is left for the admission of the game. This done, 
the women conceal themselves behind the wormwood and 
wait patiently for the coming of the antelopes, which some
times enter the capacious trap in considerable numbers. As 
soon as they are in, the women give the signal, and the men 
hasten to play their part. But one of them enters the pen 
at a time, and after chasing the terrified animals around the 
inclosure is relieved by one of his companions. In this w ay 
the hunters take their turns, relieving each other and keep
ing np a continual pursuit by relays, without fatigue to 
themselves. The poor antelopes, in the end, are so worried 
down that the whole party of men enter and dispatch them, 
not one escaping which has entered the inclosure. ”

Vol. X X V I I .-J uly, 1891.-37

Another mode of hunting the antelope is one in which the 
* sportsman takes advantage of another lading of the prong

horn, which it shares with Mother Eve. Carefully avoiding 
the windward side of the game, so that no odor may taint 
the air that reaches their sensitive nostrils, the hunter seeks 
the cover of some hollow, ravine, or sage-bush, or, in the 
absence of these, of the thin grass which clothes the plains, to 
partially conceal himself, or, rather, the necessary motions 
he has to make, for it matters not if he is seen, provided he 
does not move. Having stolen as near as he dares, moving 
only when the animals are feeding or are looking in another 
direction, and remaining absolutely motionless when they 
have their heads turned in his direction, he plants a stick 
in the earth, from the upper end of which flaunts a gayly 
colored or white handkerchief. If he has succeeded in 
taking his position without alarming them, the timid creat
ures, attracted by the fluttering bit of silk, gradually draw 
within gun-shot, and pay the penalty of their lives for their 
inordinate curiosity.

The flesh of the antelope is one of the most delicate and 
the choicest of meats, and is especially relished by invalids 
whose appetite is both weak and dainty. Not many years 
ago it was the cheapest animal food to be had in California ; 
but it would now be the costliest, if it is to be had at all. For
merly vast numbers of these beautiful and valuable animals 
ranged the vast plains west of the Mississippi, but, like the 
bison, they are on the verge of extinction, and although they 
may linger a little longer in north-western Mexico, they 
will soon join the long list of extinct animals driven off the 
earth and out of existence by tlie wanton greed of the human 
family for blood.

J. C a r t e r  B e a r d .

F ogs Afield.
i i .

P l a n t s  Poisonous to the St o m a c h .

LOWERS preach to us if we will but 
hear,” says Christina Rossetti ; and 
there is a whole democratic sermon 
against family pride in the fact that 
no plants are better connected than 
the poisons.

Aconite, which contains the most 
death-dealing v e g e t a b l e  juices 
known, is closely related to our pret
ty columbine and larkspur. English 

belladonna and henbane, which are sometimes seen along 
our own waysides, possess deadly narcotic properties, but 
nevertheless they belong to the solarium family, which 
includes among its members the egg-plant, the tomato, and 
the indispensable potato. But these worthy vegetables are 
no worse off, in the matter of relatives, than are the carrots 
and parsnips growing in the next bed ; those guileless at
tendants upon the corned beef belong to the parsley family, 
and are closely akin to water-parsnip, poison hemlock, and 
fool’s parsley, all exceedingly poisonous herbs, but all, 
nevertheless, first cousins to celery, lovage, and the plant
which vields carawav seeds.» *

At times, however, the disreputable members of honor
able botanical families prove themselves not unworthy of 
their kith and kin.

“  There ia gome soul of goodness in things evil,
Would men observing!y distill it out,”
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poison known.

it is only in large quantities
that they are mischievous
It has been proved by experi
ment that their expressed
juice, when taken into the
stomach, is highly poisonous,
and a small quantity of it
has been known to kill a
dog. It contains a chemical

called aconitia, the most virulent vegetable

This murderous substance abounds in the
pretty monk’s-hood, or aconite, which may be

oment growing and blowing in the
reader’s garden. It is an enemy within the

“ Any parent who suffers it to grow
within reach of his children,” says Bigelow,
“ is either ignorant, foolhardy, or florist-mad;
and any amateur not willing to adopt some of
the finest larkspur as a substitute, deserves to
be condemned for a season to regale himself
on docks and dandelions. J* Every part of
the common garden aconitum napellvs(monk’s-
hood) is poisonous in a green state, root, stem,
blossoms, and foliage. When the'leaves are
chewed they cause a tingling and a curious
numb sensation in the tongue and mouth.
This funny feeling might induce children to

and this is especially true of things evil in the vegetable I munch the foliage, though it is not pleasant to the taste, for
world. Some of the most valued remedies in the pharmaco- boys, and girls, too, sometimes, enjoy games in which the
pceia are the expressed and concentrated juices of poisonous I strife is to see who can longest endure discomfort. A person
plants. Ordinarily these juices are the very essence of who had foolishly eaten some of the leaves of aconite

tific knowledge, they become bestowers of life and comfort :
death and pain, but used at the fitting time, and with scien- became maniacal. The poison excites great gastric irrita-

hence plants which are poisonous if taken internally are
all described and portrayed in works on medical botany in
company with boneset, catnip, and camomile.

tion, which may be followed by stupor and death.
The monk’s-hood which bears blue flowers is believed to

be much more mischievous than those which get up effects
in yellow or in white. This is truly discouraging to the

The list of our flora conveys the idea that every living gardener. Real blue flowers are so beautiful, and Nature
thing has its dearest vegetable foe. There are bug-bane, offers us so few of them, that it is grievous to part with
cow-bane, dog-bane, lien-bane, and flea-bane,
fly-poison, beaver-poison, and lamb-kill. Some
of these names are merely memorials of old su
perstitions ; nevertheless it is true that plants
poisonous to the animal or human stomach are
far more numerous than those which are poison
ous to the touch. Indeed, they abound on every
side; but, luckily for us, neither the children nor
the cows are likely to kill themselves, though
the summer fields afford them great facilities 
for doing so. However some old-school theo
logians may quarrel with the doctrine, God’s
creatures are so rightly, as well as wonderfully,
made, that, in the main, they do like what is
good for them, and dislike what is hurtful.

To our palates most poisonous plants are bit
ing, acrid, or nauseous ; and animals are even 
more clearly warned against evil by beneficent Mother 
Nature. Indian tobacco, for instance, is poisonous, but
it sets one’s inoutli and throat on fire, and one taste of
it suffices for a lifetime.

Buttercups, in quantities, would be poisonous to the 
cows, but tlie}T are so acrid that grazing cattle generally

Their

one. But even the 
blue aconite is not
the worst mem her

of its f am i 1 v ; a still more

let them alone, even in closely cropped pastures, 
leaves, however, cannot always be avoided, and an excellent 
authority says : “ It is far from improbable that many dis
eases of the digestive organs with which cattle and horses 
are attacked in the spring and fall are attributable to ranun-

A few butter-

deadly species grows wild in 
the Nepaul Mountains, and is 
used by the natives to poison 
their arrows.

cuius (buttercup) and other injurious plants. II

cups mixed with the grass act as a condiment and digestive:

The most mischievous of poisonous plants, however, are 
those disreputable cousins of the carrots and parsnips, fool’s 
parsley, poison-hemlock, water-hemlock and water-parsnip. 
The three latter are not refused by cattle, and an1 Jiiirlily inju
rious to them. Fool's parsley is said to produce palsy in horses 
if they eat it in quantities, and it has also done much injury
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to persons who have been deceived by its close resemblance 
to garden parsley. Poison hemlock has sickened and killed 
children who ate its roots, supposing it to be “  sweet Cicely.” 
All these herbs are exceedingly com
mon, and, as so many crimes 
proved against them, it is advisable 
that we should all learn to identify and 
detect them. „

Poison hemlock, or conium macula- f a  
(um, grows in old gardens and waste 

grounds. Its main stem is erect, hol
low. stout below and much branched 
above. It is perfectly smooth, bright 
green, mottled with irregular stains of 
wine-color, and covered with a white 
bloom which is very easilv rubbed off.
The leaves are very smooth, and of aft J

uniform d e e p  green.
The lower leaves a r e  
very large, sometimes 
over two feet in length, 
and are borne on long 
stalks. T h e  u p p e r  
l e a v e s  have scarcely 
anv s t a l k s  whatever.

ft

They are broadly trian
gular in general out
line, and are finely cut

1  f t

and f r i n g e d .  Each 
s c a l l o p ,  or tooth, of 
these lace-like leaves is 
t i p p e d  with a little 
sharp, white point.

The w h i t e  flowers 
grow like those of the 
wild carrot, in a flat, 
circular cluster which is 
composed of many sim
ilar, but smaller, clus
ters m a s s e d  to
gether. There are

offensive, “  mousy ” odor which its leaves emit when they 
are cut or bruised.

One would think that this last characteristic would dis
courage children or animals from pursuing acquaintance 
with poison hemlock ; but it has often been eaten with 
grievous results. Cattle turned out to pasture in spring, 
after being shut up all winter, are liable to eat this plant, 
and to be seriously injured, or even killed by it. They some
times obscurely show the symptoms and evince a stupor 
which is mistaken for stomach trouble, or an excitement 
and fury which are supposed to be madness.

W inter does not kill the poison hemlock, which comes up 
the second spring lustier than ever, and often attains a 
height of six or eight feet,— a living illustration o f the truth 
that “  ill weeds grow apace.”  “  Mowing close to the ground 

> will destrov it in two seasons.”  says an excellent authority. 
“ By p l o w i n g  t h e  
ground, p l a n t i n g  a 
hoed crop, and culti
vating w e l l  f o r  one

< i wheels within
wheel yj bloom.
Tlie seeds are small,
a n d  of d u l l ,
greenish gray, and 
up and down them 
run t o o t h e d ,  or 
wavy, ridges, 
these oddly decorat
ed seeds p o i s o n

hemlock may be dis
tinguished from some 
cousins which resem
ble it closely. It can ceedinglv distressful.

season, it will oe 
effectually exter
minated.”

Conium macu-
un-

welcome i m m i -
f r o m thfe 

Old World. Eu
rope presents it to us in return for many similar favors 
received. It has been noted as a poison from remote an
tiquity. The Athenians gave a cup of hemlock to those 
who were condemned to death by the council of the Are
opagus, and many distinguished ancients, among them 
Socrates and Pliocion, suffered death by the agency of this 
destroyer. Plato describes the famed hemlock of antiquity, 
which, it seems, looked exactly like our common conium 
maculatum. But the vegetable murderer of Socrates dif
fered somewhat from the common conium in its effects : the 
dying sage suffered no pain, only a great and growing 
numbness, which crept gradually from his feet to his heart. 
The poison hemlock of our fields may differ slightly from 
the Greek species, or it has adapted itself to the enlightened 
age of dynamite and the “  Woolwich Infant : ” our hemlock 
can not only kill its victim, but it can make his death ex-

also be recognized by Some botanists think that the slayer of the Greek sages
imposing size, by was the too common cicuta maculata. This plant is vari- 

the c l a r e t - c o l o r e d  j ously known as American hemlock, musquash root, water- 
* blotches on it s  large hemlock, snake-weed, and beaver-poison. It grows in wet 

smooth stalks, by the meadows and along the banks of ditches, ponds, and streams, 
luxuriant green of its It often abounds among the grass in low-lying fields, and is 
foliage, and by a very I frequently cut with hay. Fortunately for farmers it is not,
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in a dry state, very injurious to cattle. Its fresh leaves 
act upon them as a violent poison, and hence another of the 
plant’s popular names, spotted cow-bane. Any of it within 
reach of a farm ought to be exterminated.

The plant may be identified by its root, which is composed 
of a number of fleshy tubers diverging from the base of the 
stem, and about as long as one’s finger. It looks like a 
cluster of small parsnips tied together as hucksters tie them. 
The root has a strong, penetrating smell, and a warm, acrid 
taste, and when it is pressed it emits a yellowish juice with 
a pungent flavor.

The stem is smooth, branched at the top, hollow, and 
marked with little grooves and little ridges, running length
wise. Generally it is strongly streaked with purple. Spotted 
cow-bane grows from three to six feet tall. Its leaves are 
much cut, their edges are toothed like a saw, and the leaf 
veins terminate in the notches, not at the points o f  the foliage.

The white flowers appear in July and August. They are 
borne in a compound wheel, or umbel, as they are in all the 
members of the parsley tribe. In most of the numerous 
parsley cousins the head of tiny, five-petalled blossoms is 
encircled by a full ruche, or collar, of slender leaves : these 
•leaves grow at the bases of the little stalks which uphold the 
little wheels of bloom, and they form what botanists call 
the “ general involucre.” But spotted cow-bane follows a 
recent fashion, and goes all collarless : it has no “ general 
involucre/’ and only occasionally an apology for one in the 
shape of a single leaf. The little circles of bloom are not 
numerous, and instead o f  crowding together, as they do in the 
wild carrot, each keeps at an unsocial distance from  the rest.

There are many recorded cases in which children have eaten 
the roots of cicuta maculata with fatal results. In western 
Pennsylvania it destroyed several persons who ate the root, 
mistaking it for angelica. Three little boys in Dutchess 
County, New York, went in search of sweet flag-root, and 
dug up and ate roots of the spotted cow-bane by mistake. 
Two died in convulsions about an hour after having swal
lowed the poison. “  Many cases like these/5 says Bigelow, 
“ must have happened unrecorded. The plant is extremely 
common in many parts of the United States, and I believe 
its true character is not generally suspected. A very respect- 
able physician informed me that it was much used in his
vicinity, as a gargle, by people unsuspicious of its qualities.

Though this plant is poisonous to cows, it is eaten with 
impunity by sheep and goats. It comes up year after 
year from the same root : mowing the ground, therefore, 
will not exterminate it, and only thorough plowing will rid 
us of it.

Mowing will, however, destroy fool’s parsley {cethusa 
cj/napium), for the summer is its span of life. Fool’s parsley 
is a slender herb, with a small, branched, tapering root of 
a pale brownisli-white color. Its erect stem is from six 
inches to two feet high, and has many ascending branches. It 
is perfectly smooth, hollow at the base, solid above, and of 
a bright apple-green color tinged with red. Stains and 
streaks of red and purple brand most of the evil-doers of the 
parsley tribe.

The lace-like leaves of eethusa are broadly triangular in 
general outline, very smooth on both sides, and of a rich 
dark green, often tinged with dull red. Except for these 
criminal marks the foliage of cethvsa resembles that of the 
straight-leaved garden-parsley so closely that the poisonous- 
plant has often been mistaken for the worthy vegetable, 
with disastrous results. Curled parsley can be at once dis
tinguished from its disreputable relative by its crisp leaves, 
and it is recommended that curled parsley only should be 
cultivated, to avoid mistakes. No mistake could arise were 
the plants compared when in blossom, for the flowers of 
fool’s parsley are white, while those of garden parsley are
yellow.

The whole plant of cethusa has a burning taste, and when 
the leaves are bruised they emit a peculiar, disagreeable 
odor altogether different from that of garden parsley. 
Fool’s parsley is a common weed about cultivated ground in 
the Northern and Eastern States, and it abounds in the 
vicinity of Boston, It blossoms in July. In all recorded 
experiments this plant has had a p.oisonous effect upon 
animals.

Water-parsnip (slum) also blooms in later summer. It 
grows in swamps and marshy meadows, and along the banks 
of streams and ditches. Often it is found rooted in water,

with some of its leaves submerged. This floating foliage is 
lace-like, and the leaves which rise into the sunshine are 
also delicately cut and toothed. The white flowers resemble 
those of cicuta, but they are surrounded by an involucre of
several tinv leaves.*

Cow-bane, another water-loving member of the parsley

■

*



family, is also poisonous. It, too, has compound, or divided,
leaves, and a wheel-shaped mass of delicate white flowers;

spinal marrow, producing' dizziness and stupor, and some-
and convulsions.times a sort of intoxication, debi'him,

but its individual characteristics are so obscure and so vari- T h e r e  i s  generally
able that it be almost impossible to describe them, much nausea, and nat-
even bv resorting to crabbed botanical terms.» W' ure’s effort to rid the

Those parsley relations, or umbelliferas, which are stomach of the hurt-
amphibious in their t a s t e s  and should be
aquatic in their habits, need not
be distinguished o n e  f r o m  the
other. They can all be included
in one sweeping condemnation.
Jt is a rule, sanctioned bv the ob
servations of medical botanists
th»t all umbelliferce growing in and
ebout water are poisonous. There
are very few exceptions
rule; so every plant
growing in a wet place
and beariug lace-like
leaves and blossoms
c l o s e l y  resembling
those of the wild car
rot, must be considered
guilty till it is proved innocent.

The baneful juices of these pois
onous umbelliferce are called, in med
ical language, acro-narcotic poisons.
They act chiefly on the brain and

*3,

assisted by a dose of sulphate of zinc or of
tartar-emetic : the first is preferable on ac
count of its speedy action. Hot lemon-juice
and hot vinegar should be given, but they
must on no account be administered before
the poison is expelled from the stomach.
Strong coffee and strong tea are the best anti
dotes for the stupor, which is sometimes
almost overpowering. The patient must no*t
be allowed to yield to it, but bis attention
must be aroused by every possible means.

But as an ounce of prevention is worth
many pounds of cure, children should be
earnestly cautioned against eating unfamiliar
roots, seeds, and berries. “  Sweet Cicely ’ ’
and angelica differ but slightly in appear
ance from violently poisonous members of
the parsley family : most disastrous mistakes
have thus occurred, and hence “  sweet Cic
ely y i and angelica bad better be forsworn
altogether.

The plants described are injurious o n l y
when they are taken into the stomach. None
of them is in the least degree poisonous to
the touch, and if any one of them has made
its home in our territory, we need not fear
to grasp it boldly, pluck it up, and cast it
out. E. M . H a r d i n g e .

H a v e  the courage to be ignorant of a great
number of things in order to avoid the calam
ity of being ignorant of everything.— Sy d n e y

Sm it ii .
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T 5„„J  PUm L „  i t -  The foregoing does not imply a great deal of data, jet iuenow to Head Cnaracter ay the Handwriting* name gives a clue to the race, at least on one side ; the »~e,

f j l A N  the character be read from the handwriting?
' . ̂  / T’Viia mimition Ima hoon anau’pml nrn ntul onn

in connection with the writing, gives a key to the temperi- 
ment ; and the writing in itself suggests a hundred comli. 

This question has been answered pro and con by tions difficult of comprehension to the uninitiated, but which 
men of equal judgment, ever since the invention of are entirely clear to the student in this department of etli-

nology. Character is the manifestation of habit; and so 
long as we have the power to drop an old habit or take on a

letters. After having given more than twenty years to the 
study of this afid kindred subjects, I am forced to the con
clusion that the handwriting, in itself, does not afford suffi- new one, so long is the character in our own control, and to 
cient evidence or data from which to draw invariably exact that extent we are responsible for it.
deductions as to the character of the writer ; but if I were W here the character is fixed, the writing does not vary,
asked “  Is handwriting an indication  of character ? ” I should, unless it be in the case of sickness. In all my experience I
unhesitatingly, answer “ 1 11 have not met with an exception to this rule ; and, curiously

It will be generally conceded that a man’s face, voice, enough, the signature does not vary greatly after adult age,
manner of movement, dress, and address afford pretty sure 
clews to his character; but, be that as it may, it is very 
certain that every man, woman, and child of us— and even

even where the writing has been radically changed.
“  Chirography,” or “  Graphology,’* as the art— it is a is-

take to call it a “  science ” of reading the character fro
the higher of the inferior animals, like the dog and horse— is the handwriting is called, was studied by the ancients, and 
impressed by these physical manifestations of mental and I before the invention of printing it meant much more than it 
moral disposition. People particularly susceptible are apt to I does to-day. It is impossible in the limits of a short article
form estimates of character at first sight, and, in the main, 
these instinctive impressions are found to be correct.

There is only one way in which character can possi
bly manifest itself, and that is in some form of physical 
action. If asked the.form of action-iu-which-mind andbody- 
are most intimately associated, I should say, 41 In the writing 
of an original composition ; ”  for here, to use a familiar figure

like the present to treat the subject in even an elementary 
wav, and perhaps, on the whole, it will be better to illus
trate my method by actual examples than to hint at a theory 
of hicli t average reade nows tie thi bough 

[_eveii~the most^unobservant is impressed . tavorably .or _the 
reverse by the handwriting of a stranger, while the hand
writing of a friend is as welcome, familiar, and cliaracter-

of speech, the hand and the brain work in double harness. istic as his face.
No. 1 is the writing of a girl of seventeen. It tells of theIt will not be disputed that the treatment shown in an origi

nal composition is an evidence of mental character, and it i writing-master’s training, as certainly as the soldier’s erect
is equally evident that the hand
writing is not the result of chance, 
but must be the outcome of cer
tain mental characteristics, which 
in their turn are the outcome of
certain physical characteristics.
It is a fact that handwriting varies 
as much as do the faces and voices 
of the writers ; and this is not 
a matter of chance, but the result 
of a law, which, rightly under
stood, gives a clew to the char
acter that is quite as accurate as physiognomy.

There are people who profess to tell the character from a 
few meaningless words of writing, but it is safe to set them 
down as superficial or dishonest. A few words indicate 
something, exactly as a finger seen through a rent in a cur
tain will tell of a human being on the other side ; but each 
is equally useless as data for character analysis. During 
the past year I have examined hundreds of specimens of 
writing submitted to me by people of all ranks and degrees 
of culture, from house
maids to judges, and the 
accuracy of my estimates 
lias been p r a i s e d  in 
every* i n s t a n c e  heard

n o . 1.

I I  I I  I  f
form and measured walk tell of the drill-sergeant, and in 
itself it is as lacking in individuality as the product of 
type-writer. It is machine work, and yet it tells of patience, 
an eye for form, and obedience to discipline ; and with the 
naime and age, in the body of the letter from which this is 
taken, I obtained the data fora good generalization, summed 
up in two words, “ obedience” and “  mediocrity.” #

No. 2 is a strong, bold hand, though it would be as much 
of a mistake to measure the boldness of writing by its size,

f r o m.  But in every, 
c^se I have insisted tin 
the f o l l o w i n g ,  data :
4rst, not less than a 

page of the usual writ
ing, in the form of a let- f 
terjto' a friend ; second, 
tnelexact age,- and the 
name signed in full, that 
5s*without initials, and

3f married
ladies, I r e q u ir e  the 

• ^maiden name.

fay
i

NO. 2



as to judge of the valor of a man from bis height and weight.
fbt writer is a New York merchant, aged thirty-four, of a
sai guine-nervous temperament, forceful rather than per-

the disposition is impulsive, hasty, and generous. The mind
is not of an intellectual cast, yet it is shrewd, and it indi
cates that rarest of possessions, good common sense. Loyal-

ststent, frank without being rude or aggressive, jind gener- ty to friends, and an adherence to once-formed convictions
mis so long as his own interests

<P

are not at stake. The cast of
mind is artistic rather t h a n

are distinguishing traits of this char
acter.

As each race has a distinct physiog-
nomy, so the writing of the different
nations, even where they use the same
letters, is characteristic ; and w h e r e
the early training was not in the use of
Roman letters it is manifest, no matter
how well they may understand English.

No. 5 is the writing of a bright young
Norwegian. Knowing the nationality,
which the writing tells me at a glance.

0
J .

it is easy to draw an accurate picture
of the man. I can tell him that his
complexion is light, that he has a sturdy

form, and the vital-motive temperament. He is forceful,

NO. 3.
headstrong, quick-tempered, selfish, and persevering. He
will.never be found at the tail of the procession ; and while

mathematical, and anxiety about little things is apt to blind his animal impulses are powerful, he will never permit them
him to tlie greater things that lie beyond. This of course to interfere with his material advancement. That one letter
is only a hint of the many points revealed by the
writing of a gentleman who has-been kind enough
to say that my analysis impresses himself and his
friends as b e i n g
i t supernatural. % \

No. 8 is an ex
tract from a very
l o n g  letter; and
while the writing is
weak for a man, it
is a good illustra-

ariords ample mat
ter for a long ar
ticle.

I have never per
mitted m y s e l f  to
analyze the writing
of c h i l d r e n ,  for
their characters are
unformed. No. 6 is

N O . 4.
tb e w r i t i n g  of a

tion of my point, that the matter is quite as valuable a
This indicates a nervous, sen

sitive, self-conceit-

school-girl of sev-

datum as tlie penmanship.
enteen, and it will change greatly in the next few years ; yet it
is full of promise, and indicates a marked individuality. At

ed, and n a r r o w

NO. 5.

person, with possibilities in him of a nobler manhood than
his own uncertain will and utter lack of purpose can ever

present, haste, impatience, and impulse control her;  but the

develop. Every reader who ex
purpose is always good, and the basic elements of the clmr-

amines this scrap, no matter liow
ignorant of tlie cljirographer’s art,
will at once form an (PA o L lA *  C A s lJ r .\

acter are excellent.
No.7 shows plain-

£
e s t i m a t e  of the
writer’s character,
and it will not be

d-tdi W £ £

lv that the writer is
another pupil of the
wri t i n g-m a s t e r .
This is from a young

favorable.
No. 4 is

C / r is is y L

men
a speci- 

of tlie band-
G / 7 L s & s w i'L

NO. C

lady of twenty-two,
naturally r e f i n e d
and amiable, with a

writing of a lady of twenty-one. It is a good type of tlie 
The want of punctuation shows

carelessness, yet every letter is clear and distinct 
minted coin.

love for music and

New England girl’s hand. a passion for the stage. The character is conscientious and
lovable, but it is lacking in tlie force that wins in tlie face

as a new-
The temperament is'the mental-motive, and

of obstacles. As a wife she will be a blessing to some man ;
but as an artist her best efforts would be failures.

No. 8 is tlie writing* of a
yToung lady of great natural
refinement of character. She

a
is s e n s i t i v e ,  imaginative,
and lias tlie artistic tempera
ment. There is a want of de-
cision and an uncertainty of

bat

“l1
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1 1

fault, either up in the clouds with 
hope, or down in the depths with 
despair, these t h i n g s  and many 
more I see in this writing.

The great Lavater, who was a 
physiognomist, yet relied greatly 
on the handwriting, was r>f the 
opinion that the writing of wor.ien 
had less individuality than that ([ 
men. T h i s  certainly is true m 
E u r o p e ,  where individuality in 
women is not so much encourage! 
as it is here; but my own experience 
is the reverse. There is a mechan- 

ical hand that tells of the boarding-school, which is my 
despair.

No. 11 is the writing or a man in years, but a big bry 
single-handed, but under proper guidance she is capable of in feelings. Kind-hearted, without a fixed purpose, lacking

0

n o . 8 .

great things.
No. 9 is a sample of lier sister’s writing, and I need not

in perseverance, never confident of his own judgment, and 
always controlled by a stronger will, this man can never 

point out the fact that there is not the slightest family win,—unless he gets a wife who loves and will control
him.

The penmanship shown 
by No. 12 has a certain at
tractive, familiar look, yet 
it is by no means common
place. There is vigor and 
dignity in every line; and 
while selfishness is not 
wanting, the l a d y  who 
wrote the above has a 
high sense of duty, and 
is capable of great effort 
and se l f - deni a l  when 

moved by love or her fine sense of right.
In No. 13 we have the writing of another young lady. 

This chirograpliy was never acquired in school. It is 
labored and affected, yet it tells of patience of the plodding 
kind, and a force that might be made available if properlyn o . 9.

no. io.

NO. 11.

resemblance. Her style of writ
ing is decidedly eccentric, and 
I have advised the young lady 
to get rid of it— for tbe sake 
of her friends— as soon as pos
sible; still it tells of originality, 
a love for music, and an intense 
desire* to have her own way, 
which in this case is sure to 
be an honest wav.

No. 10 is tlie writing of a 
young lady of Celtic ancestry, 
and tbe h u m o r  that distin
guishes her race is shown in 
these few lines. Warm-heart
ed, impulsive, g e n e r o u s  to a no. 12.



directed. It is not necessary to point out the want o f cult- 
,„e, nor the fact that the writer is affected by appearances, 
■Hid is of a sensuous nature.

No. 14 is the writing of a young gentleman of eighteen, 
ffhc is acting on my advice to study 
|rtw. This indicates a fine intelli-

f-O Ct / (T td o is

'k'h,c v o x
/ S W v

no. 20.

The writer of the specimen shown 
in No. 21 is frank and energetic, 
with abundant self-esteem, and a 
strong desire to occupy a place at 
the head o f life ’s procession.

The writer of No. 22 is imitative, 
wanting in originality, yet possesses 
a strong sense of duty and is in-

+A dined to the plodding methods that
win.

n o . 1 3 .

gence, care in detail, and good powers of analysis; hut it also 
shows a lack of force and an inclination to act from impulse. VA 01

S k
0

NO. 1 4 .

Often the hurried glimpse we catch of a stranger’s face 
on the street gives us an impression of his character; so 
the merest fragment of writing— like a fragment of bone

n

o i

n

r >
r

No 23 shows clearly that the writer is 
decidedly weak and uncertain, very shal

low, and swayed entirely by stronger natures. The pen
manship of No. 24 makes a striking contrast to this.

n o , 22.

N O .  2 3 .

NO. la .
No. 24 indicates that the writer is forceful, abounding in 

self-reliance and self-esteem, angered by opposition, but not
to the comparative anatomist—enables us to draw a fair in- discouraged. The writer will win success, but will never 
ference by reasoning from a part to the whole. Do not even make warm friends 
the few words shown in No. 15 indicate originality, refine
ment, and a bright mentality’ ? It is not an ordinary hand, 
nor is the writer an ordinary person.

No. 16 indicates frankness, a hearty impatience, but a lack

N O .  1 6 .

of force and decision; yet the character is the more lov
able for this defect.

The three words shown in No 17 indicate a highly nervous 
temperament, great sensitiveness, and much refinement.

n o . 2 4 .

The writer of No. 25 is plain to the verge of bluntness, 
enjoying life through the senses, but will never rise above 
the dead level of mediocrity.

n o . 2 5 .

N O . 1 i

N O . 18.

No. 18 denotes neatness and much anxiety as to appear- 
, and dread of what the world will say ; yet there is 

undoubted conscientiousness, and an eye for detail.

In No. 19 we have force, mental brightness, impatience, 
and a corresponding generosity and loyally to friends.

No. 29 shows excessive caution, timidity, and a want of 
self-reliance, yet strict honesty and conscientiousness.

n o . 19 .

No. 26 shows much delicacy and natural refinement of 
character. The temperament is artistic, but there is a lack
of patience.

no. 26

No. 27 denptes that the writer is undecided, inclined to be 
petulant, and never satisfied with,her own work, yet lacking 
the power of self-drill that makes for perfection.

C

n o . 2 7
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of a high development along art-lines, blit impulsive and 
illogical.

No 29 indicates that the writer is very cautious, fearful of

c*-.LLs Ctst/LdAA/ly/'
n o . 29.

what tlie world will say, easily swayed by others, yet doing 
right where the natural impulse is obeyed.

The writer of No. 80 is kind-hearted, irritable, outspoken,

N o .  30.

and inclined to have her own way. A true friend and an 
open enemy.

The most cursory examination of the specimens of writing 
submitted in this article will show that each has a distinct 
individuality ; and the most skeptical must agree that the 
difference is a difference of character. Whether my deduc
tions are right is, of course, another matter ; but it is due 
myself to say that if I were treating one letter I should do 
so in detail, when the power to analyze correctly would be 
more evident. The subject is full of interest, and a little 
study and care would place its comprehension within the 
reach of the average intelligence.

JJ

to him.

The writer of No. 28 is ambitious, but uncultured, capable , anticipated. He was lying indolently upon the sofa in the
sewii g-room, his curly head buried in the old brown p?h 
lows, and his feet crossed upon .the arm at one end. 
looked the very picture of laziness as he lay there, but be* 
neatli his jesting tone was a strain of earnestness that 
neither mother nor sister realized. His eyes, under their 
sleepy lids, rested half-mischievously, half-curiously, upon 
his sister’s averted face.

He bad not been home for so long a time that little Betty 
had changed almost beyond bis expectations : she had grown 
actually beautiful, and lit had not yet overcome his aston* 
ishment at her attractiveness. He was extremely proud of 
her, but, brotlier-like, refused to allow her to guess at his 
admiration, teasing her at every available moment, in the 
endeavor to quench any sparks of vanity she might emit. 
He wondered, as he watched her, whether she really knew 
}j o w  lovely she was. He thought not, her face was so sen
sitive and gentle.

But by tins time Mrs. Leigh had come to the end of her 
seam, and the sewing-machine stopped. She turned smil
ingly to her lazy young Solomon and said with a laugh :

“  Pray, my bov, how long have you made my sex a study, 
ind where have you learned such wisdom ? Do you not 
know that it has taken some wise men years to find all this 
oul ?— and here a college fledgeling has coolly discovered a 
veil-kept secret !

The others laughed ; then Betty looked up, flushing in 
her earnestness. Mother^” she said, “ mother, do you 
know I so often wish I knew what it is to be loved for some
thing that is in me, and that all the years of my life will 
never wear away. It must be beautiful to be loved in that 
way. It must make the hardest trial in life easy to bear.” 

She paused, as though ashamed of her temerity ; and 
Arnold decided that, after all, she did realize the extent of 
her beauty, and he was disappointed. But he was mistaken : 
however, he thought he would “  squelch her a little.”

“ Betty,” he said gravely, “ I do love you for something 
that is in you : I love you for your ability to make such 
apple turnovers as we had for luncheon. Be encouraged.
my child, and try again.”

At his good-humored ridicule the girl’s face drooped again 
over her work, a burning flush suffusing it. She felt that 
Noll was laughing at her ; he had not understood, and of 
course he must think her horribly vain : she was very 
sorry she had spoken at all, and her sensitive face showed it 
plainly. Seeing her discomfiture, Mrs. Leigh said quietly : 

“ Nevermind Arnold, mv daughter, it is all his college 
nonsense. He is ns proud of you as we are. and that is 
saying a great deal. W e know our Betty’s worth, sweet
heart, and beyond the pleasure it gives us, your looks weigh 
lightly against the hear? within.”

Betty looked up gratefully, but only changed the subject 
by saying,

“ What time does Mr. Jjeese arrive, mamma ?
9 ”

Betty’s Beauty.
HERE is just this much about it,” Arnold was saying, 
as he settled himself more comfortably upon the 
sofa, and ran his fingers through his thick locks. 

“ A beautiful girl has the advantage of her homelier sister, 
in that she attracts the sooner, but then there is also this 
drawback : if she is loved for her beautv alone.— and she: if she is loved for her beauty alone, 
very often is,— 
husband left?

—when that beauty is gone, what has her 
Nothing ! And the empty shell is worthless 

He tires of it—neglects it ; for you see the old
attraction can no longer bind him. To me, woman’s beauty 
is like a good many of those pictorial advertising cards one I sav

Did papa

sees : they invite you to examine the goods within the store, 
but upon investigation one generally finds that all the actual 
value of the goods lies in the gaudy advertisement on the 
outside. It’s a pity girls don’t understand this more, and 
cultivate a beautiful character.”

Betty bent over her woi^. She was darning stockings : 
a very homely occupation, to be sure, but a very necessary 
one in the doctor’s shabby family. Her brother’s words 
found an echo in her own heartjjbut she was waiting to 
hear what her mother would say, before venturing to ex
press her own opinions.

Arnold had come home from college two days previous, 
and was trying, as he said, to renew his acquaintance with 
his family, but found some few changes in them he had not

“ Yes, at six, in time for dinner ; but everything is ready, 
and if I were you I would put on my wraps and run out for

You have been working too hard to-dav,some exercise, 
dear.”

After the door had closed behind her, mother and son sat 
in silence for some moments : Noll's eyes were staring 
soberly out of the window, his hands cIusikhI behind hisii ■
head ; Mrs. Leigh was busy finishing off the seam.

“ Mother,” Noll began thoughtfully, ** Betty certainly is 
beautiful, but I hope to goodness she is not growing into a 
vain woman ! I detest,- above all things, that weakness iu
a woman, even though she has souio cause for it. 
such shallow brains.”

It shO W S

“  Arnold, vhis mother said gravely, “  you have l**eu awav



from home for two years, and it is but two days, since your 
return. Are you not judging your sister somewhat
abruptly ? ”

her home life was very precious in her sight ; but then it 
had seemed almost providentially thrust upon her, at a 
most anxious period, and she had accepted it at once.

"W ell,” admitted the young man, moving uneasily, l Then, too, he was to have a large backroom  with a smaller
■Q * * i

“ perhaps I am ; but I’m sure that remark o f hers was i one adjoining, and perhaps, after all was said and done, he 
conceited enough to cause even a hasty judgment. To | m ight not be so very much among them. She had under
insinuate that it was her beauty alone that was winning her stood that he was very much o f a recluse, living almost en-
love !—1 think that was utterly silly ! ”

“ You don’t understand Betty,” Mrs. Leigh said. * i
tirely a life separated from others. Alas, poor man ! he 

To I was totally blind. It was that fact, together with her need,
one who knows her position here in Daron, the (to you) offen- that induced Mrs, Leigh also to agree to the presence of the 
sive remark would be appreciated ; but I think that she other stranger, half-servant, half-companion to his strong 
forgot you would not understand, and spoke impulsively | young master.
before you. The actual fact is that Betty is admired from Miss Ann Covert, across the way, watching from under
one end of the town to the other, and, I regret to say, there the fringe o f her front-parlor shades, saw the carriage drive 
are scores of young fellows who would be only too glad for i up and the doctor and two young men alight. One was 
the slightest encouragement from h e r ; but our Betty is as [ tall, square-shouldered, and good-looking ; the other, well- 
cold as a little icicle to them all,— why, I do not know. She j knit, short of stature, with light brown hair and a heavy 
is known and spoken o f as the ‘ Doctor’s beautiful young dark mustache, and an odd, helpless way of standing just 
daughter,’ and, deary me ! how they do flatter the old peo- I where he had been led. Miss Ann decided that the servant
pie in the effort to reach the child ! Rob says that his 
father’s practice has flourished amazingly since Betty’s 
beauty has bloomed out, but that’s all the boy’s nonsense, 
of course. However, Betty is very unlike other girls, and 
instead of being spoiled by this adoration it has made 
her very retiring and, quite unwittingly, more attractive 
than ever. I think she is keenly sensitive about the affection 
she wins, and longs to be loved for herself alone. I remem
ber when young Dr. Allen begged her to marry him—you 
know he went out W est afterward—she laid her head in 
my lap and cried, ‘ 0  m oth er! m oth er! he is so fond 
of beauty. It's only my hateful looks he cares about, and 
not me at all.’ My poor little girl ! I believe it's a heavy 
cross for her to carry : she so craves a lasting love, and is 
constantly finding out, by the flattery she receives, that she 
is to be disappointed.”

Arnold was listening eagerly, gravely. This was a revel
ation to him, and in his heart of hearts he repented bitterly 
having wounded her, for he knew now that she would never 
again speak openly before him. He sat up and turned 
round, facing his*mother.

“ I’m sorry I laughed at her,” he said. “ I wish I’d 
known all this before. She’s a dear little girl, and no mis
take.”

“  Yes, I’m sorry, too,” said his mother gently. “  Betty 
is so sensitive that she shrinks from the slightest attempt 
at ridicule. Try to remember this, dear, when you are 
tempted to tease her, for I want the home life of the sister 
and brothers to be of the very sweetest.”

Noll got up and kissed her remorsefully. Perhaps the 
remorse was not all for Betty ; but a something shadowing 
his face made his voice tender, even to sadness, as he said :

“  It always will be, darling, with such a love of a mammy 
in it.” Then he sat down with his arm around her and 
talked over the financial prospects of the Leigh house
hold.

That they were very poor indeed, not all Mrs. Leigh’s

was the more striking looking of the two, and moved away 
to tell “ Sister M ary” that “ Mrs. Leigh’s blind boarder” 
had come. But Betty, who was waiting in the library with 
her mother and the boys, thought the gentleman shaking 
hands With Mrs. Leigh and speaking in that refined voice, 
one o f nature’s high-bred men.

“  Mr. Reese, my daughter ; ” and as Betty laid her small 
fingers in his grasp for a moment, she felt instinctively that 
he was true to the heart’s core.

It was so odd, at first, to have a stranger in their home. 
Noll resented it, and chafed over it in secret, but wisely said 
nothing that could possibly make it harder for the little 
mother to endure. In fact, despite the unobtrusiveness of 
the stranger and his companion, they all felt that the free
dom of the home circle was gone ; and each in his and her 
own way mourned over it in silence. Perhaps the doctor 
and Bob cared less than the others : the former because he 
found in Mr. Reese a delightful, intellectual companion, the 
latter, because there was no end to the thrilling stories and 
bits of historical interest that Reese had gleaned in his trav
els all over, at home and abroad, and could narrate by the 
hour.

Betty was so quiet at first that Mr. Reese did not know what 
to make of her. He wondered if she were stupid or shy, 
and speculated a good deal as to her appearance and the 
quality of her mind ; but now and then she would surprise 
him by the depth of a thought timidly expressed, or the 
clear, forcible way in which she would fight out an argu
ment on some scientific subject, with her father or Noll, 
and, once or twice, with himself. By and by they two fell 
into the habit of reading together when Paul was out or had 
gone away for a day in the city, and Mr. Reese grew very 
much interested in the possessor of the gentle, refined voice, 
longing ardently, as he listened to her reading, to be able 
to see her face, if but for a moment. But he soon found 
that she could seldom be spared from her home duties, and 
little by little he learned the position she held in the

cheerful economies nor Betty’s graceful taste could hide family, and her sweet, womanly patience became a very 
from even a casual observer. The dear, clever doctor could pleasant thought to him. With Paul he never permitted 
never lay aside for that certain stormy day so often pre- discussions of any kind in regard to the people with whom 
dieted, nor lose his trust in human nature. Anxiety was he (Reese) associated; there was at all times that haughty 
drawing the fine lines of care upon the little mother’s reserve about Mr. Reese that forbade any familiarity be-

servant,
*

and Paul never encroachedbrow, and sowing white threads of anxiety in the soft tween master and
lustre of her dark hairs. Arnold raved over it with fierce | upon it. 
impatience, but the doctor was allowed to go his own way, 
after all, and they “  managed.” “ Betty,” said Noll, looking up as she passed through the

Mrs. Leigh had finally decided to take into their home dining-room where he sat reading the morning’s paper, “ I 
this stranger whose weekly board would add so much to have come to the conclusion, after careful personal observa-
their slender income. This decision had caused her many tion, that you need have no fear whatever, if Mr. Reese likes
wakeful nights and grave thoughts, for the Sacredness of you at all, that it will be for your—ahem ! beauty, shall we



bhv ? It will all be due to the peculiar qualities of vour 
mind, my child.”

This was all apropos of a discussion they had had the 
previous evening. Betty stopped and laughed. She looked 
very attractive just then, in spite of the great kitclien-apron 
and her rolled-up sleeves.

“  Perhaps.” she said, demurely, “ if you were not so 
taken up with studying the ‘ advertising card on the out
side, you might possibly find some goods within worth buy
ing, yourself.” Then she closed the door hurriedly and 
slipped away. But of course Noll was not willing to let her 
have the last word ; so he poked his head into the kitchen, 
where she was getting the dish-pan ready, preparatory to
washing the Monday morning dishes.

“ Betty,” he said, whiningly, with an exaggerated attempt 
at imitating her voice, “ don’t you think, dear, that you could 
possibly love me for something that is in me, and not only
for my pale, personal perfections ? ”

Old Maggie was there, and looked up with a broad grin
on her red face.

“ Shure,” she said, pausing with a basket of wet clothes 
on her way to the yard, “ shure I’m after thinking Mister 
Arnold, that yer pasonal prefections are not after bein' wisi- 
ble to a mortal eye,— axin’ yer pardon for the same.” *

Betty laughed outright, but Arnold retired with a dis
gusted look on his face. Betty went on with her work, 
thinking of many things, but cliieflv of tlieir hoarder. Two 
months had rolled by.since his first coming among them, 
and the days had been pleasant and instructive to her.
It gave her a strangely sweet sensation to see his face 
light up and his sightless eyes turn quickly in her direction 
when she addressed him. Then those hours by the fire in 
the library together, the intercourse, the rich tones of his 
voice when speaking to her, the shadow of sadness on his 
face that some wishful thought had brought there,-  
she was beginning to realize what it all was to her, and 
what it would he to her to lose him altogether. Besides 
that, Noll was getting ready to go back to college, and 
there had been some talk about Mr. Reese going abroad 
soon. Betty sighed. There were always these comings 
and goings; but this coming had made the thought of 
parting very bitter. Would the possible return be very 
sweet ?

So engrossed was she in her thoughts that she did not hear 
the door' open behind her, and started violently when Mr. 
Reese said quietly :

“ I beg pardon, but I have come to the wrong door, I am 
afraid. Paul is out, and I thought I would venture to come 
down to the library alone ; but I missed my way, and hear
ing someone busy in here, I thought I might ask to be set 
straight again, if it would not trouble you too much. Js this 
Miss Betty? ” he added, feeling instinctively that it was.

“ Yes,” said Betty, hurriedly drying her hands, “ yes, it is ;

going

Thi*

yes.

have been conversing with your mother. I am 
abroad.”

* ‘ Going abroad ’ ? ”
Then the parting was nearer than she had expected, 

color died out of her face.
“  Yes,” he said, putting up his other hand to cover the one 

he held. “ Are you sorry at all, Betty?”
She tried to draw her hand away, but he held it tightly, 

his arm trembling a little.
“ We all will he sorry,”  she said shyly; “ we shall miss 

you very mu<;h.”
“ But you,—you, Betty, — will it make any difference to 

you? Tell me truly, my child, for it means much to me.” 
The entreaty in his voice forced her to speak.
“ Yes,” she said in a low tone ; but even then he would 

not let her go.
“ Thank God ! ”  he said, and lifted her hand reverently to 

liis lips. “  My darling, that is very sweet to hear. Can it 
then be that I am worth caring for? Ah, Betty, this hope you 
have given me is the first real happiness that I have ever 
known. Since my blindness I have lived in a hopelessness that 
seems even more appalling now that I have had this first 
brightness to show me what it actually is. But listen, my 
darling,” he added, trying to banish the gloom that had fallen 
upon him again, “  I am going abroad, to a celebrated oculist 
of whom 1 have heard, with the faint hope of having my sight 
restored ;and, sweetheart, if the operation proves successful, 
may I return and claim my little girl ?

Her answer was so low that to catch it he drew her down 
till her soft cheek touched his own. He felt tears upon it. but 
said nothing, perhaps guessing the cause ; then lie released 
her, lingeringly, that shadow of pain crossing his face again.

“ Ah, Betty, Betty,” he said with a yearning sadness in 
his voice, “ what would I not give for one glance into your 
face ! ”

lie covered his eyes with his hand, and sat in silence for 
a time. Never had the bitterness of that cross been as hard 
to endure as at that supreme moment of his life, and the 
future, with its faint possibilities, seemed doubly hopeless 
to him in his despondency.

“  W ell,” said the little wretch beside him, “  I believe, after 
all, that I am rather glad you can’t see it.”

Mr. Reese raised his head, smiling at the childishness of
the tone.

“  Why, you hard-hearted little girl, are you then sucjya 
Medusa ?”

“ but—”

J1

and I will lead you back again.”
■She put her hand frankly in his, and his fingers closed 

over her moist little palm with a firm strength in their 
pressure.

There was something very lovable to him in the girl's utter 
lack of affectation, and, strangely enough, the frankness 
with which she treated him caused that deep interest he had 
always taken in her to shape itself in its right form ; and 
he knew that his little, unseen guide had crept into his 
heart, filling his whole soul with the joy of her presence there. 
She led him to a chair drawu near the grate, and he sat 
down, but did not relinquish his clasp of her hand. She 
stood there quietly beside him, the color coming and going 
in her sweet face, and her heart beating nervously in the 
waiting. At last he spoke :

“ I am going away on Thursday,” he began, slowly. “ I

“ No, not quite,” said Betty, 1 
But Arnold opened the door across the hall just then, and 

she stopped abruptly. He was singing, with much feeling, 
but little music, the words, “  What makes the lamb love 
Mary so? ” etc., to an original tune; but his most bitter 
foe would never have accused him of any malicious insinua
tions, for he thought his late victim safely sheltered in the 
domains of the fair Maggie, and was not a little surprised to 
see her standing composedly beside their blind boarder, with 
her sleeves still turned back, and the kitclien-apron covering 
the shabby brown dress. At his entrance she went quietly 
away.

The “ partings ” came. ♦Master and servaut went away 
from the old house, and then Noll went away also. The 
night before he left, Noll entered Betty’s room, where she 
was seated under the light mending her father’s dressing- 
gown. He sat down beside her, thinking how pale and tired 
she looked with those dark circles under the patient eyes.

“ Must this be done to-night?” he asked, frowning to 
keep the sympathy out of his eyes. “  It’s eleven o'clock,
Betty.”

“ Yes, I know it,” she said hastily; “ but night is the



only time I can sew for fatlier : lie won’t let me toucli it in 
the daytime. ” .

“ It’s a sliame ! ” Noll said, and then began gravely : 
“ Sis, I don’t want you to think, because I have laughed at 
you all these weeks, I have not appreciated you, for I cer
tainly have. The fact is, I’ve been thinking a good deal 
lately, that a fellow has got to find his ideal of a woman 
some time in life, sooner or later (the sooner the better), and 
Betty, I’ve learned more of the inward purity and beauty of 
a woman’s character, through you, dear, than I’ll ever learn 
anvwhere else. When I came home I did not understandV
you, and I little knew tliat I should find my ideal of a wom
an in my Sister B et; but so it has proved. I believe' I’ll 
be kept straight and upright all my life, through the mem
ory of my pure-minded little sister. Do you know I have 
often thought that a man needs the actual belief in one 
true woman linked with the fear of God in his heart, to 
make him strong and noble.”

brightBetty let her sewing fall into her lap ; her eyes \\ 
with liappv tears.

“ 0  Noll ! ” she said in a choked voice, “  I have longed 
and hoped and struggled all my life to be an 4 ideal woman 5 
to you and Bob, but I had given up the hope, because I felt 
that it would be impossible, I was so full of faults. And letting her go altogether. What was it? Was she disap- 
just to think that it has come true, after all ! O Noll, this pointed in him ? Was he not the same man to her with his

voices,—one a man’s,—and she heard, “ in the sittin’ -room,” 
in Maggie’s pu^e brogue. A second later the door of the 
room in which she was sitting was pushed eagerly open, and 
Betty rose, a thrill of hope or fear, she knew not which, 
shooting through her heart.

“  Mr, Reese ! ”
“  Betty ! ”
And then he paused and looked at her. What he saw in 

that quick glance was a pair of dusky eyes, beautiful ir*“ 
their startled gladness ; dark hair curling in soft rings about 
the low forehead ; an oval face, faultless in outline, pale in 
coloring ; and the sweetest, purest mouth that ever graced 
a woman’s face. As he gazed at her he was absolutely 
amazed at the perfect beauty of her face ; but recovering 
himself at once, with a stride he reached her and caught 
both her hands in his.

“  Betty ! Why, Betty ! how perfectly beautiful you are ! 
My love—my dear love— how glad I am to see you ! ”

It was a fact. He was so glad to see her that he did not 
know what to say next. But in all his gladness he had not 
failed to notice that expression of pain crossing her face, and 
her head drooping to hide the tears filling her eyes. He 
grew white to the lips, loosening his clasp of her, but not

has made me so happy ! ”
Noll bent and kissed her beautiful radiant face.
“ Betty,” he said huskily, “ don’t tell mother, but I got 

into a terrible scrape at college, and that’s the reason I'm 
home on this ‘ vacation ’ now. Dad knows all about it, but 
he is going to keep ‘ mum,’ and now that the trouble has 
blown over I’m going back cleared up. Don’t lose your grip 
on me, Betty, whatever you do, for my feet get terribly 
shaky in temptation, sometimes, and I have needed a prop,

recovered sight ? He turned her abruptly to the light, 
frightened at the tear that splashed down on his hand.

“ Speak,” he said, trying to steady his voice. “ Betty, 
you do not love me. You have let me live in a false hope 
all these months. 0  child, child, why did you not tell me 
before this?”

But she laid her head on his breast, saying mournfully :
“ It’s not that—not that : but oh ! try to love me for my

self, not what you see in my face,—don't say you think I
I think. You must write to me every week, and give me i am beautiful. I have lived so long in the hope that your 
your photograph so that I shall always be reminded of my ( love was for me alone, that I cannot bear to think that you
‘ Betty’s beauty.’ ”

Before she could say a word he had bolted from the room.
care at all for my looks.”

For a moment he was appalled ; then a light broke in
To one of his proud, reticent nature, that confession had upon his mind and he smiled, tightening his arms about 
been bitterly hard ; but the next morning he went off as gay | her.
as a lark, keeping them all in roars of laughter up to the “  Why, my foolish love,”  he said, pressing his lips to the
last moment. Only Betty, as she locked her arms about his | head lying upon his breast, “  why Betty, child, I loved
neck at parting, saw that quivering of his sensitive lip, and 
laid her sweet head on his shoulder a moment.

you for months; and I never even knew how you looked. I 
longed often and often to know, but I never dared to ask,

“ My Noll will never forget his 4 Betty’s beauty,’ ” she ] and no one thought of telling me. Why ! have you not
whispered, “ he will remember that she is keeping herself 
‘ beautiful ’ for his sake.”

“  Yes, God helping me,” he said, holding her tightly ; and 
then he was gone.

realized that I never knew how my little wife would look, 
until the moment I entered this room? ”

At that she raised her head eagerly, a smile breaking 
through the tears.

“ Oh, is that so? ” she said joyously. “  I am so happy— 
The year went swiftly by. Good news came from across so very happy ! for now I know there must be something 

the ocean : their blind boarder had recovered his sight. His | in me worth caring about, and that will last always.”
first letter was directed to Betty, and then the child went to And I think that he, too, was satisfied ; for as he looked

_ _

her mother and told her all the story,—just as though the down into her eyes he saw a certain something shining in 
wise little mother had not known it all along. Rollicking | their brown depths, that he felt would be there long after the
letters, hopeful letters, came from the college, and strong 
sisterly ones went back. Betty’s beauty grew and softened 
into womanly graces ; but with the happiness coming to her 
in the summer, from across the sea, hearts nearer home,
craving its possession, were turned adrift.

It was one day late in July, the Leigh family all happened 
to be out save Betty, and she sat reading in the cool of the 
sewing-room. She wore a pretty calico gown, lilac in hue, 
that fitted closely to her figure and was finished off with a 
tiny edge of white at throat and wrist. The locusts were 
humming drowsily in the garden, and the odor of flowers 
drooping in the heat came in through the open window.

Betty heard the door-bell ring, and Maggie’s heavy tread 
p̂ oing along the hall to answer it. There was a murmur of

girlish freshness of Betty’s beauty had passed from her.
L o u ise  D. M it c h e l l .

Mens Sibi Conscia.
S h e ’s fair, indeed, most fair, and yet I fear,

As to her charm, that something overthrows it ; 
Since from her clear, proud eyes ’tis always clear

She always knows it.
H e n r y  W. Au s t in .



Whst Decs the Thermometer Say 2

O W  frequently does one hear one person complain
ing of the excessive heat of a room, and another 
saying, “  Do you, think so ? I do not find it uncom

fortably warm.” How often do they refer to a little instru
ment hung up perhaps on one of the walls, which tells 
them at once whether the heat of the room is greater than 
it should be or not.

Yet few are aware of the physical laws which enable this 
little instrument to impart such valuable and trustworthy

t

information to them, and fewer still know how it has been 
constructed. It is an everyday commonplace thing, useful, 
cheap, and to them uninteresting. Attention may, perhaps, 
be drawn to the artistic carved frame in which it lies ; but 
the workaday plain little thermometer comes in only for so 
much attention as is compelled by occasional discomfort or 
curiosity. Yet how essential 'is this little thing in one’s 
daily life 1 By a little attention to this instrument we can 
contribute to the comforts of our life and prevent illness 
when well ; and how much more is it necessary to have our 
little friend at hand when ill !

Bet us go into a hospital ward and see to what use the
instrument is put. The ward, with its lines of clean beds* 
looks charming, and one feels neither too hot nor too cold. 
Perhaps there are several cases of typhoid fever in the 
ward : the little thermometer tells the house physician 
on his arrival many important facts about his cases, and 
every one well knows that when the senior physician comes 
round, one of his first questions in these cases will be, 
“ What is the temperature?” One of the cases is worse, 
and must have a bath. The bath is ordered, in the lan
guage of the thermometer, to be of so many degrees, 
you see that the little thermor

So
aeter, like a good minister 

or doctor, does its work with equal truth and conscientious
ness in whatever circumstances or conditions of life it may 
happen to be placed ; therefore it behooves us all to have 
some intelligent idea, however slight, of the working ways 
of things like the thermometer, so useful, so liable to be 
overlooked.

You may say, “ Oh, but one can always tell whether a 
thing is hot or cold by feeling it 1 ” True ; but to what 
degree can you determine it? Let
ample.

us give you an ex- 
Supposing you took three basins : one having very 

hot water in i t ; the second, ice-water ; and the third, mod
erately tepid water. If you placed your right hand in the 
cold water, and your left hand in the hottest water, and 
after holding them there some time put both your hands 
in the tepid water, to the right hand it would feel warm, to 
vour left hand it would feel cold. Which hand are vou 
to believe? Assuredly there is a failing somewhere ; and it 
lies in the fact that you cannot be sure of the previous tem
perature of your hand before feeling a body. Now the ther
mometer is not to be deceived in any way by sensatfon : it 
will always give the same record for the same degree of 
heat. And you must not confuse “ degree ” with “ amount ” 
of heat. If you had a large basin full of boiling water and 
took a cupful away, the cup would contain water of the 
same “ degree ” of heat ; but there would be very much less 
beat in the cup as regards “ amount.”

Inanimate objects are divided into “ solids,” “ liquids,” 
and “ gases.” The effects of heat on solids are twofold. 
Bodies are said to be made up of elementary particles called 
atoms, and roughly these atoms are in the closest proximity 
in solids, less in liquids, and least of all in gases. The first 
effect of the application of heat to a solid, such as iron, is to 
separate its atoms further from one another, and so make it

er. In other words, it expands. If heating be carried

on to a greater degree, the solid becomes liquid, i. e .t adopta 
the shape of any vessel it may be in, having no shape of iit*
own ; and lastly, if the heating be carried on still further, 
the liquid becomes a gas. The rationale, of the tliennome. 
ter depends on the expansion of bodies exposed to the 
varying conditions of heat. You know that when a ther
mometer encounters a high temperature, the mercury rises 
in the tube and occupies more space. I dare say that many 
of you have pot iced thermometers which had in them a 
reddish fluid instead of mercury. This is colored alcohol, 
and we shall consider the comparative merits of this kind 
of thermometer with the ordinary mercury one, later on,

I shall now tell you how these thermometers are made. It 
occurred to scientific men that as certain things expanded 
under the influence of heat, the amount of expansion might be 
made to represent the degree of heat applied. Solids change 
in too slight a degree to lend themselves to purposes of 
measurement of fine gradations of temperature ; gases, on 
the other hand, are too much affected by variations of 
temperature to be useful for practical purposes ; liquids, 
however, present the happy mean, and of these mercury is 
the liquid metal which expands most constantly equally for

equal degrees of heat. 
How, then, are these lit
tle instruments made?  
I will tell you. A tube, 
having a fine bore known 
as a capillary bore, from 
the Latin capillus. a hair, 
is taken, and at one end 
of this a small bulb is 
m a d e  by means of a 
very hot flame; at the 
other e n d  a funnel is 
made (No. 1), into this 
f u n n e l  m e r c u r y  is 
placed, and the bulb is 
heated. S o m e  of the 
heated air r u s h e s  out 
tli r o u g li  the mercury, 
and on cooling, s o m e  
mercury is forced into 
the tube to take the place 
of the air which has es
caped. T h i s  mercury 
finds its way into the 
bulb and is in its turn 

heated : it becomes volatile, and the whole tube being full 
of mercury and mercury vapor, all the air is driven out, 
and, on cooling, the tube fills with mercury from the funnel. 
The whole thing is again heated, and whilst hot the funnel 
is removed, and the upper end of ^he tube is sealed, pre-

■h-

senting the appearance seen in No. 2. On cooling, of course 
the mercury contracts and leaves above it a perfect vacuum, 
the tube presenting now the appearance seen in No. 3.

Our thermometer is now made, but we have to graduate 
it. It has been discovered that the temperature of melting

6
NO. 1.

f
♦
NO. 2.

rs
NO. 3.

ice is a constant one, that is to say, it is always the same. 
This temperature is known technically as the “  freezing- 
point.” The first thing to be done with our thermometer 
is to see at what level its freezing-point stands, i.c., how 
high the mercury rises when the bulb of the thermometer 
is plunged into melting ice. This point is scratched on 
the glass with a diamond ; but this fact is not enough to 
have ascertained. It has also been demonstrated that, at. a 
certain pressure of the air, steam given off from boiling 
water is always of a constant temperature: it is necessary 
to obtain these conditions to ascertain what called the 
“ boiling-point” of our thermometer. A special apparatus



is used, which is so devised that the whole of the tliermom- 
ter IS wej] as the bulb, is euveloped in steam. Of course

to a certain height, and this level also isthe mercury
recorded on the glass tube in the same way as the “  freez

>1iug- point.
Thus we have two fixed points from which to take a start 

in making our thermometer ; but our own sensations are 
acute enough to distinguish between freezing and boiling in 
rke general acceptance of those terms, so we must subdivide 
the distance between the freezing and boiling points in our 
thermometer, and we may do so in various ways.

Many of you may have noticed, on the thermometer at home, 
that the scale, as it is called, is printed on the frame of the 
thermometer, and the letter F. is placed at the top or bottom 
of the scale. This letter F. is distinctive: it is the first letter 
of the name of the chemist who invented the particular 
scale to which it is appended. His name was Fahrenheit. 
Fahrenheit found that he could artificially produce a much 
greater cold than that of melting ice, by means of a mixture 
bf salt and snow. He therefore called the temperature of 
melting ice 32°, and that of snow and salt 0°, or zero. f o i l 
ing point on Fahrenheit's scale is 212°, so that between 
freezing-point and .boiling-point on Fahrenheit’s scale there 
are 180 degrees, or as it is written, 1803. This measure
ment of temperature is the one most in vogue in our own 
country ; but amongst scientific men, and in most European 
countries, another scale is in use: this is the scale of 
Celsius, and is generally known as the 41 Centigrade” scale, 
from the following facts. Boiling-point and freezing-point 
are ascertained as already described, and freezing-point is 
called 0°, or zero, and boiling-point 1003; and the distance 
between 0 0 and 100 ° is equally divided into a hundred 
parts, each of which is called a degree centigrade.

Although these two scales of measurement are best known, 
there is another which you will see in those little orna- 
mental thermometers which the German-Swiss make, and 
which is the scale used in Russia and Sweden ; this is the 
scale of Reaumur. In this, as in the centigrade, or Celsius, 
scale, the freezing-
point is 0°, but the 
distance from freez
ing to boiling-point 
is only divided into 
eighty equal parts, so 
t hat  boiling-point 
Reaumur is 80

F R C
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32 0
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NO. 4.

glance at No. 4 will 
show at once the re
lation of the three 
scales to each other.

The thermometers 
which are made with . 
a red fluid inside in
stead of m e t a l l i c  
mercury, are ma d e  
with alcohol instead 
of mercury, and the 
a l c o h o l  is colored
with cochineal or carmine, sometimes with Prussian blue. 
The method of making these thermometers is similar to that 
employed in those prepared with mercury, but they have a 
rather different character, which it is worth while for me to 
mention. Mercury at certain very low temperatures freezes, 
and therefore ceases to he of gny service in recording low 
temperatures ; alcohol has never been frozen yet, and there
fore is of use in this way. Alcohol, however, boils at a lower 
temperature than water, and becomes a vapor ; it cannot, 
therefore, be used for such high temperatures as mercury.

The old-fashioned thermometers were made with a small

x---------------------------------------------------------------------------
spherical bulb ; these, however, are not the best m shape, and 
the bulbs are made larger and thinner, thus giving a larger 
surface of exposure. Of such shape are the clinical ther
mometers used by physicians, which register from about 
95° Fahrenheit to 113° Fahrenheit.

One often sees in a room the thermometer hung up 
against a wall. To do this is, strictly speaking, wrong ; for 
if the wall communicates with the outside, and it be a 
northern wall, the temperature on that wall will be lower 
than the temperature in the rest of the room. The proper 
way is to suspend the thermometer in the middle of the 
room, where it is free of any object likely to affect its tem
perature.

Similarly, a thermometer intended to take tne tempera
ture of the outer air is often placed outside a window, with 
the hot sun shining on it. The thermometer, of course, 
registers much too high a temperature : it should be sus
pended in the open air, and in the shade.

And now I hope that many of you know more about ther
mometers than you did, and can feel when you see one, “ I 
know how you are made,” 441 know how you act.” The 
little friend is, I hope, no longer a mystery to you, but a 
thing of familiar interest. W. L a w r e n c e  L ist o n .

Ait" Uninvited Guest.
ISS BETTY PERKINS took a long but rather 
unsatisfactory look out between the immovable 
slats of lier kitchen blinds.

“  Deary me ! ” she exclaimed, after a vain attempt to
extend her field of vision, “  I should think anybody with
a mite of sense would know better than to make blinds this
way. You might as well try to see through the side of the
house!”—which was an exaggeration, but some allowance
must he made for Miss Betty’s mental state.*

She had by nature an inquiring mind, and took, at all 
times, a kind and friendly interest in her neighbors’ doings ; 
but on this particular morning her opposite neighbor, Mrs. 
Blake, had had her parlor windows open at a very early 
hour, and had been plainly visible shaking rugs in the 
back yard before breakfast. When Miss Betty shook the 
crumbs from her tablecloth she had seen a black silk duster 
waving vigorously from one of the same parlor windows, 
and now, in the middle of a warm . July morning, smoke 
was coming from Mrs. Blake’s kitchen chimney. Truly, 
Miss Betty might say with the Mikado, 44 Here’s a state of 
things ! “

44 You needn’t tell me,” said Miss Betty, apostrophizing 
her sitting-room lamp as she examined its wick, 44 that 
Melissy Blake’s dishes ain’t washed at this time of day 
and that’s what the fire’s for. No, it’s comp’ny, that’s 
what it is ; and I wonder who they be. I was in there 
yesterday afternoon and she never breathed a breath about 
it ; but then Melissy allers was close-mouthed. If ’tisn’t 
own folks, and I believe hers all live up Worcester way, it’s 
pretty funny I wasn’t asked, near neighbor as I be. Well, 
folks is queer.”

Her first plan was to go over to Mrs. Blake’s and find out 
wliat she could about the expected guests. She could at 
least see what preparations were in progress for their enter
tainment, which would be something. 4* I’m ’most out of 
yeast and could borrow a cupful,” slie thought, searching 
her mind for an errand. But on reflection this course 
hardly seemed advisable, for Mrs. Blake was noted for her 
skill in keeping her affairs to herself. 44 Likely’s not I 
shouldn’t know a bit more when I come home than I do
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now,” was Miss Perkins' second thought. ‘ ‘ No, I won’t 
go. I’ll have an early dinner and see who comes.”

Accordingly, at half-past eleven she brought out her tiny 
teapot and sliced her potatoes for frying, and two hours 
later, dressed in her second-best black dress, and with her 
knitting ready, she seated herself at her sitting-room win
dow. The sun had traveled away from that side of the 
house now, so Miss Betty was screened from the public 
g«ze by one half-blind, while the other was comfortably 
fastened back out of the way. ( ’apt. Blake on his return 
from one of his long foreign voyages had found time to 
plant a row of young maples across the front of his place, 
and they were now vigorous young trees ; but Miss Betty’s 
window was so far in the angle that she could see the front 
walk and door and one of the parlor windows.

Dalton hours were early, and before three o ’clock the first 
guest came in sight. “  Miss Cap’ll Swain,” announced Miss 
Betty, half-aloud. “  Straight as a ramrod, as usual. I be
lieve she’s grown an inch or two taller since Cap’n Swain 
left off whaling and began to go foreign voyages; but law 1 
what have we poor, perishiug creatures to be proud of? 1 
wonder if that’s a new dress, now.” She unconsciously 
leaned so far forward in the attempt to settle this important 
point that Mrs. Swain saw her and bowed, which caused Miss 
Perkins to retire in great confusion ; but she came to the 
front again in time to scrutinize the next arrivals.

4* Dr. Kennedy’s wife,”  said she, “  and smiling, of course.
I never saw her sober, even at a funeral. For my part, I 
think it makes folks look simple to be always a-laughing. 
Who’s that with her? I never saw her before. Now 1 
shouldn’t wonder if it was Mis’ Kennedy’s sister, the mis
sionary woman. I heard she was eoming. How sin’gler 
’tis that women want to go gadding about in that way.’5 

There was such a long interval before any other guest 
appeared that Miss Betty had just made up her mind that 
the party numbered three, when Mrs. Randall, the minister’s 
wife, hurried in at the opposite gate. Miss Betty’s hard face 
softened a little at the sight of her, and for once she had no 
sharp or unkind word to say. Little Mrs. Randall was 
hardly ever quite in time : she was apt to come in flushed
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and breathless, but so sorry for her tardiness, and so sweet 
and lovable withal, that every one made excuses for her.

Mrs. Blake’s parlor was full of pleasant talk that bright 
summer afternoon. “ I saw Miss Perkins at her window, 
as I came in,” said Mrs. Swain.

“  I don’t doubt it,” answered her hostess. “ Poor soul ! 
It seems hard not to ask her, too ; but I thought you might 
not care to tell how much vour dresses cost, how much Dr.ft. *
Kennedy’s fees amounted to last month, and what the min
ister is going to preach to us about next Sunday.”

The ladies laughed, and the conversation turned on Miss 
Plummer’s work and adventures. She had been in Mexico 
and in the northwest, and had so much to tell that when the 
great hall clock struck five Mrs. Blake was quite surprised, 
and she went out in a hurry to begin her preparations for 
supper. The house was an old-fashioned one, with the side 
door opening directly into the kitchen, and the only means 
of access to the cellar by a trap-door in the kitchen floor,
and the steepest possible stairs.

Mrs. Blake started a crackling wood fire, opened the outer 
door for coolness, and swung back the door of the trap, 
which was of such generous proportions that the corner of 
the tea-table was on the verge, and the doorway in close 
proximity; but Mrs. Blake was used to her house, and she 
made up her biscuits and ran up and down the break neck 
stairs,'without even a sigh for modern conveniences.

She was justly-proud of her table when it was ready. The 
cloth had been brought by her husband from what the neigh
bors called li foreign parts,” and the china had been her

mother's. The egg-shell cups and delicate plates were very 
pretty, and liow nice the tliin slices of ham looked, and the 
great dish of red and white currants ! The fruit-cake was 
dark and rich and indigestible as need be, and the pouml. 
cake !— nobody but Mrs. Blake knew the secret of that. She 
went back into the parlor for five minutes while the biscuit- 
got their last touch of brown and the tea one more simmer 
leaving the trap-door open to remind her that the cream ami 
the butter were yet in the cool depths of tlie cellar.

Meanwhile it had been a long afternoon to Miss Betty 
She could catch the sound of voices from across the way 
occasionally, and the desire to know what they were no 
merry over grew stronger every minute, till at last a brilliant 
idea came into her head. There was that yeast that she,— 
yes, really needed : she would go now and borrow it. She 
would go in at the side-door, and if Mrs. Blake had com
pany, liow should she know it when she was not invited?

So she put on her bonnet and mitts, took her green silk 
parasol, for the sun was still high, and carrying a cup ior 
the yeast, crossed the street valiantly. Mrs. Randall had 
left the gate open, so she entered without any click of 
announcement, and, as it happened, all the ladies were look
ing at some pictures and did not see Miss Betty at all.

She glanced in at the open side-door, but the kitchen wae 
dark, and looking in from the outside she could see nothing, 
She stepped on the door-sill and struggled with her parasol, 
which declined to shut. Setting her cup down she pushed 
harder, but still it did not yield. To bring her muscles into 
better play she stepped back a pace or two,— and went down 
tlie open trap ! In falling she clutched wildly at the nearest 
object, which happened to he the corner of the tablecloth. 
There was not much staying power about the damask, and it
went down with her,— with all its load.

Mrs. Blake was just expressing polite regrets about the 
absent husbands, when a sudden and awful crash drowned 
her voice and drew them all to the kitchen. What a sight

The table, which had been 
linutes before, now stood bare

en !was there, my countrvr 
such a thing of beauty a few
and desolate : the cloth draped the cellar stairs, currents had 
lolled to the farthest corners, and bits of cake were still 
hopping from stair to stair, and in the center of the cellar 
floor was Miss Betty Perkins, with her parasol still spread 
over her head, standing erect in a tub of soft soap, unhurt, 
but considerably crestfallen, and a prey to such varied emo
tions that her face was void of expression as a blank wall.

Tlie amazed spectators looked at this scene and at each 
other, and then broke into a laugh in which even Mrs. Blake 
joined, although her supper and her cherished china lay in a 
common ruin, and the air was full of the aroma of burning bis
cuits and boiling tea. Miss Betty looked up and smiled feebly.

“ How— how do vou d o?” she stammered. I came to%
borrow a cupful of comp’ny. I’d no idee you had any yeast, 
or I’d have come to-morrer."

At this added touch of absurdity the laughter was so pro
longed that Miss Betty looked up at last, in some indigna
tion. But whom did she see among the laughers ! The 
minister himself, who, having knocked unheard, had ad
mitted himself and joined the group in the kitchen, and was 
now laughing with the rest. This was the proverbial last 
straw, and Miss Perkins sank under it. One wild struggle 
to free herself from fhe clinging soap, a consequent lo>s of 
equilibrium, and she sat down in the tub and was completely 
extinguished by her green umbrella.

44 Now, Mrs. Randall,” said Mrs. Kennedy, as soon as 
speech was possible, “  you and Mr. Randall and Mrs. Swain 
just go into the parlor for a little while, fhd Anna and 1 will 
help clear up here ; but, Melissa,” she added, **do ash the 
town next time,Jand not leave anybody to come borrowing 
company.” Ann IK I. Han d y .
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S u m m e r  O u td o o r  G a m e s .

L aw n  T e n n is , B a d m in t o n . Co l o r s .

v ^ A W N  tennis, as a gam e, lias tlie great advantage o f 
. .7  being free from gam bling and rough profession

alism ; as a S])ort, it affords, to an alm ost incom par
able extent, all that an ideal recreation calls for, that is, 
fine physical exercise, and sufficient interest and excitem ent 
todivert the mind entirely from  its usual channels o f thought 
without taxing the brain power.

The present great popularity of lawn tennis is no doubt 
owing to its simplicity, inexpensiveness, and the excellent 
exercise it affords for all parts of the body. The original

It is not easy to predict the future of lawn tennis, hut it is 
likely that any changes will he in the manner of playing, 
rather than in the material, which is of the simplest, as ten
nis is merely a hall game played with rackets. To an un
initiated observer the game of tennis looks like an aimless 
tossing of the ball hack and forth over the n e t; hut the real 
object of the game is to strike the hall in such a way that it 
will fall into an opponent's court so that it cannot he re
turned. As a game for women it is unequaled, as it 
differs from other athletic games in that it may he played 
violently or gently, quite at the option of the contestants ; 
and while it is not a “ ladies’ gam e,” as some sarcastic 
people have said, it is a splendid game in all respects for 
ladies.
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game of tennis was tlie pastime of royalty; and although 
the modern game is simple and fascinating, it still retains

Lawn tennis is easy to play, yet the skilled player never 
reaches a point beyond which accomplishment cannot in
crease : there is always a possibility of improvement in one’s 
play.

But we are supposing that you have no knowledge of the

country since then, and in 1881 the “  United States National 
Lawn-Tennis Association ” was organized at the Fifth

a flavor of aristocratic elegance.
Lawn tennis has been greatly developed and improved 

since it was first pi yed in the summer of 1875 at Newport, 
wliicb has since he* the scene of many- memorable tourna- game or its equipments. These, as well as the rules for
merits. Lawn-tennis * luhs have sprung up all over the playing, are all specified below.

L a w s  of L a w n  T e n n i s ,

As adopted, revised, and amended by the United States National 
Lawn-Tennis Association, at Annual Conventions, 1881-1)1.

wherever the game® is played. The association makes, t h e  c o u r t .

revises, and interprets the rules for playing, following the L The COurt is 78 feet long ami ‘27 feet wide. It is divided
English rules except in a few instances where it is evident across the middle by a net, the ends of which are attached to two
that a change vwi 11 improve the game. posts, A and B, standings feet outside of the court on either side.

V ol. X X V I I .—Ju l y , 1891.—38

Avenue Hotel in New York City, an organization whose 
power and authorityjarc recognized throughout the country

■
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vice, or if he fails to return the service or the 
hall in play ; or if he returns the service or the 
ball in play so that it drops outside of his oppo. 
nent’s court; or if he otherwise loses a stroke 
as provided bv law 20.

18. The striker-out wins a stroke if the server: 
serves two consecutive faults ; or if he fails to 
return the ball in play; or if he returns the ball 
in play so that it drops outside of his opponent’* 
court ; or if he otherwise loses a stroke, as pro* 
vided bv law 20.

19. A ball falling on a line is regarded as fall
ing in the court bounded by that line.

20. Either player loses a stroke if the ball 
touches him, or anything that he wears or car

■ i
B

S1N U LE  A N D  D O U B L E  L A W N - T E N N I S  C O U R T S .

The height, of the net is 3 feet 7 inches at the posts, and 3 feet at 
the middle. At each end of the court, parallel with the net, and 
39 feet from it, are drawn the base lines DE and FG, the ends of 
which are connected by the side lines DF and EG. Half-way 
between the side lines, and parallel with them, is drawn the half
court line IH, dividing the space on each side of the net into two 
equal parts, the right and left courts. On each side of the net, 
at a distance of 21 feet from it, and parallel with it, are drawn
the service lines KL and MN.

THE HALLS.

2. The balls shall measure not leas than 2|5 inches, nor more 
than 2k inches in diameter ; and shall weigh not less than 
I l f  ounces, nor more than two ounces,
I

I . THE GAME.

3. The choice of sides and the right to serve in the first game 
shall be decided by toss; provided that if the winner of the 
toss choose the right to serve, the other player shall have choice 
of sides, and vice versd. If one player choose the court, the other
may elect not to serve.

4. The players shall stand on opposite sides of the n et; the 
player who first delivers the ball shall be called the server, and 
the other the striker-out.

5. At the end of the first game the striker-out shall become 
server, and the server shall become striker-out; and so on alter
nately in-all the subsequent games of the set, or series of sets.

6. The server shall serve with one foot on the base line or 
perpendicularly above said line, and with the other foot behind 
said line, but not necessarily upon the ground. He shall deliver 
the service from the right to left courts, alternately, beginning 
from the right.

7. The ball served must drop between the service line, half
court line, and side line of the court, diagonally opposite to that 
from which it was served.

8. It is a fault if the server fails to strike the ball, or if the ball 
served drops in the net, or beyond the service line, or out of 
court, or in the wrong court; or if the server does not stand as
directed by law 6.

9. A fault cannot be taken. (That is, the ball cannot be re
turned.)

10. After a fault the server shall serve again from the same 
court from which he served that fault, unless it was a fault be
cause he served from the wrong court.

11. A fault cannot be claimed after the next service is delivered.
12. The server shall not serve till the striker-out is ready. If 

the latter attempts to return the service he shall be deemed ready.
13. A service or fault delivered when the striker-out is not 

ready, counts for nothing.
14. The service shall not be volleyed, i. c., taken, before it has 

touched the ground.
15. A ball is in play on leaving the server’s racket, except as 

provided for in law 8.
16. It is a good return, although the ball touches the net; but a 

service, otherwise good, which touches the net, shall count for
nothing.

17. The server wins a stroke if the striker-out volleys the ser-

ries, except his racket in the act of striking; or 
if he touches the ball with his racket more than 
once ; or if he touches the net or any of its 
supports while the ball is in play ; or if he vol-

lejTs the ball before it has passed the net.
21. In case a player is obstructed by any accident not within 

his control, the ball shall be considered a “ let.”  But where a 
permanent fixture of the court is the cause of the accident the 
point shall be counted. The benches and chairs placed around 
the court shall be considered permanent fixtures. If, however, 
a ball in play strikes a permanent fixture of the court (other than 
the net or posts) before it touches the ground, the point is lost; 
if after it has touched the ground, the point shall be counted.

22. On either player winning his first stroke, the score is called 
15 for that player ; on either player winning his second stroke, 
the score is called 30 for that player ; on either player winning 
his third stroke, the score is called 40 for that player; and the 
fourth stroke won by either player is scored game for that player, 
except as below : If both players have won three strokes, the 
score is called “  deuce; ”  and the next stroke Avon by either 
player is scored u advantage ” for that player. If the same player 
wins the next stroke, he wins the game ; if he loses the next 
stroke, the score returns to deuce ; and so on until one player 
wins the two strokes immediately following the score of deuce,
when game is scored for that player.

23. The player who first wir̂ s six games, wins the set, except 
as. below: If both players win five games, the score is called 
“  games all ; ”  and the next game won by either player Is scored 
u advantage game ” for that player. If the same player wins the 
next game, he wins the set; if he loses the next game, the score 
returns to games a ll; and so on until either player wins the two 
games immediately following the score of games all, when he 
wins the set. But the committee having charge of any tourna
ment may, in their discretion, modify this rule by the omission of 
advantage sets.

24. The players shall change sides at the end of every set, but 
the umpire, on appeal from either player before the toss for 
choice, shall direct the players to change sides at the first, third, 
fifth, and every succeeding alternate game of each set, if, in his 
opinion, either side have a distinct advantage, owing to the sun, 
wind, or other cause ; but if the appeal be made after the toss for 
choice, the umpire can only direct the players to change sides at 
the end of the first, third, fifth, and every succeeding alternate 
game of the odd or deciding set. If the players change courts 
in the alternate games throughout the match, as above, they 
shall play in the first game of each set after the first in the cor
ner in which they respectively did not play in the first game of 
the set immediately preceding.

25. When a series of sets is played, the player who served in 
the last game of one set shall be striker-out in the first game of 
the next.

26. Relates onlv to tournaments.■m—

27. The above laws shall apply to the three-handed and four- 
lianded games, except as below :

A *
T H E  T I I U E E - H A N D E D  A N D  F O U T R - I T A N D E D  G A M E S .

2S. For the three-handed and four-handed games the court 
shall be 36 feet in width, 41 feet inside the side lines, and paral
lel with them are drawn the service side-lines KM and LX. The 
service lines are not drawn beyond the point at which they meet 
the service side-lines, as shown in the diagram.

i
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29. In the three-handed game, the single player shall serve in
every alternate game.

30. In the four-handed game, the pair who have the right to
V . .#> »

serve in the first game shall decide which partner shall do so ; 
and the opposing pair shall decide in like manner for the second 
game. The partner of the player who served in the first game 
shall serve in the third, and the partner of the player who served 
in the second game shall serve in the fourth, and the same order
snail be maintained in all the subsequent games of the set.

31. At the beginning of the next set, either partner of the pair
which struck out in the last game of the last set may serve ; and 
the same privilege is given to their opponents in second game of 
the new set.

32. The players shall take the service alternately throughout 
the game; a player cannot receive a service delivered to his 
partner; and the order of service and striking-out, once estab
lished, shall not be altered, nor shall the striker-out change courts
to receive the service, till the end of the set.

33. If a player serve out of his turn, the umpire, as soon as the

Having selected the racket and conned the laws of the 
game we can begin to play. The server, standing as di
rected in rule 0, begins hostilities by the service. There are 
several methods of service ; hut the overhand service, as 
illustrated in the gentleman's figure, is the one most com
monly used. Assuming that the player is right-handed, he 
will use the racket with that hand, standing with the right 
foot on the base line and the other hack of it. The ball

i .

then should he thrown from the left hand, into the air, in 
the direction of the net, hut only to a distance from the 
body about the length of the fore-arm and hand. At the 
same time that the ball is thrown, the racket must be raised 
in the right hand and swung back until the head of the racket 
is about opposite the middle of the back. Immediately the 
racket must be swung upward, describing an arc, until it 
meets the ball. As the ball is struck and the racket descends 
in a swift service, such as illustrated, the body will almost

mistake is discovered, shall direct the player to serve who ought surely fall unless the left foot is carried forward to save it, 
to have served. But all strokes scored before 6uch discovery as shown in the illustration which gives the player’s posi- 
shall be counted. If a game shall have been completed before tion after t}ie pall bas left tlie rack et and sped over the net 
such discovery, then the service in the next alternate game shall 
be delivered by the player who did not serve out of his turn, and 
so on in regular rotation.

34. It is a fault if the ball served does not drop between the

into the service-court diagonally opposite to the server.
There are other methods of service which are liked and can 

be practiced, the object in all cases being to get the ball over
service line, half-court line, and service side-line of the court, tlie net and so as to drop into the adversary s service-court,
diagonally opposite to that from which it was served. In the overhand service, every inch higher1 that you reach

35. It is a fault if the ball served does not drop as provided in greatly increases your chance o f putting the ball into the 
law 34, or if it touches the server’ s partner or anything he wears proper court. I f your adversary cannot return the ball, you 
or carries. have made a point. But the chances are that, if you have

made a good service, the ball will be returned, and if you 
cannot send it back again over the net, your adversary will 
have scored a point and you must serve again. The motion

There are a number of other rules relating to tournaments 
and odds given in handicap games (besides those embodied 
in some of the foregoing laws), which are not necessary for a
knowledge of the game, as at present we are only interested I of the racket used in the ordinary fore-hand stroke can be
in learning how to play.

The first thing needful is the court. Turf and earth courts 
are usually liked better than asphalt or wooden courts, which 
are sometimes built. In the country a well-kept level piece 
of lawn is the ideal tennis-ground ; but a level ground court, 
well rolled, will do. In laying out the court try to have it run 
north and south, if possible, with a margin of at least fifteen

used in serving, and frequently is ; but fine players seldom 
make use of it.

The stroke made by all players after the service-ball has 
been returned by the “ striker-out,” while the ball is in play
(that before it finally drops in one court, without being
returned, and has to be served again), may be either a

1“  ground stroke” or a “  volley.” The volley is a return of 
the ball “ on the fly,” or before it touches the ground ; and 
the ground stroke is any return from one bound of the 

• ball. No volleying is allowed on the service-ball. The lady 
player who is illustrated in the view of the game is in a 
position to make the ground stroke : she has run up from the 
back court and is about to make a fore-hand stroke. To 
make this stroke (which is the most ordinary stroke) the 
player should be at such a distance back from the point where 
the ball strikes the ground that the racket will meet the

Lay this on the line, and paint, or sift the white powder be
tween the boards ; or if the whiting paste be used pour it 
between, to make the white lines even. It is customary to 
lay double and single court lines, and then you are ready for 
both games.

The net, balls, and rackets can be purchased in a "  set ” or 
separately. If economy be an object, the net can be made at 
home from directions given for the purpose in the department 
of “ Home Art and Home Comfort ’ in this number of the 
Magazine. The net may be 27, 3G, or 42 feet long. The
latter lengths are suitable both for single and double play
ing. A back or “  stop” net, to catch the balls, is sometimes 
placed at each end of the court, and is a convenience. 
Two balls are needed ; more are desirable. There are plenty 
of expensive contrivances for tennis, including elaborate 
court-markers and inlaid rackets ; but a neat, symmetrical, 
and serviceable racket can be had at a moderate price- 
Curved rackets are all out of date. The average weights 
for rackets, for men, range from thirteen to fourteen and a 
half ounces. For women, the range is from eleven and a half 
to thirteen ounces ; twelve is a safe weight.
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H ACK-H AND STROKE

ball on its descent from the bound. 
The step forward is made with the 
left foot, and the illustration shows 
the racket at about the exact posi
tion in which it meets the ball. It 
is a general rule that no' stroke

should be m a d e  
w i t h  b o t h  f e e t  
close together : in 
every case it is usual 

and needful to take a step forward 
with one foot or the other. The 
reason for this is obvious : As the 
arm swings forward in a stroke, 
the body naturally accompanies it; 
the natural balance of the body 
will bo destroyed unless one foot 
is put forward to save it, and it 
is a universal rule that the step 
must be taken with the foot which 
is furthest from the racket.
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Badminton
The racket should be grasped at the end of the handle, the 

arm swinging easily and freely from the shoulder, if possible. 
Some ladies cannot manage the shoulder movement and 
must exert more wrist-power. A back-hand stroke is any 
stroke in which the racket meets the ball with the back of 
the hand turned forward. A  “  cut ” is when the racket meets 
the ball at a greater angle than the right angle. The ball can 
also be “ lobbed,” which is simply hitting it lightly from 
below with a fore-liand stroke, and is the easiest and most 
graceful way for a novice to manage it. The service and 
return can both be made in this way, remembering the

The game of badminton is a charming sport, somewhat 
resembling tennis, although the materials used are dif
ferent. It is so called because the first game as now seen 
was played at the Duke of Beaufort’s country-seat, Badmin
ton. The game can be played outdoors or indoors, the 
dimensions of the court being governed by the amount of 
space at disposal, and marked off into right and left service, 
court, as for tennis. A court twenty-eight feet long andI
twenty feet broad does nicely ; but one-third the size of a
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object of the game, which is simply to drop the ball over the 
net into the opponent’s court so that it cannot be returned. 
In the choice of courts and service a racket is tossed up, one 
party choosing “ rough,” the other “ sm ooth/’ referring to 
the stringing of the gut : whichever side of the racket comes 
uppermost determines the choice.

In calling the score the server's score is always mentioned 
first ; as, “  fifteen-thirty,” which means that the server lias 
won “ fifteen” (one point), and his opponent “ thirty” (two 
points). “  Love ” means “  nothing ; ” as, “  forty love ” signi
fies server forty,opponent nothing; “ love thirty” means serv
er nothing, opponent thirty.
“  V a n t a g e - i n  ” means 
advantage to the server;
“  vantage-out ” means that 
the striker-out has scored 
advantage. An ace is a point 
won. In ordinary playing it 
istliescorer’s duty tocall the 
score. “ All ” means that the 
score is equal ; as, “  fifteen 
all ” means both sides have 
scored fifteen. In playing 
a four-handed game both 
partners should play as a 
unit,one covering whatever 
part of the court the other 
leaves exposed.

double tennis-court will do. As for tennis, lines must be
used in marking tlie court lines.

The rackets used are of a very light tennis pattern, and the 
net should be from two feet to two feet six inches deep, hung 
from a distance of six feet above the surface of the ground, 
on long poles. Instead of balls, shuttlecocks, or “ birds,” 
as they arc technically called, are used. For outdoor 
playing the “ bird” is loaded to weigh an ounce and three- 
quarters, and the cork body is covered with rubber. If 
shuttlecocks cannot readily be obtained, they can be made 
at home. Procure large corks,— about an inch and a half in

and t w o inches 
— and for each shuttle

cock cut a half-oval about 
the size of the larger part of 
an egg. Load with small 
leaden weights, for which 
a well will have to be cut 
in the wide e n d  of th e  
cork. Cover the end with 
a flat piece of cork, and tie 
secure!v with fine twine 
Then insert from seventeen 
to twenty-four goose-feath
ers around the larger end of

^ p*'-

the cork, in small grooves 
which must l>e cut in reg- 
ularlv, and tie them fast

POLE.
diameter 
long.

B A D M I N T O N  COUltT.



with sewing-silk, winding ii around tightly a great many vice, and the shuttlecock falls over, the stroke is considered
times. To cover the shuttlecock with rubber, a hollow rub- as a “ let,” and does not count “ a fault” against the per-
ber ball can have a portion cut off so that it will fit on over sons serving. In play, however, the touching of the net,
the loaded cork and “ draw” around the top sufficiently to so long as the “ bird”
keep it in place. The shuttlecock maybe large or small, falls over, is counted 
ns 1 he players desire. a stroke. If the net is

The game is played like lawn-tennis, with the exception t o u c h e d  or reached 
that from one to four players may play on a side, and that the [ over
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shuttlecock must be returned on the volley, or without touch
ing the ground. The “  bird ” is served and returned under 
the same provisions, except that if it falls to the ground it 
is counted a miss to that player and to the side on which 
it falls. The service must he from the “  service corner/' 
i. e .,  the back corner of the service court, either at the right 
or left hand, as the server is serving from right or left, and

not, as in tennis, 
at the base line of 
the back court : 
and both server 
and receiver must 
stand in diagonal
ly opposite courts, 
until the shuttle
cock h a s  b e e n  
s t r u c k .  T h e  
divisions of th e  
respective courts 
are only observed 
in th e  serve, or 
first h it; and after 
it the players can 
stand where they 
p l e a s e  on their 
own sides. The 
“ bird” must be 
served to clear the 
net and fall, with
ou t t o u c h i n g  
ropes or posts, in
to the court diag
onally o p p o s i t e  
the s e r v e r ,  be
yond the service 
line. If the net 
is touched in ser-

racket, the stroke counts against him. Two “  faults ” put 
the hand “ out.” In all cases a shuttlecock falling on 
any of the boundary lines is held to have fallen in the 
court of which such line is a boundary, both in service 
and play. Fifteen points constitute the game, and in ser
vice no overhand stroke is permitted. The shuttlecock is 
judged by where it strikes, and not by where it is after 
rolling or bounding.

Badminton can also be played with a soft ball, as well as 
a shuttlecock, and it is perhaps better in windy weather, as 
the feathers of the shuttlecock are easily caught by the 
wind. Of course many modifications can at pleasure be in
troduced in order to improve the game.

Co l o e s .

A game especially suited for garden parties and outdoor 
gatherings is the new game of “  Colors,” invented by Mrs. 
Constance Amelia Hartsliorne, of England, and introduced 
by her. It is certain that lawn parties and similar entertain
ments owe a great portion of their success to croquet and 
lawn tennis ; but croquet no longer possesses the uncertain 
charm of novelty for some, and lawn tennis constitutes an 
exercise, more or less violent, which is not adapted to all 
ages and temperaments. The new game of colors, however, 
is adapted to the amusement of everyone, whether able to 
take violent exercise or not. It is easy enough to be played 
without practice or acquired dexterity, and requires very lit
tle more than presence of mind and a quick eye, yet affords 
a sufficient variety of incidents to be amusing and inter
esting.

It can be played on any outdoor space, lawn or court, level 
or sloping, and is a delightful amusement for a hostess to 
offer to guests whom she has invited to a garden party. The 
dimensions of the space on which the game is to be played 
are not material, the most convenient size for the game being 
sixty feet long by thirty-six feet wide ; but a much smaller 
ground does not affect tbe game.
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Th« apparatus of the game is simple, ami anyone living 
where it cannot lie procured can have it made, or make it. if 
ho desiring, at an inconsiderable expetme.

For the game, in which four or eight persons may take 
part, the following articles will lie necessary; Four sets of 
five l*>sts, each three feet and six inches high above the 
ground, with a platform, or ring, eight inches from the top, 
to receive the riygs with which the game is played ; the 
posts are painted, respectively, red, white, blue, and green, 
and each set begins and ends with a post of the same color; 
each post has a small hole at the top for flags ; all the 
posts have a hole at the side, four inches from the top (be
tween the top and stationary ring or platform), for holding 
the black flag half-mast high. Four hand-racks (as shown 
in the small illustration) to hold twelve rings and two flags. 
One starting-post, four feet six inches high, with a disk set 
vertically on the post, and the four colors painted on it as a 
guide. Eight flags, of ribbon in the four colors,— red, white, 
blue, green,— with a black “  R ” for right, and “  L ” for left, 
painted on them. Twelve black dags, for “  miss.” Four 
Boxes for holding black dags. Forty-eight rings, twelve of 
each color. For eight players, four additional liano-. 'cks, 
with rings and dags, will be needed. A box to bold the 
entire set will alsoihe needed.

In making the set oneself, poles such as are used for tying 
up annuals, usually called dahlia-stakes, can be used, and 
ordinary wooden curtain-rings can be used for the rings. 
These can be purchased cheaply by the dozen. To make 
the posts so they will hold the rings, a ring must be wired 
on each to serve as a support. The small illustration of the 
hand-rack (which is to be made in the same way) will show 
how this can be done. Pierce the post with an auger so that 
two heavy wires can be run through, and when this is done 
twist the ends of both wires up over a ring, as shown in
the illustration. Very lieavv indexible wire will be needed.

•

The ring-platform of each liand-rack will need to have two 
holes pierced in it to allow of the dag-liandles being inserted. 
The posts and racks can be painted with ordinary house- 
paint or with enamel paint. Make the dags of strips of rib
bon sewed together, with the letters painted on the white 
stripes; or a single piece of ribbon will do.

The grounds can be of any convenient size, sixty by 
thirty-six feet, with the starting-post at one end nine feet 
beyond, being a very satisfactory size. The posts should be 
set two feet six inches apart.

The diagram shows the plan of progress, and the order 
of the posts follows (reading from left to right): “ Post 
set,” red, white, blue, green, ted ; “ left set,’* white, blue, 
green, red, white; “  right set,” blue, green, red, white, blue ; 
“  end set,” green, red, white, blue, green.

The rules of play are very simple. The players begin by 
tossing for “ right” and “ le ft” sides, such sides being 
right and left of the “ chance,” or middle post, in each 
set standing with the back to the starting-post ; and every 
two partners toss for starting from the outside or inside 
post on their side, the inside players having the most varied 
play. The extreme right and extreme left of the “  post set ” 
become the inside opponents at the “ left ” and “  end ” sets, 
as shown in the diagram of progress. The colors must 
always be played in the following order : Red, white, blue, 
green. For instance, the blue post takes a green ring, then 
a red ring, then a white ring, which will complete it. Colors 
cannot be mixed upon the post, but must always be in the 
same order, beginning with the post color.

Each set comprises five posts. Each player has a post to 
play on. The middle post is called the “ chance post,” and 
it is gained by one of the inside players who first sees that
he has the right colored ring to place on it.

The four players stand in pairs on opposite sides of the

“ post set,” each player holding a rack (with twelve ring* 
and two dags on it) in the left hand. The players walk t<j 
the set and try for their posts, the inside opponents also 
having the chance of the “  chance ” post (which is the middle 
one of each set), and try to place their rings, respecting the 
order of colors. Any player can place a ring upon his post, 
“ double” it (that is, put another ring over it, if he can 
follow the sequence of colors correctly), and “ double ” his 
partner’s ring. He thus uses three rings. The inside 
player is, in certain cases, more favored ; for he can take 
possession of the “ chance” post by a first ring, “ double” 
it instantly by a second, place a ring upon his own post, 
double it instantly, and finally double the ring his partner 
lias placed, which uses a maximum of bve rings upon a 
single set of posts. No player can place more than two] 
rings on his own or the “ chance” post at one time; but 
when the four colors are complete on any post (counting the 
post as one color), the players cannot place any more rings on 
it. The four sets are called “ post set,” “ left set,” “ right 
set,” and “  end set.”

The game starts from the “  post set ” to “  left set,” across 
to “  right set,” and through “  end set.” The players then 
return and recommence at the “  post set,” starting together 
at the word “ plav.” In case of eight players, the second 
battalion from each camp starts at the “  post set ” as the first 
battalion are leaving the “  left set,” completing, if possible, 
the posts left unfilled.

Whichever side gains the “  chance ” post keeps it for the 
game, and it is “  vantage.”

To mark the side to which the “ chance ” post belongs, 
flag “ L ” or “ R ” is put into the hole at the top. The 
twelve rings (three of each of the four colors) must he well 
mixed or shuffled on each rack by non-players.

If a player can place the first ring on a post, and cannot 
“ double ” it, he may “ double” his partner’s post ; or if a 
player cannot place a first ring, he may “ double” his part
ner’s post. No player can place a first ring on his partner’s 
post ; he can only double his partner’s play while at that 
set of posts. The “ extreme right ” and “  extreme left ” can
not crossover and “ double” their partner’s “ chance” post. 
If a player place the wrong colored ring it is a “  fault,” and 
the post is “ killed” and cannot be used further in that 
game, and is to be marked by a black flag put in the hole 
between the top and platform of the post, “ lialf-mast” 
high. If a player places a ring by mistake upon the 
“ chance” post flagged by the adversary’s camp, the ring 
must be taken back by that player, who loses his turn at 
that set of posts. If after a post is completed rings are 
placed on it by mistake, the ring must be taken back by the 
player, who loses his turn at that set of posts.

Three times around the court makes the game, unless one 
player announces that he is out, i. e has no more rings, 
the other players having played their turns at that set of 
posts, the game is declared finished. It may occasionally 
happen that one side is stopped by being unable to place fur
ther rings on any set. In this case the sides count the re
maining rings on their racks, and the side that has tliesmall- 
est number is declared the winner of the game. The object 
of the game is to get the largest number of completed posts, 
and thus win. A set consists of three games.

It will be seen from these rules that the game of colors is, 
in reality, only a simple promenade, following a given cycle, 
always the same until the provision of lings is exhausted. 
It is a game of chance in which presence of mind and method 
play a certain part. It also serves as a pretext for an almost 
continuous interview between partners.

Prizes of colored scarfs or ribbons made up in various 
fanciful wavs can be given to the winners, and will add 
considerably to the vivacity and interest of the game.
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Home A r t amt
C o m f o r t .

Tar paste is another requisite. It is used to clean off the ome grounding color painted over the design. These, with the
dabbers, tracing-paper, clean rags, etc., will about complete
your “  outfit.”

I low to Begin W ork.

China Painting for Beginners*
ii.

The Use of Matt Colors.

First wash your china carefully and thoroughly, and when 
it is perfectly dry rub the surface with a soft cloth wet in 
turpentine, and allow it to dry. Transfer the design as in
structed in Article 1 in the June number,*)r trace the design 
on the tracing-paper, and turning it over go over the lines 
seen through it, with a lithographic crayon. This will

HAT can be accomplished with matt colors may be 1 transfer very nicely upon the surface o f the china.
seen in the art-pieces of the Royal Worcester porce
lain works, where they are used in connection with 

gold outlining and raised gold-work. For a long time ama
teurs found it impossible to obtain information relative to 
the process used in decorating the much-admired Worcester, 
Derby, and Doulton wares, the peculiarity of whose rich 
coloring, a soft, velvety, unpolished surface, accords so 
admirably with the gold outlining and gold raised-work tliat 
set off and heighten the effect as a whole.

In ordinary china-painting, the colors are used in trans
parent washes, in the manner in which water-colors are used, 
turpentine taking the place of water, and the china, of 
paper. The result, however, is a colored glazed surface. 
In matt painting we find an analogy to or distemper,
painting, the colors being opaque, mixed with white (instead 
of being used in thinner washes for the lighter parts), and 
drying out with a dead, unglazed surface.

The same kind of china, new French china, white, and 
free from defects, as is used in ordinary china-painting, is to 
he selected. So-called “ opaque ” china, earthenware, or 
white stoneware can be used, but French china is the best 
for really good work.

Brushes, Etc.

Find the exact center of the space to be decorated, by 
measuring across at the greatest height and breadth, and 
where the lines intersect will be the center. Through this 
center draw lines across, one vertical and the other hori
zontal ; draw the same lines on your tracing, and fit it upon 
the plaque so that the corresponding lines on the plaque and 
paper will match. Fasten it securely in place with gum, and 
using a very sharp H H H H H H (or six H) pencil, go over 
the lines with a firm and steady hand, being very careful not 
to neglect going over every line, for, unless great care be 
taken, some may be omitted. Take away the paper, and 
vou will, if you have followed directions implicitly, see
vour design nicely transferred to the china* Now with your
finest striping or tracing brush, or with a fine pen, go over 
all the lines of the design with India ink, and allow it to dry.

H ow  t o  P a i n t  “ S u m m e r ”  w i t h  M a t t  C o l o r s .

The design on page 554, “  Summer,”  is the second o f the 
four to be given with these articles, typical o f the seasons. 
Any portion of any of these designs can be omitted, according 
to individual taste, and if smaller pieces are to be painted, 
parts of the designs can be used ; as, for example, a butter
fly, or a single rose or bud, or a branch from the accompany
ing design would be very effective on small articles, or 

The amateur matt painter needs much the same materials | either might be repeated, with regular or irregular intervals, 
as are employed for ordinary china-painting, and, in addition, on quite large pieces.
a separate glass or porcelain slab for bronze and gold. To decorate a plaque or plate with the design here given,

Several brushes will be required : four red sable water- J which is at once simple and yet capable of rich and brilliant 
color brushes, assorted sizes, for painting ; two lining- treatment, mix enough matt ivory vellum with copaiva oil 
brushes, for outlining; two very small lining-brushes, for I (in the-proportion of about four parts of vellum to three 
laying on relief-paste and1 gold ; and two flat sable-bruslies parts of oil) to cover the entire plaque. Use a palette-knife 
for laying on grounds. It is preferable to use only the best ! made of horn, and rub the paint into a smooth paste, adding
quality of sable brushes, but many decorators manage to 
make the cheaper camels’-liair brushes answer. It is best to 
have a number of brushes, as it is not always convenient to 
have a clean one every time there is occasion to use a differ
ent color. Have the brushes, if they are in quills, fitted into 
rather long wooden handles. Never allow a brush to dry 
after it has been dipped into turpentine, until it has been 
thoroughly cleansed with alcohol and Castile soap and water ; 
or after using it in turpentine dip it into fat oil and wipe it

turpentine by drops until it is about the consistency of 
cream. Have a spare bit of china or white stoneware of 
some sort by your side, and try it upon this. W hen it will 
cover the surface as it flows from your brush, without spread- 
ing, and is yet not too stiff to work freely, it is in good 
condition. If too stiff, add more turpentine ; if too tliin, 
add more paint. Always mix thoroughly : you cannot easily 
do too mucli mixing. Indeed, the color should be mixed 
every time the brush goes into it, adding a drop or two of

on a soft cotton rag. Nothing will so effectually ruin a turpentine if it grows too stiff, and using your horn knife.
brush, make the hair brittle, stiff, and unelastic, as turpen- Take your broad flat brush, charge it well with the ivory

takes the life out of it.”
tine, when allowed to dry upon it. As old artists say, “ It I vellum, and go over the entire surface of the plaque with

short strokes, as rapidly as is consistent with care, and be 
very careful that you do not go over any part of the surface 
twice. It is a good plan to rest the piece of china obliquelyT h e  C o l o r s , O il s  U s e d , E t c .

The colors for this style of china-painting all come in the against a firm support, and beginning at the top carry the 
form of powders, and can be bought in vials at any artists’ I color across its entire width as you descend. If the surface
supply-store.

The oils used are fat oil, clove oil, and copaiva oil, of each 
of which a supply will be required, the clove oil being use
ful in cases where tints have to be blended, as in skies, etc., 
copaiva oil in colors for grounding, and the fat oil for gen
eral use. You will also need turpentine and alcohol. These 
should be kept in small open cups conveniently at hand, 
ready for use.

is smooth, uniform in tint, and evenly covered, you may 
call the grounding process finished. Generally, however, it 
is better to let it dry in a place free from dust until it be
comes “ tacky” when touched by the finger-tip, and then to 
go over it lightly, as in the case of cbina-painting with 
transparent colors (described in the June number), with a 
dabber. Be careful not to do too much dabbing, as it may 
thin the color in spots and produce an unsatisfactory result.





If properly clone, your china will have the color and texture 
of old ivory. The design traced and inked upon it will ap
pear in softened lines, and after the groundinghas thorough
ly dried you will he ready to go on and finish your work.

Now rub a bit of your tar paste upon a clean slab until 
it works smoothly, using your palette-knife. With the small
est brush, not a striping-brush, paint over all the objects in 
the design, leaving the grounding color as a background : 
thus you must cover with the tar paste the roses, the leaves, 
the branches, and the shield. Be careful in doing this, for 
if you anywhere trespass on the space outside the outlines, 
you will spoil just so much of your work ; for the grounding 
tint cannot be matched or patched with fresh color. The 
tar paste is applied to soften the grounding tint, which it 
does immediately. Use rags wrapped about brush-handles, 
or small cotton wads, prepared in advance (never use the 
same wad twice\ and wipe away all color inside the out
lines or where vou have covered the surface with vour tar% %

paste, which, wherever applied, will loosen the paint and 
allow it to be easily removed.

This delicate part of the work may be avoided by cover
ing your design with stopping-out mixture, or “ stencil,3' 
before laying on the grounding tint. If by any chance the 
stopping-out mixture is not to be had at the artists’ supply 
2inporium to which you have access, it can readily be pre
pared. Mix a little water-color carmine, in dry powder 
(five cents’ worth is amply sufficient), with syrup and 
water, -until it works freely. Do not cover the design 
with it too thickly, but cover it completely, and let it 
dry thoroughly. Never use artificial heat for drying, and 
beware of dust. After it has dried, the grounding tint is to 
be laid on as directed and carried over the whole design, 
stencil and all, and allowed to dry and harden. Have ready 
a dish of clean water, and when the grounding tint is per
fectly dry, put the china into the water, face upward. In a 
short time the stencil will dissolve, and it and the grounding 
tint over it can be wiped away with bits of cotton. Be very 
careful not to rub outside the outline or touch the paint.

Use matt purple for the dark part of the shield. Mix the 
matt purple with fat oil and turpentine (about the same pro
portions as given for the grounding tint), using your horn 
palette-knife, and working them together to the same con
sistency as was required for the grounding color. These 
directions will serve for all other colors employed, all of 
which should be prepared or mixed separately, and with a 
clean horn palette-knife. Never use a metal knife with matt 
colors.

For the roses, use matt pink mixed with a little matt 
white. Carry a flat wash over the whole flower, leaving out 
the center, which is to be painted with matt lemon yellow. 
Paint in the outlines of the flowers with dark brown ; the 
leaves, with matt light yellow green, outlines brown ; stems, 
matt light yellow green ; branch, matt yellow brown.

Paint the lowest butterfly with matt lemon yellow, and 
the shaded portions of the wings with matt neutral grey 
mixed with a little white, so as to give sufficient contrast 
to the background of purple ; the upper left-hand butterfly, 
with light blue mixed with white, the shaded portions of 
wings with matt bronze orange, and the body with neutral 
grey mixed with white; and the upper right-hand butterfly, 
with neutral grey mixed with white, and the shaded portions 
with matt pink, full strength.

equal parts, mix them thoroughly, then add the relief-paste, 
and mix again.

Take your smallest lining-brush, charge it with the paste, 
and try it on your spare bit of ware : if the paste follows the 
brush smoothly in a line that does not break or spread, it is 
right for use. Tf the paste is too thin, add a bit more of it 
to the turpentine and oil ; if too stiff, add a drop or two of 
turpentine. Go over all the outlines of the stems, leaves, 
flowers, shield, and butterflies, and touch in the spots in the 
shaded portion of the wings of the lowest butterfly, witli the 
paste. Then send the pieoe to be fired. When it returns, 
cover the relief with matt gold, using a fine brush not too 
heavily loaded with the gold, which is to he prepared for 
use the same as the colors.

When it is again fired and returned, all that remains is to 
polish the gold. This is most easily done with a brush 
made of spun glass wound in twine, which can be purchased 
with your other materials. It is better to wear gloves while 
doing this, as the little splinters of glass broken from the 
ends of the brush are sometimes troublesome. The result, 
if you have been careful, and have had “  neat and nimble 
fashioning fingers,” will amply repay the trouble and ex
pense attending your efforts.

You have used eight colors and ^/fWigold. For general 
work you will probably require : IM P

Matt White : mixes with all light colors.
Matt Black : mixes with blues, browns, greens, and purples.
Matt Neutral Grey : mixes with all colors except yellows and reds.
Matt Warm Grey : mixes with all colors except yellows and reds.
Matt Pink : mixes with all greens and blues.
Matt Flesh Bed : mixes with all colors.
Matt Brick Bed : mixes with all colors.
Matt Dark Bed : mixes with reds only.
Matt Purple : mixes with blues, browns, greys, and greens.
Matt Light Blue : mixes with pinks, purples, deep blue, brown, and 

black.
Matt Deep Blue : mixes with pinks, purples, deep blue, brown, and 

black.
Matt Olive Green : mixes with purples, browns, and greys.
Matt Blue Green : mixes with purples, browns, and greys.
Matt Dark Green : mixes with all the browns.
Matt Light Yellow-green ; mixes with lemon yellow and yellow brown.
Matt Yellow Brown : mixes with pinks, greys, greens, and purples.
Matt Brown : mixes with all colors except dark green and black.
Matt Lemon Yellow : mixes with light green.
Matt Gold Yellow : used for shading, and will not mix with other 

colors.
M a t t  B r o n z e  C o l o r s .

These exhibit a semi-glaze, and are very beautiful when 
used in connection with other matt colors.

Matt Bronze Pink : mixes with greens and blues.
Matt Bronze Lavender : mixes with pink and light blue.
Matt Bronze Green, 1 and 2 : mixes with all greens.
Matt Bronze Orange : mixes with pinks, greys, and greens.

G r o u n d in g  C o l o r s .
Worcester Cream.
Worcester Ivory Vellum.

Besides these there are a number of colors called relief 
enamel colors, which when mixed in fat oil and turpentine 
and added in touches and dots, or drops, to the work, 
give the effect of jewels.

This extended list, not now even the most extended, has 
been given that amateur china-painters may from time to 
time increase their stock of materials as their skill in using 
them increases.

How to  A p p l y  M ix in g  R e l i e f -P a s t e  f o b  R a is e d

G o l d .
How to  C o l o r  t h e  s a m e  D e s ig n  in  O r d i n a r y  O v e k -

g l a z e  C i i in a -C o l o r s .

When your design is all colored to your mind it is ready 
to embellish with relief-paste and gold. Mix your matt 
relief, or relief-paste, with turpentine and fat oil, as stiff as 
it cm be used. First mix the turpentine and fat oil, in

Matt colors can only be properly used for vases, plaques, 
bouquet-holders, and purely decorative articles, as grease or 
vegetable stains are difficult to remove from tlie absorbent 
surface. It is better, therefore, to use only mineral colors
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for the decoration of this and the other designs that accom
pany these articles, if they are to be used as dessert dishes or 
for similar practical purposes.

For the background of the shield upon which are the but
terflies, a special treatment is needed. Instead of putting 
On the grounding color as directed in the June number, 
which will be difficult in view of the intense dark color 
needed, the following method may be tried : First paint over 
the butterflies with stencil, or stopping-out mixture. Then 
take copaiva oil with a little turpentine and mix them  
thoroughly on your slab, using your horn palette-knife for 
the purpose. Do not have the mixture so thin that it will 
spread or run, or so thick it will not work easily. Apply it 
with a flat brush to all the background inside the shield (the 
part colored black in the illustration), and do it as quickly as 
you can consistently with the care you must take not to run 
over the outer edges. Lay the oil on in an even coat over 
all the space it is to cover, butterflies and all, and if you do 
not at first succeed, wipe it off and try again. As it is hard 
i,o see, in some cases, where the oil is or is not on the china, 
it will be well, when you mix it, to add a little powdered 
carmine (not china paintl, which will enable you to see 
where the oil goes. The carmine, which is the ordinary 
sort, will disappearyffikfiring. Let the dish stand until the 
oil you have applie u li^ ls “ tacky” when touched with the 
end of the finger.

It will be necessary to have on hand a small supply of 
matt bronze brown, in powder. Into this powdered color 
rub a wad of cotton until it is thoroughly charged with the 
color. Take up as much of the powder paint as will cover 
the end of your palette-knife, put it thickly in one place on 
the plaque, push it gently over the entire surface with the 
cottcn, and add more color as is needed, until the whole is 
covered. Now let it dry thoroughly, and then remove the 
stencil, or stopping-out mixture, painted over the butterflies, 
as directed above for the m att painting. Paint the rim of 
the shield (outside the dark portion) with ultra-marine, and 
when dry paint over the outline of the shield in black, 
using a fiue lining-brusli. The lowest butterfly is to be 
painted in the light parts with mixing yellow ; in the shaded 
portions, with not too dark a wash of neutral grey ; the three

no. 1.
m e s h  -  stick 
i n c h e s  wide and 

To begin, wind 
the mesh'stick and 
N o .l. Then 
mesh - stick 
a n a i l  as 
Bring t h e  
t h e  mesli- 
end of the 
t h e  thumb 
the top of

NO. 2.

latter should be of the shape shown in 
j  the illustration, and about nine inches 

long and an inch wide. On this the 
twine is to be wound ; but be careful

not to fill it so full that there 
will be difficulty in passing it 
through the s t i t c h e s .  The 
piece of wooden molding two 
four and a half inches long, 
the end of the twine twice around 
tie in a firm knot, as shown in

slip the loop off the 
and suspend from 
shown in No. 2. 
t w i n e  forward of 
stick, holding the 
first loop between 

and forefinger of the left hand, at 
the mesh-stick. Take the netting- 
needle (which is attached to the 
loose end) in the right hand, bring 
it back under the mesh-stick, and

up through the loop, which will bring 
the twine as shown in No. 3. Now put 
the needle to the right and back of the ft

N O . 3.

bring the twine into 
Pull the twine tight, 
All the knots are 
way. Slip the mesli- 
a f t e r  turning the 
to right work au- 
low, as s l i o  w n in 
tinue working one

foundation loop,— holding the loop firmly 
in the thumb and finger of the left hand

against t h e  mesh- 
stick ,— and bring it 
out to the left of the 
l o o p  and through 
the new loop thus 
formed, which will

if
n e t t i n g

NEEDLE.

the knot shown in No. 4.
so that the knot will be firm.

made in the same 
s t i c k  out, and 
whole f r o m  left 
other m e s h  be- 
No. 5, a n d  con- 
mesli a f t e r  an-NO. 4.

and the spots on the upper wing, with mixing yellow. The 
upper butterfly to the left is to be light blue, for which use 
a light wash of ultra-marine; and for the shaded portions 
use jonquil yellow mixed with a little light carmine. For 
the remaining small butterfly use a light wash of neutral 
grey, with deep carmine border and spots (the shaded por
tions). Go over the outlines with dark brown.

The roses outside the shield are to be painted with a flat 
wash of light carmine, and the centers with mixing yellow ; 
for the stems use chrome green, and for the branch, light 
brown; and for the bud and leaves, grass green. Go over 
all the outlines very carefully with dark brown.

J. C a r t e k  B e a r d .

other until the edge of the netting measures about sixty-fourupper spots on the lower wing, with a medium wash of ultra-
marine blue : the fourth, or lowest spot, with light carmine ; inches, as this Is for the end of the tennis-net, which must

be three feet and seven inches, or fortv-tliree inches in all,

Home-Made Tennis-Net.
j i I

$!0 make a tennis-net is not a very great undertaking, 
5 although so much netting must be made. It must be 

remembered that the interstices of the netting are 
very large, and consequently the work progresses rapidly, 
notwithstanding the length of the net must be from twenty -

you wish to

and will require to be made that much longer 
in netting, as it will take up one-third when 
stretched out and fastened to the poles at either 
side of the court.

After the required length for the end is made, 
the first few of the end loops must be hung on 
nails at regular distances apart, and the netting 
continued as shown in No. G, removing the up
per loops from the
n a i l s  and putting 
new ones on as vou 
continue across the

After getting

seven to forty-two feet, according to the 
have it, and three feet seven inches in width.

The materials needed are stout white twine or cord,—  
wrapping-twine is easiest to work with,— a mesh-stick of 
suitable size, and a wooden or bone netting-needle. The

n o . 5.

once across, turn the whole 
thing around and work an
other row. always from 
left to right. After two 
rows are thus made the 
nails will be unnecessary, no. 0.



as the end loops may all be strung on one rope and tied up 
securely so as to allow you to put good force on pulling the 
knots up tight. An assistant’s fingers make very good sup
ports instead of the nails, until you Lave finished the first
rows as specified.

When the net is finished, it will need to he strung on a 
light clothes-line at top and bottom, and each loop tied on 
the rope separately, so it will not slip.

benefit of using both hands, and 
learn to fold in all directions 
equally well. Each object is 
made from a fresh square.

In this article are given some 
specimens of the geometric 
folding, and also “  foims of 
beauty” which can be made.. 

To set up the net, two stout sticks, four or five feet high, The number of possible forms is infinite,—an exhaustive 
will serve for poles. Cut grooves at top and bottom so that description of them would be impossible and undesirable, 
the ropes which hold the net will not slip either up or down. therefore only a few shapes

no. 4. iu(omhoii).

feet in the center.

Kindergarten W ork and Play for the Home.
XVII.

P a p e r - F o l d i n g — ( Concl uded.)

e)OME “  life forms” made from the four-inch square 
of paper were given in chapter IX., in the Maga
zine for November, 1890, and in Chapter XI., in 

the January, 1891, Magazine, both on folding.
No work is better calculated to cultivate habits of care 

and exactness, than is this folding. The result of neatness
and accuracy orm-

the natural conse
quences of haste 
and ignorance are 
seen at once. A 
m i s t a k e  in the 
first folds is ex- 
a g g e r a t e d  at 
every succeeding 
step. A w r o n g  
c r e a s e  in the 
paper can never 
be erased ; there 
is no possibility of 
making a crooked 
fold better as you 
g o o n ;  the work 
must needs all be

done over, and even that is only a partial cure : it can 
never be perfect.

Paper of two kinds, the glazed (white on one side) and the 
“  engine-colored 39 (alike on both sides), is kept in kinder
garten stocks, already prepared for this use. Squares, ob
longs, hexagons, triangles, and circles are all used in the

course of the work, but

NO. 1.  G R O U P  O F  B O A T  T R A P E Z O I D S .

NO. 2. s h o e  t r a 
p e z o i d .

we shall at present use 
o n l y  the f o u r - i n c h  
square. It is best to buy 
these papers, b e c a u s e  

they must be exactly true and square if 
good results are to be obtained.

In dictating a folding lesson, see that the 
child works by opposites, and does not 
turn the paper about or lift it from the 
table, except in some of the last difficult 
folds. This is so that he may acquire the

The poles must be held taut (as shown in the illustration in 
the article on Summer Outdoor Games ” ) by guy-ropes 
attached to stout pegs driven into the ground. The net 
should sag down in the center to make it seven inches lower 
there than at the poles. The top of the net must be three 
feet seven inches from the ground at the poles, and three selves.

have been selected which will
best show the plan of work
and the logical connection, and
the mother and child can make*
f u r t h e r  discoveries them- NO. 5. RHOMBUS

Chapters of this length forbid the presentation of even 
one complete series upon the square, and there are many

series taught in the va
rious training-cl asses, 
and work done upon 
the oblong, hexagon, 
Piangle, and circle, as 

[ as u p o n  the 
square.

There are several 
uses of the mathemat
ical forms. Simply for 
an acquaintance with 
the different figures, 
we have the laying of 
t h e m  in symmetrical 
designs in imitation of 
tile or Mosaic work for 
floor or fireplace of a 
toy house, or like the 
inlaid hardwood floor 
or top of a table ; the 
making of rosettes and 
star forms, for mottoes, 
w a l l  decorations, or 
trimmings for s o m e  
celebration ; a n d  the 
pasting of t h e m  in 
books, or on sheets of 
Bristol board which are 
a f t e r w a r d s  tied to
gether. The latter is 
the most common use.

n o . 6. group OP a c u t e  . s o s c e l e s  Nothing which a child
t r i a n g l e s . m a k e s  w i t h  c a r e

should be uselessly thrown aside.
In order that these figures may be small enough to make 

a pretty group on pages about ten inches square we divide 
the four-inch paper into four small squares of two inches

each. Arrange by opposites, mount the figures

no. 7.
SCALENE

T R I A N G L E .

with the smooth side uppermost, and use only one 
of a kind in a single design, that is, if your form 
is a triangle make the group wholly of triangles ; 
and it is well to emphasize four or some multiple 
of four with a four-sided form, or five and 
with' figures of that number of sides. Following 
is a good series :

T he Square .— Any placing of four 2x2-incli

NO. 3. K IT E  T R A r E
ZIU M .

squares which the child may desire.
Orlono.— T he above square 

folded in half, either vertically 
or horizontally, NO. 8. O B T U SE -A N G L E D  TR IAN G LE.



T r ia n g l e .— Divide the square in
half diagonally.

Boat T h a p k zo id .— Fold a triangle, 
and with the base towards you again 
fold a triangle by turning the right 
corner upon the left one. Now fold 
the upex of this small triangle to the 
middle of its base. No. 1 shows a 
group of twelve of these trapezoids, 
smooth sides uppermost.

NO. 9. R M O M H O ll ) ,

S hoe T r a p e z o id .— F old another boat trapezoid, place the

acquaintance with geometric figures are also gained These 
forms are presented to the child, however, without any ab 
stract language. They are “ objects of sense/’ things which 
he handles and shapes himself, and 
the play and conversation mean
while remove all danger of exces
sive mental effort. Get in as much 
talk of number, form, color, size, 
edge, angle, direction, position, and 
fractions, as is interesting to the 
child.

Ion" edgre towards vou, smooth side down, then fold the An a t t r a c t i v e  s e q u e n c e  in

N O . 1C. R H O M B U S .

right corner over to touch the apex. (See No. 2.)
K ite  T r a p e z iu m .— After having folded a triangle, open 

and place it upon the table so that the creasy you made is a 
vertical line. Now fold the front right and left edges to 
coincide with this line. (See No. 3.) This is a pretty form 
for crosses and stars.

R h o m bo id .— Fold a triangle, open, and this time place the 
diagonal crease horizontally. Fold the front right-hand 
edge and the back left-hand edge to touch this line. (See 
No. 4.)

R hom bus.— FoldLthe rhomboid again. W ith  the smooth 
side down and theluTagonal still horizontal, fold the other

two edges to this same line. 
(See No. 5.) P e r f e c t  eight- 
pointed stars can be made of 
these.

Now we fold four different tri
angles : the acute isosceles, sca
lene, obtuse, and equilateral. 

A cute  Isosceles T r ia n g l e .
— This is made by dividing the 

rhombus (No. 5), in halves by folding the two acute angles 
together. No. 6 shows a group of these folded triangles 
made in two colors.

Scalene  T r ia n g l e .— Fold the isosceles triangle in half 
vertically. (See No. 7.)

Ob tu se -a n g l e d  T r ia n g l e .— Fold the rhombus (No. 5) 
and divide it lengthwise by folding the obtuse angles to
gether. (See No. 8.)

E q u il a t e r a l  T r ia n g l e .— This is harder, and brings in 
a new slant, used in the five-sided and six-sided figures 
which follow. Upon a small square fold the vertical and hori
zontal lines and both diagonals. Open, 
and place upon the table with an edge to
wards you. Fold the front right corner to 
touch the horizontal line at a, which is dis
tant from the right edge of the paper about 
one-third of the length of this line from 
edge to center. (See No. 0.) Crease this A I j  1  i i l  A N  G  L E  i
slant to the front left corner. Fold the 
back edge in the same way, bringing the back left corner 
to the point b. (See No. 9.) Now turn the shortened edges 
(at the right and left) in the same way (see No. 10), and you 
have a rhombus again, but wider than the one folded be
fore. W ith the folds of this rhombus uppermost, fold the 
acute angles together, and you have the equilateral triangle.

(See No. 11.)
Ir r e g u l a r  P e n ta g o n .— This is made 

from the rhombus just folded, by turning 
one acute angle to the center. (See No. 12.)

R eg u lar  H e x a g o n .— This is made by 
folding both acute corners of this rhom
bus to the center.

Two contrasting colors are pretty, if 
the figures are to be mounted. The har
mony of color and symmetry of form are 
felt in this series, while accuracy and

“ forms of beauty 99 is folded upon 
what we call the “  third fundamental.”

n o . 18.

For these pre-

N O . lid. I R R E G U L A R  
T E N T A G O N .

pare twenty-four four-inch squares of paper in the following 
manner : Fold vertical, horizontal, and both diagonal lines 
on your square. Open, and fold each corner to the center. 
Turn the paper over, and again fold all the corners to the 
center. Now open it all out and turn it over so that the 
sharp creases of the two-inch square which you see in 
the center of the paper are on the under side. Then bring the 
middle of each edge to the center of the paper : all the 
corners will stand like the one of No. 13. Now flatten each 
of the corners so that you have the small squares on top, 
as also shown in No. 13.

Take a f r e s h  fundamental (all 
folded as above) for each pattern, and 
in the work hold an edge towards you. 
I shall speak of but one corner, but 
of course all four on each funda
mental are to be treated alike.

1st Pattern .— Fold the inner cor
ner of each small square to its outer 
corner. (See No. 14.)

In the following illustrations, four
patterns will be shown on each, but in making, fold all four 
corners alike.

2n d  P a t t e r n .— Fold the first pattern,.then fold the apex 
of this triangle to the middle of its base. (See a , No. 15.)

3 rd P a t t e r n .— Fold the first pattern, smooth it out, then 
turn the inner corner to the middle of the line just made.
(See b, No. 15.)

4th  P a t t e r n .— Fold the third pattern, turn this all out
ward upon the first crease made, and it leaves a boat tra
pezoid on top. (See c, No. 15.)

5t h  P a t t e r n .— Fold the third pattern, open, place the 
base of the small triangle upon the first line made, and crease

n o . 14.

well. Turn the apex of the small triangle to the middle of 
its base, then open these, and fold down on each crease 
alternately, like a fan, to look like d on No. 15.

6th P a t t e r n .— This is the opposite of the fifth pattern. 
The little folds are all turned under , leaving a long narrow 
boat trapezoid on top.

7th  to 12th  P a t t e r n s , in c l u s iv e .— These are exactly 
the same six folds shown in the previous patterns, but made 
on the inner double corners seen on the form after all the 
single corners are turned outward as directed for the first 
pattern (No. 14.) These six patterns are shown in succes
sion from a to d on No. 16, and a and 6, No. 17.

13t ii P a t t e r n .— Turn the opposite 
double corners of the small square to 
its center, like a , No. 18.

14th  P a t t e r n .— The opposite of 
the preceding. These corners turned 
under make the same figure, but with 
smooth side uppermost.

15tii P attern ,— This is the kite 
trapezium shown in No. 3. Fold 
the front and the left-hand double no. l.\



NO. 16.

edges of the small square to coincide with its middle diag
onal line. (See ft, No. 18.)

16th Pattern.—The opposite of the preceding : the same
folds on the under side.

17th Pattern.— The kite form 
â ain, but with the right angle in the 
center. (See c, No. 18.)

18th Pattern.—The opposite of 
the preceding: th e  edges folded 
under.

19th Pattern.— This is one fold 
each of patterns fifteen and seven
teen, on the same square. (See d,
No. 18.) .This is the rhomboid shown by No. 4.

20th Pattern— The opposite of the preceding : the 
rhomboid again, with edges folded under.

21st Pattern.— This is the rhombus shown by No. 5.
Fold pattern nineteen again, then 
fold the short right and left edges 
to coincide with the same middle 
line. (See a, No. 19.)

22nd Pattern. — The opposite of 
the preceding : the edges under. (See
ft, No. 19.)

2-Jrd Pattern .—Fold ft. No. 18.
Push out the upper edges of this 
fold, flatten the little triangles made 

by so doing, and you have the form shown in c, No. 19.
24th Pattern .— Fold pattern twenty-three, then turn 

the long sharp corner away from the center. (See d, No. 19.)
These last two designs are espe

cially effective made of the glazed 
papers, and both make pretty ro
settes. All of this series are suitable 
for mounting in books, eight or 
twelve of them making an attractive 
page. We also use them in the kin
dergarten for valentines, birthday 
or Christmas cards, frames, and for 
making the letters of a motto for 
the wall.

In all this work give sufficient time for free production ;
encourage the children to work out 
d e s i g n s  of their own. Do not 
judge wholly by visible results : if 
the child does his very best it is 
e n o u g h ,  no m a t t e r  how little 
or how poorly done when compared 
with the work of another. Can 
we not see that all hand-work is

l

NO. 18

anitarian.
Heart Disease vs.Functional Disorder:

to Distinguish Between Them.
How

Symptoms and Treatment.

T is very common in medical practice to meet with 
patients who think they have heart disease : they 

« have had certain unpleasant symptoms, and perhaps 
a feeling of suffocation about the heart; the pulse, too, may 
have been quite abnormal at times ; and there has been 
some difficulty of breathing, particularly when a little extra 
exertion was made. Some of these patients may have had 
a consultation with one or more physicians ; and it is just 
possible that there has been a hasty diagnosis, and that a 
mistake has been made : at any rate, among patients of 
this class not one in ten is really suffering from any organic 
disease of the heart, though it may be a difficult matter to 
convince him to the contrary.

I do not mean to say that there is nonsuch thing as organic 
disease of this organ . on the contrarj^^ere are numerous 
affections of the heart that may be causegJ by some organic 
lesion in its valves or other structures ; and I will also add, 
it requires considerable skill and experience on the part of 
the physician, to be able to distinguish these various affec
tions, and to discriminate as to the changes that have taken 
place in the cardiac structures. In fact, one needs to be 
pretty well versed in physical diagnosis of the chest, in 
order to be sure that he will make no mistakes ; he must 
understand thoroughly the character of the normal pulse, in 
order to detect anv deviation from it; and he must likewise 
be familiar with the various heart-murmurs which are present 
in certain diseased conditions. In examining the pulse, 
there is a little instrument, recently invented, called the 
sphigmograpli, that is very useful.

Organic diseases of the heart, or, rather, diseases that are 
due to structural changes in that organ, are most common 
among those who are addicted to the use of alcoholic drinks. 
They are also caused by the habitual use of tobacco,—the 
cigarette, especially, is said to have many victims ; and 
there are certain medicines that are apt to cause heart 
disease. Red and black pepper (particularly the black) have 
a very deleterious effect upon the heart's action, and I might 
say that pungent spices have a similar effect. All stimulants 
impose an extra amount of work upon the heart and the 
circulatory system in general ; and where there is much dis-

no. 19.
moral or immoral, according to the sipation in the matter of eating and drinking, derangement 
manner of doing? It may be botched 0f the heart is likely to follow, 
in the spirit of haste and deceit, or

done thoroughly with honest effort from the beginning.
K ate Hawley Hennessey.

A LAW N-TENNIS SET FREE.

If you wish to learn how to obtain a Lawn-Tennis or 
Croquet Set free, or at very little cost, refer to page 588.

YOUR CHOICE OF OIL-STOVES, 

Free of cost. See page 588.

We hear a great deal said, of late, about heart failure ; ”
f

and in this fast age of ours there are many causes at work 
to produce it. The heart itself is a very strong muscular 
organ, and everything about it is constructed with a view to 
strength. It never stops beating from the moment we are 
born (and before) until we die ; it keeps the whole vital 
machinery in motion ; it supplies nutrition and warmth to 
every part of the body. This is why it is so well constructed. 
But, strong as it is, it cannot endure everything : long-con
tinued and excessive burdens will eventually break it down.

Still, the are relatively few in which the actual
structure of the heart lias been seriously damaged ; but the

are many in which there is functional disturbance, 
more or less severe. Indeed, the causes that I have already 
pointed out as sources of organic heart-disease will also pro
duce functional disturbance. To tell the truth, there is, in 
nearly every instance, much functional disturbance, often
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long-continued, before there is any organic disorder. Mat- and often much needless anxiety on the part of the patients 
ters do not reach a climax all at once : it is often after many and friends might be avoided.
years of transgression that there conies a day of reckoning. As regards treatment there is no hope of a cure in organic 
Little by little the changes go on in the vital structures, like disease of the heart, though very much may be done to 
the constant dropping of water on the hard stone, which in prolong the life of the patient and to make him more com. 
time will wear its surface away. fortable. Patients sometimes live many years with more or

But there art? other causes than those I have named, which 
disturb the b ean ’s action : potent among them are all those 
causes which tend to derange the digestive organs. I will

less organic disorder of the heart. Irregularities of all 
kind should be avoided. The habits of life, in eating, 
sleeping, exercise, rest, everything, should be in strict ac-

illustrate this by an example : A patient comes to me and eordance with the laws of health ; and the mind especially
assures me that he has heart disease. I ask him why he 
thinks so : then he tells me that he suffers a great deal from 
palpitation of the heart ; that his heart beats so violently 
that it (the beating) can be seen through his clothing ; also

should be free from anxiety or any abnormal excitement. 
The patient should not dwell upon his condition, but should 
endeavor to take life as evenly and smoothly as possible. 

But, as already stated, very few cases of so-called heart-
that his pulse beats irregularly, and that sometimes it stops disease are anything more than functional disturbance, due
altogether for a short time. I examine the pulse, and find 
little, if any, irregularity, at least in the beats, though the 
pulse itself may not be exactly normal : that is to say, there 
is a variation in the character of the pulse, sometimes it
beats regularly, and son 
eating it will manifest very great irregularity, but at other 
times it returns to an approximately normal condition. I 
make a further examination of the patient, and pronounce 
him a bad dyspepticj£k I find the blood so thick and foul that 
it does not circula^pfreely, and the obstruction in the gen
eral circulation is so great that the heart's action is interfered 
with. There may also be severe congestion of the brain,

either to chronic dyspeptic conditions or to some other cause. 
In these cases we must treat the primary disorder: if the 
digestive organs are impaired, we must endeavor to restore 
them to normal conditions ; if there is great nervous

etimes it does n o t; perhaps after prostration, the treatment must be such as will build up
the general health ; if there are dropsical effusions about 
the heart, these should be absorbed, if possible ; should the 
liver or spleen be so much enlarged as to press upon the 
heart and interfere with its normal action, this enlargement 
or congestion should be reduced, but to bring about so 
desirable a result one must know the causes that have pro
duced the congested condition. This latter is often the result 

accompanied at times witli giddiness and nausea ; the pa- of taking drug medicines, and sometimes it is a difficult
tient may have spells of being, bilious, and possibly there 
are sick-lieadaclies ; the skin is torpid, either dry and 
parched, or inclined to be clammy and sticky ; more than 
likely there are cold extremities ; and there may or may not

Dyspepsia, let me
a all

be occasional distress in the stomach.
say, has so many symptoms that we rarely find them 
present in the same individual : but the point I want 
specially to make is, that in many of the so-called heart 
diseases, the real trouble is in the digestive organs.

But I have not named all the causes that will produce ir
regularities in the heart’s action. Anything that will cause 
pressure upon the heart and its membranes may interfere 
with its function. Dropsical effusions may do this, and an 
enlarged liver and spleen will do the same thing. When  
these organs are very much increased in size, owing to 
chronic congestion, they cause pressure both upon the lungs 
and the heart, and this will produce shortness of breath, and, ■ 
often, palpitation.

It may be asked, just here, whether these functional dis
turbances in the heart’s action, caused by pressure or over
work, or perhaps both, would in time lead to organic disease, 
to actual lesions in the heart structures : to which I must 
reply, that in all probability most of the cases of actual 
heart-disease have been brought about in this way. First 
there is slight disturbance, then more severe, and by and by 
the trouble is serious. As before remarked, we do not reach 
the goal of misery at a single bound. Nature does not give 
up without a struggle, and often it is a long one.

The way, then, to discriminate between functional disorder 
of the heart and an actual organic disease, is to note, first, 
whether the abnormalities that present themselves are con
stant, or whether they are only detected occasionally. If 
the pulse is quite irregular at times, but strictly normal at 
others, this is evidence that the disturbance is functional, 
not organic. In other words, the pulse, in organic disease 
of the heart, is regularly irregular, at least in most valvular 
disorders. Moreover, if there is a peculiar murmur about 
the heart, owing to some diseased condition, this murmur 
would be present at all times. If these facts were borne in 
mind in making a diagnosis of the patients who have heart 
troubles (or think they have), fewer mistakes would be made,

matter to reduce the congestion.
Aside from conforming to strictly hygienic habits, much 

can often be done in the way of actual treatment: hot 
fomentations over the congested part, electricity properly ap
plied, local wet compresses worn at times, thorough rubbing

—these are some ofor
the

assage intelligently administered,
eans or agents that can be e ployed in such cases.

must be ofIf the patient is dyspeptic, then the treatment n 
the kind that will restore tone to the digestive organs. 
There are many things that will aid in this : a correct diet
ary, plenty of exercise in the open air, increased capacity 
for breathing, a certain amount of bathing and rubbing, a 
sufficiency of sleep, periods of rest for body and mind, cheer
ful surroundings, etc., etc. Many a patient has found his 
“  heart sym ptom s” disappear after getting rid of his dys
peptic conditions ; and he who is troubled with abnormal 
affections of that organ heed not regard his case as hopeless 
until he lias first ascertained whether those affections are 
not dependent upon some other functional disorder.

Susannna W. Dodds, M. D.

Hagar and Ishmael.
(See P age E ngraving.)

HE beautiful group in marble of “  Hagar and Ish
mael,” by the great German sculptor Max Klein, is 
finely represented in our engraving taken from a pho

tograph of the original.
W e all know the pathetic story of Hagar the Egyptian" 

whose presence Sarah, the wife of Abraham, could not 
brook in her household after the son of promise, Isaac, came 
to gladden her old age. W ith reluctant steps and slow, tin* 
outcast bondwoman and her son make their wav across tin*
desert, where his hand was to In* “  against every man, and 
every man’s hand against him ”

The pathos of the Bible story would lend interest to an 
indifferent group ; but in this case the skill of the artist lias 
deepened the impression which touches the heart at the 
contemplation of Hagar’s affliction.

w



Vases can be utilized as candle-holders with very pretty effect. 
F i r s t  fill the vase with equal parts of sand and pearline : * when 
the first candle has burned away it will be found that the circular 
place for the candle has become a solid socket, and that tipping 
the vase over has also become almost impossible. For some time 
New York manufacturers of lamps and chandeliers have been 
using Chinese and Japanese vases for lamps.

A group of vases used as candle-holders should vary in height. 
Increase this effect by having one candle higher, and one de
cidedly lower, than the rest of the group. One vase should be 
blue, another red, another yellow, or have these colors largely 
predominant, for the same reason that in arranging any group of 
“ still life " to paint a picture from, yellow, red, and blue must be 
present, either alone or combined, to be chromatically complete.

A high lamp may be contrived if you are near any pottery, by 
obtaining from the potter a circular pot made of the same ma
terial as a common flower-pot, a foot high, and of a diameter 
to suit the glass base of some lamp you have or are sure you 
can buy easily. Any potter who can make a butter-jar can make 
this lamp-stand. Rub molasses— not syrup, but New Orleans 
molasses— all over the pot. Let it stand for a day or two, and 
then paint with oil tube-paints, such as artists use. Have 
some brown Japan dryer to mix with the paint so as to give a 
glossy, or glaze-like, appearance. If you wish to lighten your 
colors with white, use zinc white only. Avoid black. Use no 
chromes. A  pleasant arrangement of color, without any attempt 
at forms, is very successful, provided you keep the darker tints 
near the base. If you do not like your first painting, you can 
paint over until the coloring suits your taste and surroundings.

A “ grand”  piano was recently decorated with classic pictures 
of the origin of music, painted on the side of the lid that shows

iM

when it is open. The god Pan is represented playing on reeds, and 
little Cupids are holding shells to their ears. In the distance is 
the blue sea, and there is a wide, band-like place of gold follow
ing the line of the lid. Strictly speaking, it is not a decoration : 
it is a good picture, by a good artist, painted on the wooden 
panel of the lid of a good piano.

To lighten a dark hall, cut out the wooden panels of the 
upper part of the door, and put in glass. Provide two pieces 
of glass for each panel. After one piece of glass has been 
fastened in with putty, take the door off its hinges, lay it flat on a 
table, and clean the glass thoroughly. Lay on the glass fern- 
leaves that have been pressed smoothly, taking care not to place 
one fern over another. Large and small ferns maybe so arranged 
as to leave small, graceful spaces between the leaves. It will 
add to the beauty of this door if the ferns selected to be pressed 
have as long stems as possible. W hen this arrangement is con
cluded, place the second glass over the ferns, and fasten it around 
the edges with putty. The advantage of this fern decoration is 
that it will admit light, which will be softened by passing through 
the delicate green fern-leaves.

The Russian artist Verestschagin is a strong example of de
termined industry and persistent pluck in gathering material for 
his pictures. Painting out-of-doors, one Russian winter, he hired 
two Russian peasants to move his elbows for him while he painted 
the snow-clad mountains. Verestschagin charged them with 
the work of seeing that he did not freeze, and he devoted his 
thoughts and his fingers to painting on canvas the principal 
points of the scenery.

A reading-table may be constructed with very little expense, 
if you have a small table with a square or oblong top. If, for 
instance, you have one sixteen inches square, buy a sheet of paste
board, brown and stout, rule a line in the middle, and cut, not 
through, but half-way through, the thick pasteboard. It is now 
possible to fold it together, still enough of the pasteboard must 
be left to hold it, hinge-like. Let the pasteboard be ten and a 
half inches each side of the cut, by fourteen inches the other way. 
Glue a piece of wood an inch high, fourteen inches long, and 
about half an inch thick, close to the lower edge of one outer side 
of the pasteboard, to form a ledge at the bottom, sand-paper the 
ends of the wood, and then paste paper over the cut part on the 
pasteboard and on the sides. Stand this on the table, with the

wooden ledge at the bottom of the front side, and it will hold a 
magazine or book. Gray smooth paper is best to paste on this 
hook-rest. The table may He covered with any easily washed ma
terial, for the first requisite in a reading-table is cleanliness. The 
material should not be white, as that is hard for the eyes. Buff 
pongee silk will answer very well, as it is easily washed.

Flower-jars for cut stems and blossoms may be made by taking 
a tall, wide-mouthed bottle and filling it one-quarter full with 
small shells, before putting in the water. The white glass allows 
the stems to be seen, which are pretty in themselves. The shells 
help to make the base heavy, and look pretty, as their peculiar 
beauty is suited to water, their natural element. Flowers are 
so beautiful in themselves that a flower-holder, aesthetically 
speaking, should show the slender stems, which ought not to be 
crowded too tightly.

A temporary frieze for a summer room may be made of Jap
anese books of birds and flowers, which can be bought at any 
well-stocked Japanese store. The pages are not cut like ours, 
as the Japanese print only on one side of the paper ; so a book 
will fold out sufficiently to ornament one side of a room of aver
age size. The gilt picture-molding will afford sufficient support 
for this thin paper. The two book-covers may be tacked fast,, 
and an occasional pin will hold the other leaves ; or if there is 
no picture-molding, a few small tacks will suffice. W hen the 
frieze is taken down the tack-holes should be filled up with plas- 
ter-of-Paris and water applied with a paint-brush. This must be 
done quickly, as plaster-of-Paris “  sets,” ^ b e c o m e s hard, quickty. 
Powder color may be mixed with the pTaster-of-Paris so as to 
match the tint of the wall.

The stamp-basket is a novel decorative contrivance for a writ
ing-table. To make it, you need three small baskets with han
dles, one small bottle, with a broad base to fit in one basket, two 
yards of very narrow ribbon, and a tablespoonful of sand. One 
basket is to hold one-cent stamps, another two-cent stamps, and 
the third basket is to accommodate the bottle, which is to be 
filled with water, to moisten the backs of postage-stamps. The 
mouth of the bottle must be small enough to be covered by your 
second finger, because after you have placed tissue-paper on the 
bottom of the basket and poured in the required amount of sand 
for ballast, the bottle is fitted in, and the narrow ribbon tied on 
the handle and around the bottle. One single motion of the 
hand tips the bottle-basket sufficiently to moisten the end of 
your finger, by which you can dampen the postage-stamp to be 
applied to your letter. The ribbon is tied to one side only of the 
handles of the baskets holding the stamps, a long piece of ribbon 
being left between them, so that the stamp-holders are not dis
turbed by the tipping of the basket holding the bottle.

It will save time, thought, and motion, to have the baskets red, 
blue, and yellow, and place the one-cent stamps in the red bas
ket, and the two-cent stamps in the blue basket. You can gild  
the yellow basket with bronze powder mixed with gum-arabic 
and water. If you choose, you can add a fourth basket, and in it 
keep a small piece of white cheese-cloth button-holed around with 
colored flax thread, with which to dry your fingers. This whole 
contrivance is light, and can be easily moved from table to desk.

The essence of decoration is making a pleasure of produc
tion. A  picture, a piece of sculpture, purely a thing of beauty, 
which exists for itself alone without any relation to anything 
else, is fine art. Decorative art is the application, to daily life, of 
the principles which underlie the beautiful, in the fashioning of 
the objects of use, so that neither the form nor color shall offend 
the eye, mystify the mind, or insult the common sense. The 
higher the development of the individual, the more harmony of 
color and beauty in form is demanded ; so in choosing your baskets 
take two-cent and one-cent stamps along, that the baskets and 
stamps may either contrast or harmonize in color. Cut the ends 
of the ribbon diagonally. Be sure there are only two ends, for 
fluttering ribbons distract the attention and tire the eye, and 
this is the reverse of the object to he attained by decoration, 
which is to rest, to soothe, and to charm the eye, u the window 
of the soul.”  Drop sealing-wax on the ribbon ends: this will
serve two purposes; first, it will weight the ribbon so it will not 
move with every wave of wind ; and secondly, it will obviate 
the risk of,soiled ends, for the sealing-wax can he wiped off if 
soiled. A lice Donlevy, 
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PttnToctKAPn m e n u s  were the novel aiul charming souvenirs of 
a June luncheon enjoyed by a select party of friends at a beauti
ful country-seat noted for its picturesque grounds. The hostess 
is an enthusiastic and indefatigable amateur photographer, and 
a true lover of nature as well, and finds one of her greatest pleas
ures in photographing her favorite nooks under different con
ditions. Twelve of these views she utilized for menus by 
pasting on each negative two pieces of paper, one near the tap, 
where it would interfere least with the effect of the view, and the 
other at the bottom, and then made blue or gray prints of them, 
and mounted them with broad white margins. On the upper 
blank space was written the menu for the luncheon, and on the 
lower space the guest’s name ; and the white margin was orna
mented in water-colors with sprays of flowers or leaves or vines 
like those growing in the places photographed. A lake view 
was surrounded by leaves of aquatic plants ; the picture of an 
arbor was framed in sprays of Virginia creeper ; and a wreath of 
wild-flowers encircled a restful picture of a shady woodland 
nook. On the back was the hostess’s name, the name of the 
country-house, and the date of the entertainment. All was idle 
handiwork of the talented lady, and the souvenirs thus possess a 
value far beyond their intrinsic worth.

* * # 4  * * * * *
T h e  s o u v e n i r  s p o o n ? f a d  has developed yet another phase, 

that promises to attain even greater popularity than the original 
idea of forming a collection of silver spoons while traveling, as 
mementos of the places visited. One society girl, who was 
early inoculated with the fancy, has a superb collection, all of 
the specimens unique, and many of them of historic value, 
which she keeps in a sandal-wood cabinet bound with gold and 
fastened with a gold lock and key ; and she has studied up the 
history of each spoon, and the origin of the design on it, and 
many interesting things about the place where it was obtained, 
and all of her friends are tolerant of her “ hobby,” because 
she tells the story of each spoon in such a pretty way that she 
excites a strong desire to emulate her.

But silver and gold spoons are expensive in themselves, and 
traveling costs “ a little penny,” and not everyone has traveled 
friends generous enough to contribute to the collections of stay- 
at-homes, and, after all, a souvenir spoon may be a memento of 
something besides travel ; and as the real value of a memento 
lies in the sentiment the material is a secondary consideration, 
so the new phase of the fad is a collection of wooden spoons, 
gifts of friends. These spoons are of ordinary white wood, and 
after being smoothed and improved in shape, are carved, or dec
orated with pencil or brush, and finished with a ribbon bow. 
They serve for wedding presents, as souvenirs of anniversaries, 
for favors and prizes, and are dainty gifts for any occasion, and 
if the handiwork of the donor, all the more valuable.

A “ friendship ” spoon is prettily decorated with ivy and for
get-me-nots ; Cupids and hearts and darts and bows appropri
ately ornament a “  wedding spoon ; and a “  birthday ” spoon 
can have on the inside of the bowl a miniature calendar of the 
month with the special day prominent, and a ribbon wound 
around the handle bearing the motto “ Many happy returns.”

* * * * * * *
A “ l u c k y  s l i p p e r ”  b r o o c h  is the newest present for a 

bridesmaid. The design is a golden slipper with a true-lovers5 
knot in jewels on the toe, and a Louis Quinze heel in enamel. 
The dainty trifle finds as dainty a nest in a white satin box in the 
shape of a slipper.

* * * * * * *
F l o w e r s  a n d  p e r f u m e s  are chosen by fastidious ladies to 

accord with the furnishings of the private apartment. One lady, 
to whom heliotrope tints are especially becoming, has her bou
doir draped with heliotrope silk, and a large bunch of heliotrope 
is always standing before a marble statuette of Cupid. In a 
white-and-gold room daisies are the chosen flowers, and they 
being odorless, the fragment perfume of spring flowers is dif
fused from the curtains and other draperies, which are sprayed 
with the extract, an atomizer being used for the purpose.

omen are

Miss Mary Dickens, granddaughter of the novelist, has be- 
come an actress.

Adelaide Bistori is nearly seventy years old, but still pres*.— i 
her clear voice and her erect figure.

Fully 800 working-girls every week enjoy the benefits of the 
Boston V. W. C. A. gymnasium.

About 100 women stenographers and typewriters in New York 
City are organizing to improve their condition professionally.

Miss Antoinette Knaggs, a young college-bred woman, owns 
and manages a farm of two hundred acres in Ohio.

At Alexandra College, Dublin, and Holloway College, Eng
land, both female colleges, a department of horticulture has been
added to the curriculum.

Senator Peffer’s eldest daughter has been taught to set type, 
and his three other daughters are skilled in stenography, type
writing, and book-keeping.

Mrs. Horace Goodwin, of Boston, has invented a spoon for 
measuring medicine,with which the exact quantity can he given
without spilling.

Miss Lizzie Bogan, of Birmingham, Conn., has been made an 
active member of the “ Storm Engine Company.” She is the 
first woman in the State admitted to the fire department.

Miss Annia Chamberlain, a blind girl, has been trained as a 
masseuse. Everyone knows how sensitive is the touch of the 
blind, and it is found that some patients prefer the services of a
rubber who cannot see.

Verina Morton, a young colored woman, a graduate of the 
Woman’s Medical College of Philadelphia, has just entered upon 
the practice of her profession in Brooklyn. She is the first wo
man of her race to become a regularly educated physician.

Karolina Pettersson, a widow of Vadstena, Sweden, carried the 
mail between the latter place and Hof for twenty-two years, 
and has now retired at the age of sixty. During that time she 
walked on foot over forty thousand miles.

Mrs. Sarah Bristol Cooper was chiefly instrumental in found
ing the twenty-five free kindergartens of San Francisco, where 
more than two thousand street children are now being trained. 
Mrs. Leland Stanford contributes about $30,000 annually to the 
support of these schools.

Miss Clara Langdon Woodward, of Chicago, who was recently 
married to Mr. Chamberlain, is a direct descendant of Miles 
Standish, and lias in her possession some of the tea the Bos
tonians tried to throw into Boston Bay, an easy*chair three 
hundred years old, and a number of other interesting and his
torical relics.

Miss Jessie Sudlow, a seventeen-year-old South Carolina girl, 
has won the prize offered by the 44 Times.”  of Manchester, Eng
land, for the best composition on “ The Best Book, and Why I 
Like It.” There were competitors from France, Germany,Canada, 
South America, Mexico, and the United States. Miss Sudlow’s 
subject was “ Ivanhoe.”

Miss Amanda T. Jones is president of the “ Woman's Canning 
and Preserving Co.,” of Chicago, which is said to have a capital 
of 81,000,000, and has one plant in operation in Chicago which can 
put up five hundred cans daily. They have also decided to build 
a factory for the canning of uncooked foods.

Mrs. James T. Fields, of Boston, the widow of the publisher, 
is said to possess one of the largest private literary collections 
in the world. In the library are quantities of valuable original 
MSS. and autograph letters, and in the garden, at the rear of the 
house, grow trees that were planted by many famous authors 
and public men.

Miss Mollie E. Church, who has been at the head of the Ger
man department of the colored high school of Washington, 
D. C., for several years, has been ottered the position of registrar 
of Oberliu College. Miss Church graduated from Oherlin in 
1884 with distinguished honors, being specially mentioned for 
her excellent record in Greek, and then traveled and studied 
abroad for three years. If she accepts the otter from Oherlin, 
she will he the first colored graduate, it is said, of the older uni- 
versities, to become a member of the faculty of her college.
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“ The N ational  Ga m e ”  is usually an enigma to the 
average woman who watches a match, and she wonders 
“ What there is in baseball, anyhow, that makes tbe men 
and boys so enthusiastic over i t ! ” An exhaustive and 
splendidly illustrated article, written by one baseball en
thusiast and illustrated by another, will appear in our August

number, which will furnish the key to the uninitiated, and 
so plainly show by the numerous pictures every stage of the 
game as it progresses, that anyone may clearly see how 
baseball is played and learn all about i t ; and after reading 
tbe article a woman will be as crazy as any one of tbe other 
sex to see a baseball match.

CURRENT TOPICS, NOTES AND COMMENTS ON EVENTS 
OF THE DAY.—INTERESTING SUBJECTS AND NOT

ABLE THINGS WHICH HAVE OCCURRED 
DURING THE PAST MONTH.—CONTEM

PORANEOUS HISTORY FROM A
FAM ILIAR POINT OF

VIEW .

The Chilian W ar.
The Chilian war which now is destroying a beautiful and pro

gressive country is regarded by partisans of the Government 
as a reactionary intrigue against republican institutions. Like 
other Spanish-American republics, Chili was governed by an oli
garchy ; but there was not a less democratic government in 
South America. The President was elected for five years by 
indirect suffrage, and while ineligible for a second term was 
enabled to nominate his successor. The executive authority was 
shared with a Council o f State of eleven members, six of whom 
were elected by Congress, and five nominated by the President. 
A President was succeeded by a brother-in-law or by a nephew, 
and a few aristocratic and wealthy families ruled the State. 
But with the close of the war with Peru and the conquest of the 
nitrate provinces, the tyranny of the land-holding oligarchy was 
overthrown, and Jose Manuel Balmaceda became the leader of 
the masses against the classes, and when elected President he 
filled the civil service with ambitious politicians who had never 
before been in office. Then the Conservatives, fearing that Pres
ident Balmaceda, being leader of the Liberals, would nominate 
ajliberal as his successor, attempted to subordinate Executive 
to the Legislative authority, which, according to the Balmaceda 
partisans, was an attempt to subvert republican institutions. 
This isthe,version of the cause of war according to friends of the 
Government. According to this, Balmaceda is fighting tbe peo
ple’ s battle and defending the Presidency and republican form of 
government against monarchical innovation.

But the insurrectionists consider the revolution a stand made 
by patriots against personal government and political usurpa
tion, and represent President Balmaceda as an arbitrary and 
unprincipled dictator. The Deputies and Senators met on Janu
ary 1, and solemnly deposed the President for violating the con
stitution. The revolution followed, and all the horrors of war 
have been devastating the country since. Now the United States 
is actively interested also, for the Chilian merchant-steamer 
“ Itata,”  armed as a cruiser, and forming part of the naval 
forces employed by the insurgents, attempted to take on a cargo 
of arms and ammunition at San Diego, California, and as the 
Itata had thus broken the neutrality laws, the United States 
cruiser “ Charleston ”  was ordered to seize the Itata, and failing 
in this, was sent in pursuit of the insurgent steamer, the right 
of the United States to thus pursue and capture a vessel on the 
high seas being warmly debated by the press and public. As 
the matter stands now, the Itata case promises to be one of the 
most famous in the annals of international law ; and whatever* 
the outcome of the Chilian revolution, which promises to be a 
long conflict, the United States cannot fail to be most interested, 
not only in the results, but the resultant incidents of the strug- 
gle.
Christian Creeds.

The active mentality and vigorous thought of the times leavens 
all the affairs of men, and it is not surprising, therefore, that 
religious questions should be brought forward into the light of 
new thought, and that the Christian consciousness of the age 
should be deeply tinged with it. The so-called progressive the- 
ology of the Congregational churches, the movement to revise 
the standards of doctrine in the Presbyterian Church and the 
present widespread discussion in that Church of the views of Dr. 
Briggs, as heretical or otherwise, the Broad Church movement in 
the Protestant Episcopal Church, evince a remarkable growth of 
liberal ideas and a spirit of inquiry in all denominations. The 
present session of the Presbyterian General Assembly marks a 
distinct phase of religious thought in registering the judgment 
of the Church regarding the fitness of Dr. Briggs to be a professor 
in one of the Church’ s theological seminaries, and also in regard 
to the revision of the W estm inster Confession, which, however 
much the fact may be deplored by the conservative element, no
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longer expresses the full thought and belief o f the Presbyterian 
Church. In one respect the advocates of revision have a strong 
argument in their favor, in claiming the right to revise what the 
conservatives maintain were once for all formulated by the West
minster divines, never to be modified or altered ; that is, the 
assertion of the Church’s right to review its Creed is, in point o f 
fact, an assumption that the living Church to-day possesses the 
same measure of inspiration as those divines, and that all sym
bols of belief are human, and so subject to change. The more 
conservative may easily intrench themselves in the strongholds 
of time-honored Christian creeds, and discipline such individuals 
as adopt views from w ithout; but there is no doubt that even in 
the heart of modern Christianity a new activity of thought is de
veloping. the future of which will doubtless lead the thinking 
body of Christians to weigh and sift much that on the one hand 
is considered as faith in traditional interpretation of the Scriptures, 
and on the other, as prejudiced opinion.
Aluminiu L «

The newer electric processes for the manufacture of aluminium 
have called much attention to the use jeL that metal and its 
adaptability to various purposes for whicffjpronze and iron are 
used. Aluminium is comparatively a new*fnetal, having never 
been produced commercially until forty years ago, and then at 
a price higher than silver. As for its physical properties, alu
minium is a bluish-white metal, gray when it contains much sili- 
cium, silvery white when it has been treated with chlorhydric or 
fluorhydric acid and washed with water. As a conductor of 
electricity it stands as 50 to 100 of copper, and this is very much 
lessened by the addition of foreign metals. Its specific heat is 
enormous, about 0.22 : as a conductor of caloric, it ,';tands at a 
little more than half as much as copper. Its point of fusion is 
at 625°. Pure aluminium is very malleable : it can be beaten to 
leaf-metal like gold and silver, or drawn out into very fine 
threads, of which, until lately, the only use made was in the 
manufacture of tiny weights, but which are beginning to be used 
in fabrics, fringes, etc. It can be forged, wire-drawn cold, 
stamped, and made into repousse. Its elasticity and density are 
such that a bar of aluminium suspended from a cord, when struck 
emits a very pleasing sound, and the same is true of cups or 
goblets of aluminium, so that it may possibly be used in bell
making. From a chemical point of view aluminium occupies an 
intermediate rank between the precious and the common metals. 
It is very slightly susceptible to ordinary chemical agents: it does 
not oxydize by cold, nor dry air, nor damp air ; sulphuric and 
nitric acids affect it but slightly ; sulphurous gas does not stain 
it ; it resists acetic and citric acids so that it is available for table 
service ; in the latter case it is best not to expose it to the action 
of soda water and alkalis in general. In a molten state its prop
erties are very different : it oxydizes readily, and enters into very 
stable combinations, which only decompose under the effect of 
powerful chemical or electric actions. It is remarkable that alu
minium should have been so little known in comparison with the 
progress of other metals ; but it is doubtless due to the imperfect 
knowledge of electrical agents hitherto possessed. The present 
method of manufacture is by incandescent electrolysis.
An Unhappy Queen.

The sad story of Servia’s beautiful ex-queen, who has just  
been expelled from the kingdom over which she once ruled, and 
where her son is to sit on the throne when he comes of age, 
reads like a chapter from some romance of the M iddle A ges, in 
which royalty was involved in an atmosphere of dangerous in
trigue and diplomacy. K ing Milan of Servia married, in 1875, 
Natalie Keschko, the beautiful daughter of a Russian colonel, 
who, it is said, overruled objections against the match which 
were raised by Natalie. However, the unwilling bride made a 
most devoted wife, and a son, Alexander, tbe present young  
King of Servia, was born to them, A ugust 14, 1876. The King, 
however, soon grew neglectful of his wife, and at last applied 
for a divorce, which was finally obtained through the violation 
of the Servian law and through political influence. The unfor
tunate Natalie vainly protested, and public opinion was so strong 
against Milan that he finally abdicated, and it was arranged that 
during the minority of King Alexander his parents should both 
leave Servia. Milan agreed, but the queen refused obstinately ; 
and in the early park of May the three Regents expelled her 
from the kingdom and caused her to be sent beyond the frontier.
The expulsion of the unhappy queen caused great excitement 
in the capital, Belgrade, where she was greatly beloved. Her 
son will probably recall her to Belgrade after lie has reached his 
majority and has become the real ruler of Servia. The Govern
ment fears that Queen Natalie will attempt to return to Servia 
and put herself at the head of her supporters. W hatever politi
cal prudence would seem to dictate, it is unquestionably a bitter 
trial to a young mother to he forbidden all intercourse with her
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only child, and sympathy for poor Natalie is so widespread as to 
cause much uneasiness in Servian authorities. Young:, beauti
ful, rich, and free, Natalie, ex-Queen of Servia, is still a most 
unhappy woman, and in the cup of her affliction there is little 
left for her to drain. She is about to return to her Russian 
estate, and her progress is marked by assembled crowds of sym
pathizers.
The Ocean Cattle-Trade.

A voluminous report reviewing the history and present condi
tion of the trans-atlantic cattle-trade has just been completed 
by the English committee which has just been engaged in inves
tigating it. The committee's report admits that it is difficult to
arrive at the exact truth as to the cruelties to which it is alleged 
cattle on board ships are subjected, because it is to the interest of 
all concerned to conceal the real facts. In regard to the manage
ment of cattle in transit across the ocean, the report admits that 
the foremen engaged for the vovage are usually experienced and 
skillful men, but that frequently "men who are employed under 
these foremen, to feed, water, and otherwise attend to the cat
tle on shipboard, are unskilled, and in many instances totally 
unable, physically, to endure the exertion, privations, and hard
ships of a rough voyage from America to England. They are 
also often badly paid and fed, and some of them are simply 
working a passage over without pay, being known as deadheads,
or ■■ stiffs.” The committee recommend that, in every case, the 
foreman should have not less than four competent assistants for 
the care of each one hundred head of cattle, and that they should 
sign the ship's articles and be directly under the authority of 
the captain. Proper accommodation for the storage of food for 
the cattle on board should be provided, and in every vessel a 
sufficient supply of fresh water, with proper means for distribu
tion among the cattle]] should be insured. The recommendation 
is also given to insurance companies to remove the existing im
pression among cattle-men that insurance agents desire them to 
keep sulTering cattle alive, and that they will not pay the poli
cies if cattle are slaughtered on board. In conclusion, the report 
says that cattle should not be carried on bridge, decks, poop, 
or upper deck, but under shelter, which should be of such char
acter as to form part of the permanent structure of the ship, and 
not on hatchways or on any place to impede the navigation 
of the ship, nor on lower decks, unless adequate means of arti
ficial ventilation be provided. In other respects, the report 
gives an implied approval of the United States regulations for 
the inspection and siiipment of cattle.
The International Postal Congress.

The International Postal Congress of the Universal Postal
Union is now holding its fourth quinquennial convention in 
Vienna. It is composed mainl}* of officers prominently con
nected with the postal administrations of the countries adhering
to the Union. The object of the Congress, as described by the 
Austrian Minister of Commerce, is to establish the basis of a 
scheme for linking together the civilized nations of the world in 
a single postal federation. A matter of interest to the United 
States, which will be brought before the convention, is the 
proposition to abolish or reduce the charges made by the coun
tries of the Union for conveyance of mails in transit over the 
territory of one or more of them to the country of destination. 
A strong effort will also be made to secure the adoption of an 
international postage-stamp, good for the prepayment of postage 
in every country belonging to the Postal Union.
The Beecher Monument.

The statue of Henry Ward Beecher modeled by Sculptor J. Q.
A. Ward is about to be placed in position on the green plot in
front of the City Ilall in Brook^n, N. Y. The statue, which is of
bronze, is about nine feet in height, and represents Mr. Beecher
standing erect m an easy attitude. He is shown wearing the 
cape overcoat which all who have seen him often so well remem
ber. In liis left hand lie holds the familiar Kossuth hat. The 
statue will rest on a granite pedestal, which in turn stands on a 
base having three steps, making the total height of the monu
ment about eighteen feet. Leaning against the right side of the 
pedestal is the figure of a negro woman in an attitude of sorrow, 
the impression to be conveyed being the grief of the colored 
race over the loss of such an earnest worker in the cause of the 
abolition of slavery. At the left of the pedestal are the figures 
of a boy and a girl, the former lifting the girl in his arms to 
place a string of flowers at the feet of the statue. Mr. Beecher’s 
attitude is indicative of fearlessness, yet the pose is also suggest
ive of his genial character.
Postal Savings-Banks.

The European system of post-office savings-banks, wherever 
they have been introduced, has been the means of inducing 
thousands of persona in the humbler ranks of life to save their 
earnings. In this there has been a large steady increase through
out Great Britain ever since the experiment was introduced. 
Japan lias had them since 1875, and her working people deposit 
over $2 0 ,000 ,000  a year into them for interest and safe-keeping. 
The present Postmaster-General is an enthusiast on the subject 
of postal savings-banks, and believes that postal savings-banks 
would be a blessing to the common people, whose earnings are 
easily dissipated in the unnecessary, as well as the necessary, 
things of life, and that their existence would incite them to the

habit of saving, by the^nvenience with which it can be dunP 
He would have the people of these United States request * ̂ ‘
Post- 
loc

st-Ofllce Department {(^facilities of depositing savings in q! 
:al post-offices, with “ Uncle Sam ”  as custodian, inveator am 

responsible treasurer of the money. This scheme is notorig" 
inal with Postmaster Wanamaker, but he has had it present*! 
to Congress, and in his annual report again calls attention to it
His general plan is based upon the system adopted in Canady 
and England. The bill presented to Congress provides, In sub
stance, that none hut money-order post-offices can be authorized 
to receive deposits. No single deposit can he less than ten 
cents, nor more than one hundred dollars. No more than one 
hundred dollars can be deposited by one person within any neri. 
od of thirty days. The amount due a depositor is limited to five 
hundred dollars. Money deposited is to be immediately for. 
warded to some Government depository by the postmaster who 
receives it, and invested by the Secretary of the Treasury, in 
interest-bearing securities issued or guaranteed by the United 
States, and if these cannot he purchased without loss to the 
depository, then in approved State securities. The account of 
each depositor is to be kept at the central depository in Wash
ington, where interest at the rate of two per cent, per annum is 
computed and credited, All withdrawals are by checks issued 
under the authority of the Postmaster-General. The expenses 
of the system are to he paid from the profits of the business. 
There is force in Mr. Wanamaker’s suggestion that postal sav
ings-banks are particularly desirable in States that have no laws 
authorizing and regulating savings-banks. There will be one 
advantage about the postal savings-banks : if established, they 
are not likely to be affected by financial panics.
A Hebrew Exodus.

As a result of the Russian illiberality towards the Hebrews, a
veritable exodus of Jews from Russia is in progress, and it is
said that England is becoming alarmed at the large numbers of
Hebrews who are seeking refuge in Great Britain. However, 
the manager of a shelter provided for the reception of Hebrews, 
in London, says that fully nine-tenths of the destitute arrivals 
are re-shipped to the United States or the British colonies. As 
to the question of how destitute Hebrews gain admission into 
the United States, the reply was that they* were provided for 
before being shipped. It would seem from the way matters now 
stand in Russia, that about the only thing Hebrews can do is 
to emigrate, or starve. The fact is that Russians are angered 
because the foreign Hebrew bankers who have helped them for 
years now refuse to do so because the promises made to Sir 
Moses Montefiore, when he visited St. Petersburg, have not been 
fulfilled.
Mexican Trade.

A communication from Senor Romero, the Mexican Minister,
relating to the trade with Mexico, has just been transmittec^o
the Treasury Department. Minister Romero presents in jffis 
communication a number of statistics of trade between Mexico 
and the United States, which he adduces as proof that the rail
road trunk-lines connecting the two countries are, as was ex
pected, considerably increasing trade. It appears that Mexico’s 
commercial relations with the United States differ from those of 
other American republics in that the principal trade of almost 
all of them is with Europe, while both the import and export 
trade of Mexico is chiefly with the United States. In 1889 
Mexico’s exports amounted to $62,499,338, of which 80 per cent, 
went to the United States. Owing to the incompleteness of the 
reports of the Statistical Bureau of the United States Treasury, 
the figures given for the exports made by railway over the fron
tier are little more than one-half of the real exports.
Washington’s Mother.

A new monument is to be erected over the grave of Mary 
Washington, the mother of George Washington, at Fredericks
burg, Virginia, by the efforts of a number of patriotic women 
who have organized themselves under the name of the Mary 
Washington Monument Association. The plan is to have a large 
number of steel engravings made from an oil painting of Mary 
Washington now in possession of descendants of George Wash
ington living at Fredericksburg. This portrait was painted in 
England, and is the only likeness of Mrs. Washington in exist
ence. The face of the picture was slightly damaged in bringing 
it to this country, and fifty-five years ago an effort was made to 
repair the injury, but with very little success. The proposed 
engravings will be quite large in size, and prepared by a Ne\v 
York firm of well-known ability. Special arrangements will be 
made for their sale at the World’s Fair.
Tooth-Pulling in China.

In the report of the physician in charge of the Ningpo Mis
sionary Hospital there are some interesting observations on
tooth-pulling in China. It seems that Chinese teeth are much 
more easily extracted than those of Americans or Europeans. 
The native dentists are said to possess a wonderful powder 
which is rubbed on the gum over the affected tooth. In about 
five minutes thereafter the patient is told to sneeze, whereupon 
the tooth falls out. The physician above referred to, Dr. Dalv, 
has offered a reward of one hundred dollars to any one perform
ing the operation in this way in his presence, on condition that 
he is allowed to choose the tooth and examine the. mouth before 
and afterward. Thus far no one lias been fouud to consent to 
perform the operation on these conditions.
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Mid s u m m e r  t o il e t s  are more charming than ever this 
season : they are light and bright and altogether appro
priate in design and color, and the combinations of colors, 
both in “  fancy,J fabrics and in solid-colored goods combined 
in costumes, indicate the rapid growth of artistic taste in 
the matter of dress. Some of the least expensive dresses 
are studies in color-effects that even a fastidious artist could 
not criticise adversely. Light-quality fabrics and light 
colors are almost universal, and, excepting for “ knockabout ” 
wear, a dark or somber .colored toilet without its enlivening 
touch of color is so rare as to be remarkable.

One of the favorite methods of producing some of the most 
exquisite color-effects is by making-up the thinner goods— 
lace, crepe, chiffon, and crepon,—over a foundation of a differ
ent color, as pale yellow or pale green over pink, primrose 
pink over yellow, lilac over pink or pale green, etc.; and
cream and black laces are used over all colors and tints,? *

light and dark. One of the daintiest toilets shown this 
season, remarHal>)e also for its simplicity, is a pink dimity 
with cream-wliite daisies over it, which is made over a 
foundation of pink satine. The skirt has the front draped 
just enough to avoid a perfectly plain effect, and the back 
is gathered full, and at the foot there is a gathered flounce 
of cream-wliite lace about six inches deep. The waist is 
slightly full in the back and finished with a sash of pink 
satin ribbon, and the front has a full surplice vest of the 
dimity, which shows between cutaway jacket-fronts of 
cream lace. The puffs on the sleeves are made of strips of 
dimity alternating with lace insertions of the same width, 
and the tight lower parts are of lace lined with satine. The 
neck is cut a little low back and front, and finished with 
a falling frill of the lace. This model would serve for the 
least expensive goods, and the effect could not fail to be 
becoming if the colors were well chosen.

Black grenadine, piece or flouncing lace, and light-quality 
dotted net, like that used for veiling, enjoy ab#ut equal 
favor for summer gowns, and are almost universally made 
up over a color, stem-green, sulphur, pale gray, pearl, or 
coral pink, although there are some very elegant all-black

SHIONS.— JULY.  *
lace toilets made up over satin and profusely trimmed with 
jet. Gold galloon and jetted passementeries are also used 
on these dresses, the garniture set in hands or stripes on the 
black foundation and gleaming through the transparent 
fabric. An effective arrangement is a panel at each side of 
the foundation skirt, formed by three or five perpendicular 
rows of trimming, and stripes back and front on the silk 
foundation-waist, brought in narrow at the waist-line. A Cle
opatra girdle finishes the waist. The same idea is carried 
out with colored ribbons. In many lace and net dresses the 
sleeves are of the foundation material with lace garniture 
at the wrists only.

Gored demi-train skirts (like that illustrated in the March 
number) are made in India and changeable taffetas silks and 
trimmed at the foot with a lace flouncing from seven to ten 
inches deep, or with a cluster of three narrower and fuller 
flounces, and are worn for the house with dressy waists of 
silk of a contrasting or harmonizing color, having a deep lace 
flounce set on the lower edge and reaching about one-tliird 
the depth of the skirt. These give an effect of height to even 
a quite short person,—a desirable point at present. Yellow, 
rose, lilac, and other flower-tints are liked for these waists.

For all but the most practical and tailor-made costumes, 
the neck with a small Y back and front is preferred, and, 
as a rule, is finished with a fiat fold of ribbon, crepe or net ; 
but unless the neck and throat are especially pretty, a fuller 
garniture, softening the outline, is preferable. An unusu
ally becoming finish for low-throated waists is a collarette 
made of two rows of embroidered silk muslin about three 
inches wide, sewed to the edges of a ribbon band about half 
an inch wide. This is passed around the neck, fastened in 
front with a jeweled pin, and carried down the front to the 
belt, forming a full jabot.

Dark blue serge continues to be the favorite material for 
boating and yachting costumes, and the designs of the 
waists vary from the severely plain demi-long coat with 
slashed tabs all around, and open in front a white linen 
shirt front, sbield-shaped and stiff, to the jaunty cutaway, 
sleeveless jacket worn over a full waist of white serge with 
full sleeves finished with deep cuffs of the blue. The okirt 
is invariably simple, either gored or in straight breadths, but 
not very full. Pale blue is also a favorite combination with 
the dark shade.
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Ladies’ Costumes,
Stanmore Cape .

Demi-train  Sk ir t *
Clitheroe Coat.

Clitheroe S k ir t .

Ladies’ Costumes.
F ig . 1.— Walking or driving costume, 

dress cf figured India-silk (with plain 
gored demi-train skirt, like that illus
trated in the March number, trimmed 
with deep fringe at the foot), and the 
“ Stanmore ” cape made of silver-gray 
broadcloth, the edges pinked, and the 
yoke trimmed with silver braid. The 
hat is of blue tulle trimmed with white 
lilacs. The cape pattern is fully de
scribed on page.569.

F ig. 2.— House-dress of golden-brown 
surah, made after the models of the

Clitheroe ” c o a t  and 4 ‘ Clitheroe ”  
skirt. The back view is shown in the 
small illustration on this page. The 
foot of the sUirt may be trimmed with 
gathered bias ruffle as shown on the 
front view, or with narrow lace, as on 
the back view. The revers, collar, and 
sleeves of the coat are faced with rose- 
pink surah, and a scarf of black lace is 
tied about tjie neck and forms a full

arranged with a

T r i m m i n g  between the revers. A lace flounce imparts 
coat effect, but the pattern contains a skirt-piece, so that 
it can be made of the dress material, if preferred. See pa  ̂
569 for full particulars about the pattern.

Lores Sleeve.
An especially .pretty sleeve to be made in thin fabrics 

particularly desirable if the arm is thin. Instead of thf- 
fullness standing high, it is allowed to droop 
naturally. See page 569 for a description of 
the pattern.

Tennis Blouse.
For all games and outdoor exercises, or 

for neglige use indoors, this is an excellent 
model for an appropriate and thoroughly 
comfortable garment. It is suitably made in 
silk, woolen, or washable goods, according to 
the purpose it is to be used for. The back 
is arranged the same as the front. The pat
tern is fully described on page 569.

Lores
Sleeve

Tsnnis Dresses*

Clitheroe Coat. 
Clitheroe Skirt

( B a c k . )

Summer serge and light-w eight flannels in white, blue, 
red, pink, and stripes o f all these colors, are the goods 
usually selected for tennis-gowns, which are made almost 
invariably with blouse and plain full skirt. All-wliite is 

certainly t h e  m o s t  
charming o f t e n n i s -  
dresses, but the diffi- 
c u 11 y of keeping it 
clean often leads the 
prudent tennis-playing 

1 girl to make lier skirt 
o f blue or crimson 
serge and wear a white 
or striped blouse. A 
pretty effect is often 
obtained by making 

the gown o f white, with a 
band on tlie skirt, and 
collar, cuffs, and belt of 
striped red-and-white or 
blue-and-white flannel.

There are also, for wann
est weather, lovely light 
b l o u s e s  of serge-silk,
which can be worn with flannel or serge skirts, as a tennis 
dress, and a “  blazer ” to match the skirt is then necessary 
(in fact is always desirable) in case of sudden changes of 
temperature.

The inexpensive t( outing” cloth makes excellent tennis- 
suits for real everyday service, as it can be laundered much 
more easily than flannel and looks very much like it. One 
thing the laundress should be reminded to do, that is, iron 
it on the wrong side, and on flannel.

Jersey, or woven knitting, cloth is also sometimes used 
for tennis-suits, but, as it has a clinging tendency, is not 
always preferred. Light-weight woolens, such as albatross 
and veiling, are sometimes selected for tennis-dresses, but 
their use is better confined to the blouse, with heavier ma
terial for the skirt, which will not so eusily fly about as 
when of lighter weight goods.

Tennis Blouse.
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Fashionable H ead-W ear.

W aist*
T h is  style of waist can be worn with any kind of skirt 

A  linen shirt-waist and a for a morning house-dress, or it is suitable for tennis, boating, 
blazer ” are often worn with and other sports, worn 

a tennis-skirt, and for some with a simple skirt of 
figures the result is certainly appropriate material.
more b e c o m i n g  than the 

blouse, though it is certain nothing can be more convenient 
or comfortable for active exercise than the latter.

Fashionable Head~Wear*
No. 1.—Plateau bonnet made of black lace and jet ban

deaux, with pale pink roses across the front, under the lace,
an d  at th e  
b a c k .  Rose- 
colored ribbon
strings. 

N O .

can be made in silk, 
w o o l e n ,  or washable 
goods. At the back is a 
short yoke, with very 
little fullness below. A 
belt can be worn instead 
of the girdle, and the 
part below the belt can 
be tucked u n d e r  the
skirt. See page 569 for 
directions for the pattern.

2
Young lady’s 
c o i f f u r e ,  ar
ranged with a 
loose knot at 
the back an d  
in light curls 
in front, and a 
fillet of pa l e  
blue r i b b o n  
with a bow in 
front.

No. 3.—Lit
tle girl’s cap of white lawn, with a full rucliing of plaited 
lawn.

No. 4.—Girl’s hat in Tam o’ Shanter style, made of striped 
surah,—cream, blue, and gold,—with a visor of plaited crepe, 
and trimmed with* bows of ribbon matching the surah.

Shirt W aist

Mila W a is t .
(See page 569.)

T h e  simplicity of this 
design and its becoming
ness for undeveloped fig
ures make it especially 
desirable for seasonable 
fabrics. It is the same 
back and front, and may 
be made in the s a m e  
material throughout, al- Leone W aist*
though a combination is
usually more effective. The pattern is described on page 570

Shirt W aist*
T he favorite style of waist for outdoor sports, worn with 

a cutaway jacket, or “ blazer,” or without. Silk, cotton, 
linen, or light woolen goods are used for it. It extends a 
short distance below the waist-line, the extra length being 
worn under the skirt, and held in by a separate belt. The 
pattern is in sizes for ladies and misses. See page 569 for 
description of pattern.

Women and Baseball*
“ The National, Game” is usually an enigma to the 

average woman who watches a match, and she wonders 
“ What there is in baseball, anyhow, that makes the men 
and boys so enthusiastic over it ! ”  An exhaustive and 
splendidly illustrated article, written by one baseball en
thusiast and illustrated by another, will appear in our August 
number, which will furnish the key to the uninitiated, and 
so plainly show by the numerous pictures every stage of the 
game as it progresses, that anyone may clearly see how 
baseball is played and learn all about it ; and after reading 
the article a woman will be as crazy as any one of the other 
sex to see a baseball match.
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Adwilda Drapery* Kilt-Plaited
Skirt.

A yd la
Sleeve,

i  l
l I

*
l

t
Ismanta Jacket. Orra Basque.

\ Elfrida
Sleeve.

Felicia Mantelet.

Adwilda Basque.

Manhattan
Bathing-Suit.

Rover
Bathing-Suit.

Be re nda 
Waist.

Bianca Mantelet.

f t  '*» I A1 * \ f

Stephanie
cT

Mantelet.

A il sa Dress.

6i Man o ’  
War 99 su it.

Ernest Suit.

Clara Sun- 
Reefing; Jacket, bonnet. Ebba Dress

Anita
Dress.

f.fi 1 ii Jacket. bit a Dress. tyrilla Drew,
Descriptions o f  these Patterns icill he found  on page 570.
P a t t e r n s  of these desirable models being ho fre

quently called for, we reproduce them in miniature this 
month in order to bring them within the limit of time al
lowed for selection. For it should be remembered that one 
inestimable advantage of our “ Pattern Order” is that the 
holder is not confined to a selection from the patterns given 
in the same number with the “ Pattern Order,” but the choice 
may be made from any number of the Magazine issued during 
the twelve months previous to the date of the one contain
ing the “ Pattern Order.,f Always remember that a “ Pattern 
Order ”  can not he used after the date printed on its back.

Descriptions of the Designs on the Supplement.
W e D o Not G iv e  Pa t t e r n s  fok A n v  of th e  D esig n s  on the  Sup

p l e m e n t .
T he designs on our Supplement are selected from tlie most reliable foreign 

sources, and also represent popular fashions here. They furnish suggestions 
for draperies, trimmings, combinations, etc.,—in fact, for every detail of the 
fashionable toilet,—and the models are so practical, and in many instances 
differ so little from the patterns we give, that they can easily be modified, 
even by the least experienced amateur, to suit individual needs, and adapted 
to all seasonable fabrics, simple as well as expensive ; while for professional 
dressmakers they are invaluable.

1. —Summer dress of dark blue veiling with rutnes oi wince crttjjon.
2. —Heart-shaped brooch of moonstones set in pearls. *
3. —Tea-gown of pink China silk with white crepe front.
4. —Reception toilet of white cloth with gold embroidery.
5. —Costume of gray Henrietta cloth trimmed with black lace and braiding.
6. —Tea-gown or dark red veiling with white lace collar and jabot.
7. —Moonstone brooch with setting and true-lovcr’s knot of pearls.
8. —Promenade costume of old-rose bengaline de soie, trimmed with ecru 

lace, and made with jacket of velvet brocade. Straw’ hat trimmed with red 
roses.

9. —Black lace evening-dress with orange-colored surah sash.
10—Neck scarf and jabot of white satin-corded chiffon.
11.—Pride’s toilet of white veloutine with point Duchesse veil.
12 —Collar of ruby velvet cut in points over embroidered crepe edging.
13. —Finger-ring set with twm turquoises in heart-shaped settings of dia

monds, and a diamond true-lover’s knot.
14. —Bridal robe of white faille with white thread-lace flounces and garni

ture of orange-blossoms. Tulle veil.
15. —Medici collar of embroidered white silk w’ired Into shape.
16. —Diamond engagement-ring.
17. —Bridal toilet o f white Indin-silk trimmed with bstiich-fcntlier edging. 

Tulle veil.
18. —Greek coiffure with gold flllcts.
19. —Summer costume of blue-and-white striped cambric with w’blte braid 

girdle and cuffs.
a£U.—uostume or tan-colored Bengaline.
21. —Gold bracelet of plain curb-links.
22. —Girdle of braided black silk cord with passementerie pendants.
23. —Costume of black China-silk with w’nlte stripes and figures. Hat 

trimmed with white chiffon and black feathers.
21.—Costume of#gray figured India-silk trimmed with ribbon. Parasol of 

white cr2pe with chiffon ruffles.
25. —Gold bracclct'with platinum bars.
26. —Girdle of netted go Id-colored silk.
27. —Costume of heliotrope crepon with garniture of colored crystal beads.
28. —Tennis dress of figured outing-cloth trimmed with ret!-and-wbite 

striped flannel.
29. —Costume of cream-colored China-silk with black velvet-ribbon garni

ture.
30. —Costume of mauve silk and white embroidery. Fancy straw’ hat 

trimmed with field flowers.
31. —Summer toilet of pale pink flowered organdie.
32. —Toilet of light green China-silk trimmed with white lace and dark 

green velvet.
33. —Promenade costume of russet faille with brown and gold embroideries.
34. —Watering-place dress o f blue and wiiite serge trimmed with blue vel

vet. Toque of gilt cords trimmed with flowers.
3-7.—Blouse of wiiite mull with embroidered lawn corsage-girdle and 

sleeves.
36. —Design o f bead passementerie garniture.
37. —Dress for boy of tw’o years, made in blue percale with wiiite em

broidery.
38. —Jacket-blouse o f black cashmere embroidered in bright colors.
39. —House-dress o f gray silk with blaek stripes, and garniture o f black em

broidered daisies on wiiite silk.
40. —Calling costume o f Pompadour brocaded blaek silk, with lace •draped 

waist. Empire bonnet of pale green straw’ trimmed with pale yellow’ ostrich- 
feathers aim tea-roses.

41. —Afternoon dress o f black-and-gray striped'silk, with corselet over 
wiiite China-silk w’aist figured with lilac stars.

42. —House-Jacket of pink zephyr-gingham trimmed with white Hamburgh 
embroidery.

43. —Street-dress of gray cheviot and white serge.
44. —Gold crop and platinum curb sleeve-links.
45. —Coiffure o f looped braid for a young girl.
46. —Seaside costume of wiiite serge.
47. —Tennis costume of blue-and-w’hlte plaid flannel.
48. —Sleeve-links representing gold crop and conch-horn.
49. —Visiting toilet of pale gray figured bengaline with jetted braids and 

gray feather toque.
50. —Girl’s dress o f gray Henrietta cloth with gold-cord edging and irreen 

feather-stitching.

A
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Claudia Drsss.
T his especially becom

ing model for a slender 
girl is very prettily made 
in silks and woolens of 
light quality, and some 
washable goods, and will 
be quite as desirable for 
heavier materials. The 
coat is the same length in 
the back, and is slashed 
at the seams. The illus
tration represents plain 
green cashmere and fou
lard silk, a cream ground 
with the design in pink 
and green. The pattern 
is fully described on
page 570.

■v V ,? ■ r \\g" ■ rJHf

M ila  W aist,
(See Page 567.)

Yida Drsss.
Suitable  for either a 

boy or girl, this little 
model can be made in all 
seasonable g o o d s ,  and 
also in heavier fabrics for

cool weather. The illustration shows it made of plain blue 
summer-flannel, the skirt trimmed with white braid, and the 
blouse of cream surah with blue spots. If desired, the 
jacket can be made a separate'garment and worn with dif
ferent blouses. The pattern is described on page 570.

Zora Drsss.
A simple model, appropriately made in any of the mate

rials suitable for the dresses of little girls. The illustration
■

represents it made in 
pale b l ue  c as hme r e  
f e a t h e r  -stitched with 
white, and the blouse of 
white surah. The back

9

and front are arranged 
in the same manner.9

The p a t t e r n  is fully 
described on page 570.

Claudia Dress.

Girls' Summer 
Dresses.

Daintily colored and 
figured satines are made 
up in picturesque styles 
for g i r l s ’ s u mme r  
dresses, as well as white 
goods. T h e y  have  
doubled ruffles of theit 'material put on the plain 
waist in V ’s and form
ing sleeve-caps. T h e  
skirts arc full and plain. 
Velvet r i b b o n  waist
bands and l o o p s  are 
sometimes acided. These 
dresses are made com
plete with full sleeves,

or are low-necked and 
shor t -  sleeved to wear 
with lawn and cambric 
guimpes.

F i g u r e d  China and 
India silks make charm
ing and quaint dresses 
for girls of all ages. One 
specially attractive little 
dress, for a girl of four 
or six, has a plain skirt, 
and a baby waist with 
puffs for sleeves. The 
garniture is a species of 
ruching about two inches 
wide, made of the silk 
laid in tucks and gath
ered c 1 o s e 1 v to make 
rows of t i ny  parallel 
ruffles. This is put on 
around the n ec k and

Vida Dress.

sleeves and waist, and is a 
dainty garniture for all such 
materials as India or China 
silk, crepe, etc.

Rows of very n a r r o w  
ribbon-velvet, and passe
menterie cord edgings with 
parallel loops are the favor
ite trimmings for children’s 
dresses of silk and light 
woolens. Pretty c h a 11 i e 
dresses have garnitures of 
silk ribbons, and small gilt 
and silver buttons are used 

as occasional garnitures. Sleeves to all dresses are full, 
and for dressy wear have high shoulder-puffs and cap
shaped epaulets.

Zora Dress.

Descriptions of Our Cut Paper Patterns.
REMEMBER THAT EACH “ PATTERN ORDER” ENTITLES THE

HOLDER TO BUT ONE PATTERN.

A l w a y s  r e f e r  t o  t h e s e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  b e f o r e  s e n d i n g  y o u r  kt O r d e r  ” f o r  a  

P a t t e r n , t h a t  y o n  m a y  k n o w  j u s t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  P i e c e s  t h a t  w i l l  b e  i n  t h e  

P a t t e r n  r e c e i v e d .

Eon Genital D irections for Cu ttin g  and  Jo in in g  t h e  P ie c e s ,
SEE T I I E OF TIIE ENVELOPE IN WHICH THE PATTERN IS INCLOSED.

Clittierof. Co a t .—Half of the pattern is given in 10 pieces : Front, side 
gore, side form, back, skirt-piece, revers, two collars, and two sides of the 
sleeve. The row of holes down the front shows where the revers is to be 
placed. The standing collar is to be placed just below the narrow collar. 
The skirt-piece—whether of lace or material—is to be gathered at the top and 
to extend only as far back as the notch in the lower edge of the hack piece. 
The sleeve is to be gathered at the top, between the holes. ■ A medium size 
will require three and a quarter yards of goods twenty-four inches wide, live- 
eighths of a yard of twenty-inch goods to face the revers, and two yards of 
flouncing. Patterns in sizes for 34, 36, 38, and 40 inches bust measure.

T ennis  B louse .—Half of the pattern is given in 7 nieces: Front, back, neck
band, collar, and three pieces of the sleeve. The back is to be laid in three 
box-plaits (half of the middle plait is given on the pattern). The notches at 
the ton and bottom of the front designate the middle, and the portion be
yond is to he laid in a box-plait on the outside; back of this another box- 
idait is to be laid. The large piece of the sleeve is to be gathered top and 
mttom, between the holes, and the lower edge is to be placed to the row of 
holes across the sleeve. A medium size will require three yards and three 
quarters of goods twenty-four inches wide, and one-half yard of contrasting 
goods for the •collar and lower parts of the sleeves. Patterns in sizes for 34, 
3(5, 38, and 40 inches bust measure.

L e o n e  ’Wa is t .— Half of the pattern is given in 8 pieces: Front, lining 
for top of front, side gore, hack, yoke for hack, collar, and two pieces of the 
sleeve. The front is to be gathered at the top, forward of the hole. The



♦

back Is'to be gathered at ttic top, back of the hole. The sleeve fa to be 
gathered at the top, between the noles. A medium size will require four 
yards of Roods twenty-four Inches wide. Patterns In sizes for SI, 36, SH, and 
10 Inches oust measure.

Lady's Shirt-Waist.—Half of the pattern Isglven In 7 pieces: Front, back, 
yoke for back, neck-band, collar, sleeve, and cult. The notches at the top 
and bortom of the front Indicate the middle, and the portion beyond the 
notches Is to be laid In a box-plalt on the outside. Hack of this the front is 
to be laid In two plaits turned forward on the outside. The back Is to be 
Rathe red at the top, between the holes. A medium size will require three 
and a half yards of Roods twenty-four Inches wide. Patterns In sizes for 34, 
36, and 40 Indies bust measure.Lores Sleeve.—The entire pattern Is Riven In two pieces. The larRcr 
piece Is to be Rat he red at the front and back edRe, and drawn In so that the 
notches will match with those In the other piece ; and Is to be Rathcred at 
the top, between the holes. Patterns In a medium size.

Sta.vmoue Cape.—Half of the pattern Is Riven In 4 pieces : Front and 
back of yoke, cape, and collar. Tue ton of the cape Is to be Rathcred and 
sewed to the yoke according to the notches. The ruffle below the yoke Is to 
be four Inches deep. A medium size will require two yards and an elRhth 
of Roods forty-four Inches wide. Patterns In two sizes, medium and larRc.

Clitiiekoe Skirt .—Half of the pattern Is Riven In 5 nieces: Front, side 
core, and back of foundation skirt; and front and back of drapery. The 
front piece of the drapery Is to be laid In three plaits at tfie top and one at 
the slue, all turned forward on the outside. The back piece or the drapery 
Is to be laid In a box-plait near the front edRe, as Indicated by the holes, and 
hack of the plait can either be plaited or Rat tiered. Eight yards of Roods 
twenty-four Inches wide will be required for the drapery, and two and a half 
yards additional for the ruffles. Patterns In a medium size.

Gored Foundation Skikt.—Half of the pattern Is given In 4 pieces: Half 
of front, one side gore, half of back breadth, and belt. Sew to the belt with 
a shallow plait on each side of the front, near the seam ; a shallow plait In 
each side gore, forward of the notch ; and gather the side gore, back of the 
notch, with the back breadth. A medium size will require four and three- 
quarter yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide. Patterns In three sizes: 23 
waist, 39 front: 25 waist, 40 front; 27 waist, 41 front.

Miss’s Shirt-Waist.—For description of pattern, see “ Lady’s Shirt- 
Waist,” above. The size for sixteen years will require three and a half 
yards of goods twenty-four inches wide. Patterns In sizes for 12, 14, and 1G 
years.Mila Waist.—Half of the pattern Is given in 11 pieces : Front, side gore, 
side form nnd back of lining; full front, full hack, neck-hand, collar, and 
three pieces of the sleeve. The full front nnd hack pieces are to be shirred 
about an Inch from the top. The large piece of the sleeve Is to be gathered 
top and bottom, between the holes, nnd the lower edge Ih to he placed to the 
row of holes ncross the sleeve. The size for fourteen years will require two 
yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide, nnd three-quarters of a yard addi
tional to face the yoke and the lower parts of the sleeve. Patterns In sizes 
for 12 and 14 years.

Claudia Drkss.—Ilnlf of the pattern Is given In 11 pieces: Lining for front, 
full front, Jacket front, side gore, side form, back, revers, and three pieces 
of the sleeve, for the coat; and one-half of the skirt. The notch In the lower 
edge of the full front designates the middle. The lower edge of this piece is 
to be gathered forward of the hole. The back side-form and side-gore 
serum are to be left open below the lower notch In each. The large piece of 
the sleeve Is to bo g .tnered top and bottom, between the holes, ana the lower 
edge Is to be placed to the row of holes across the sleeve. The skirt is to be 
gathered at the top. The size for fourteen years will require four and a hair 
yards of tigered goods, nnd two and a half yards of plain, to make as Illus
trated. Patterns In sizes for 12 and 14 yenrs.

Zotia Dress.—Half of the pattern Is given in 11 pieces: Front nnd back 
o f waist lining, full front, lull back, plnlted front, plaited back, collnr, 
and three pieces of the sleeve of the waist; and one-half of the skirt. 
The full front and back pieces are to be gathered at the neck, and at the 
bottom, forward and back of tlie hole In each, respectively. The plaited 
pieces are each to be laid in two plaits turned upward. The large piece of 
the sleeve Is to be gathered top and bottom, between the holes, and the 
lower edge Is to be placed to the row of holes across the sleeve. The skirt Is 
to be gatnered at the top. The size for four years will require four yards or 
goods twenty-four inches wide. Patterns In sizes for 4 ana 6 years.

Vida Dress.—Half of the pattern la given In 8 pieces: Front and back or 
waist lining, full front, Jacket front, side gore, back, sleeve, and one-half of 
the skirt. The full front Is to be gathered at the neck, and at the bottom 
forward o f the hole. The back seam Is to be left open below the notch. The 
sleeve Is to be gathered at the top, between the holes, and shirred at the bot
tom about an Inch from the lower edge. The sklrods to be gathered at the 
top. The size for fouryears will require twoand a half jrards of dark goods, 
and one yard and a quarter of llgnt, to make as illustrated. Patterns In sizes 
for 2 ana 4 years. ______

the cuff as far as the row of holes : the lower edge Is to hnvi> .  .«v,v 
tie run through a hem to draw It In to the required size o r - 1dlum size. ^ 1 sterns In

A d w i l d  a  Basq u e .—Half of the pattern Is given In 9 pieces : Plain front, 
full front, side gore, side form, back, collar, and two pieces of the sleeve, and 
cap. The full front Is to be gathered at the top and at the lower edge of 
the extension. The row of holes down the back Indicates the outline for 
the trimming. The cap Is to be gathered at the top, between the holes. A 
medium size will require three yards and a half o f goods twenty-four Inches 
wide, to make entirely o f one material, and five yards of velvet ribbon or 
braid. Patterns In sizes for 34, 36, 38, and 40 inches bust measure.

Or r a  Ba s q u e .—Half o f the pattern Is given in 9 pieces: Front, chemisette, 
side gore, side form, back, two collars, and two pieces o f the sleeve. The 
row of holes In the front shows where it is to be turned back for the revers. 
The chemisette can be made separate or sewed In with the shoulder seam. 
A medium size will require three yards o f goods twenty-four inches wide. 
Patterns In sizes for 34, 36, 38, and 40 Inches bust measure.

B e r e n d a  W a is t .—Half of the pattern Is given In 11 pieces: Front, revers, 
chemisette, side-gore, side form, back, collar, and puff, cuff, and two sides of 
the sleeve. The front edge o f the revers Is to be placed in the row o f holes 
In the front. The chemisette can be omitted, if preferred. The puff for the 
sleeve is to be gathered at the top between the holes, and all across the bot
tom, and placed on the plain sleeve according to the notches. The cuff Is to 
be joined to the bottom In an ordinary seam. A medium size will require 
two and a half yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide, and one yard of 
contrasting goods. Patterns In sizes for 34,36, 38, and 40 Inches bust measure.

D ia n t h a  W a is t .—Half o f the pattern Is given In 10 pieces.: Plain front, 
full front, side gore, side form, plain back, full back, collar, two sides o f the 
sleeve, and puff. The full front Is to be gathered at the bottomftforward o f 
the hole. The full back is to be shirred at the bottom, belowIthelrow o f 
holes. The puff is to be gathered top and bottom between the holes,[and the 
lower edge is to be placed to the row of holes across the sleeveJf Amiedlum 
size will require three yards o f goods twenty-four inches wide. Patterns in 
sizes for 34, 36, 38, and 40 Inches bust measure.

St e p h a n ie  M a n t e l e t .—Half o f the pattern is given in 3 pieces: Front, 
back, and collar. The outer edge o f the trimming on the back and front Is 
to be placed to the row of holes. A medium size will irequire one yard and 
three-quarters of goods twenty-four Inches wide, and five and one-half yards 
of trimming. Patterns In two sizes, medium ana large.

B ia n c a  Ma n t e l e t .'—Half o f the pattern Is given In 4 pieces : Front, back, 
and two collars. If preferred, the large collar (which forms a vlaaue in the 
back) can be omitted, and the trimming arranged In a similar shape. A 
medium size will require two and a quarter yards o f goods twenty-four inches 
wide. Three-quarters o f a yard extra will be sufficient for one row of nich
ing around the back o f the collar. Patterns In two sizes, medium and large.

F e l ic ia  M a n t e l e t .—Half o f the pattern Is given In 8 pieces: Front, back, 
and collar. A medium size will require one yard and a half of goods twenty- 
four Inches wide. Patterns in two sizes, medium and large.

E l f b id a  Sl e e v e .—The pattern consists of 8 pieces. The larger outer 
piece Is to be gathered at the top, between the holes.

A y d ia  Sl e e v e .—The pattern consists of 5 pieces: Two pieces o f founda
tion sleeve, cuff, and two puffs. The large puff Is to be gathered at the top 
between the holes, and all across the bottom, and placed on the foundation 
sleeve according to the notches. The cuff Is to be joined to the bottom In an 
ordinary seam. The small puff Is to be gathered at the top and lapped under

Ismanta Jacket.—Half of the pattern Is given I.'* 9 niccea- v  ~
side gore, side form, back, two collars, and two pieces of '*• *r°»”
sleeve is to be gathered at the top, between the holes, a  medium Th* 
require one yard and three-quarters of goods twenty-four lnnh"« win® w,l1 
th s  jji.-ir.. >t nnd twoand a quarter vards of velvet for the Rioevon } ,e 
Patterns In sizes for 34. 36. 38, and 4ti Inches bust measure. and ve*L

AmviLDA Dr aper y .—Half of the pattern Is given In 3 nieces' iinif n * 
rront, one side gore, and half of the back. The sides of the front 11 *
tube laid In three plaltH turned upward on the outside. The panel 
laid In three plaits turned forward on the outside. The front eiW« 
hack drapery Is to he lapped over the panel so that the notches ntrs ,  
will match. The top of the hack drapery Is to he gathered forward 
cluster of holes, and the portion back of the cluster, with the corrcsnfir.-iir,1!: 
portion on the other hair, will form a burnous plait that is to hanir 
on the outside. Eight yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide *liPul 
required, and four yards of velvet ribbon. Patterns In a medium size 

Lady ’s Kilt-Pllaited Skirt.—Half of the pattern Is given In 
Half of front, one side gore, half of hack breadth, and one-quarter of thn nit plaiting. Lay the piece for the plaiting In plaits ns Indicated hv the hm««. all turned one way ; and attach the upper edge to the skirt In a line with 
row of holes across the front. The rows of holes across the hack breads 
show where the casings are to be placed for steels. Sew the skirt to the hoi*
In the same way as directed above foe the “ Gored Foundation Skirt.” Twelve 
yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide will be required for the kllt-plaltlng and to face the foundation skirt, and four and three-quarter yards additional 
for the foundation skirt. Patterns In a medium size.

Manhattan Bathing-Suit.—Half of the pattern Is given In 10 pieces: 
Two pieces of the yoke, two full pieces, collar, sleeve, and belt for waist 
one-half the skirt; and one leg and belt for drawers. Gather or plait (In sld* 
or box plaits) the top and bottom of the full pieces of the waist, and join to 
the yoke and belt, respectively, according to the notches. Gather or plait 
the top of the skirt, and join to the belt with a little more fullness In the 
back than In front. Gather the drawers at the top, and join to the pointed 
belt. The drawers and waist can be joined, and the skirt buttoned on the 
outside : or the skirt and waist can be joined, and tlie drawers buttoned on 
the Inside. For the former arrangement, sew the full part of the waist to 
the top of the pointed belt, and leave the drawers open in front, using a fly 
for the buttons. For the latter arrangement, sew the waist and skirt to the 
straight belt: leave the skirt open a little way In front, and open the drawers 
on one side. A medium size will require six and a quarter yards of goods 
twenty-four Inches wide, and live and a half yards of braid for one row.
Patterns In two sizes, medium and large for ladies. . „ , i

Rover  Ba t h in g -Su it .—Half of the pattern Is given In 6 pieces : back, 
front, belt, collar, and sleeve of waist: and one leg of drawers. Gather tne 
waist at the bottom, forward nnd back of the holes, respectively. Gather 
the drawers at the top, forward and back of the holes, respectively, 
leave them open at one side. The size for eight years will require two ana 
a half yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide, and three and a quarter yarus 
of braid for one plain row. Patterns In sizes for 6, 8, and 10 years. .

Cy r il l a  D re ss .—Half of the pattern Is given In 9 pieces: Plain from, 
full front, plain bnck, full back, collnr. puff for sleeve, and two pieces of the 
sleeve for the waist; and one-half of the skirt. The space at the top of the 
underwaist, back and front, outlined by holes. Is to be faced to simulate a 
yoke. The full pieces for the wnlst are to be gathered at the top and arawn 
In to tit the underwaist, nnd gathered nt the bottom and sewed ItoJ:7® i edge of It. The puff for the sleeve Is to begnthered top and bottom between 
the holes, and the lower edge of It Is to be placed to the row of boles aerobb 
the sleeve. The skirt Is to be gathered nnd joined to the waist with a little 
more fullness In the back than In front. If desired, the underwalst can be 
dispensed with, and the waist finished with a belt. The size for 
will require five yards of material twenty-four Inches wide for the aress. one 
yard and a half additional for the sash, and one yard and three-eight ns or
velvet. Pntterns in sizes for 4, 6, 8, 10. and 12 yenrs.

E bba  D re ss .—Half of the pnttern Is given In 10 pieces : fining for front, 
chemisette, outer front, side gore, back, collar, cuff, two sides oi the sieeve, 
and one-half of the skirt. The chemisette Is to be gathered top bottom. 
The sleeve Is to be gathered at the bottom between the holes. 1 he skirt is 
to be gathered and sewed to the waist with a little more fullness In the hack 
than In front. The size for eight yenrs will require four vards of goods 
twenty-four Indies wide to make entirely of one material, and four yards or 
embroidery. Patterns In sizes for 8, 10, and 12 years.A ilsa D ress.—Half of the pattern Is given In 9 pieces ; nn ,
j7oke, front and back of blouse, collar, cuff, two sides of the sleeve, and one- 
naif of the skirt. The front and back of the blouse are to be slurred abo%e 
the row of holes In each, nnd drnwn In to tit the yoke. The lower part of the 
blouse Is to be gathered and sewed to a belt o f the required size. Tllie.s7'le'(£ 
Is to be gathered at the bottom between the Tne skirt Is to be laid in
triple box-plalts, as Indicated by the holes. The size for six yenrs will require 
five and a half yards of goods twenty-four Inches wide. Patterns in sizes for
‘ 6 npfl 8 vc: r ,  ,  | m

L it a  D ress  —Half o f the pnttern Is given In 8 pieces : Front and back of 
blouse, front and back o f jacket, collar, sleeve, cuff, and one-half of the 
skirt. The blouse Is to be gathered at the bottom, forward and back of the 
holes in the front and back, respectively. The sleeve is to be gathered top 
and bottom, between the holes. The skirt Is to be laid In box-plalts. and then 
gathered to bring It In to the required size. The size for six years will require 
three and a half yards o f goods twenty-four Inches wide, for the dress, and 
three-quarters of a yard for the jacket. Patterns In sizes for 4 and 6 years.

A n it a  D re ss .—Half o f the pattern Is given In 8 pieces : Front, side gore, 
back, revers, collar, cuff, ana sleeve of the wnlst; and one-quarter of tne 
skirt. The revers Is to be placed on the front In a lino with the row of holes. 
Between the revers the front can be fnced with plain, plaited, or gathered 
material. Thesleeve Is to be gathered ton and bottom between the holes. 
The skirt Is to be laid In kllt-plalts, according to the holes. The size for four 
years will require three and three-quarter yards of goods twenty-four inches 
wide, and one yard of contrasting goods for the accessories. Patterns in 
sizes for 2. 4, and 6 yenrs.

R e e f in g  J a c k e t .—Half of the pattern is given In 9 pieces : Front, double- 
breasted piece, pocket lap, side gore, side form, back, collar, and two sides 
o f the sleeve. The top of the sleeve Is to be gathered between the holes. 
The size for twelve years will require two and a qunrter yards of,goods 
twenty-four Inches wide. Pntterns In sizes for 10,12, and 14 years.

L u la  J a c k e t .—Half o f the pattern Is given In 6 pieces : Front, side gore, 
back, collar, and two sides of the sleeve. The opposite notches at the top 
and bottom of the front Indicate the middle. The slit In the front shows 
where the pocket Is to be Inserted. Close the seams In the back onlv as far 
down as the notches. The size for six yenrs will require two yards of goods 
twenty-four Inches wide, or one yard at forty-eight inches wide. Patterns In 
sizes for 4, 6, 8, and 10 years.

Cl a r a  Su n b o n n e t .—Half o f the pattern is given In 3 pieces: Front, crown, 
and cape. The top of the crown Is to be gatnered and drawn In to tit the 
front. After the crown nnd cape are joined, a easing is to be sewed on the 
inside, over the scam, for a draw-string to bring it in to the required size. 
The size for six years will require seven-eighths o f a yard of goods twenty- 
four inches wide. Patterns in sizes for 2, 4, 6, and 8 years.

“ M an  o ’ W a r ”  Su it .—Half o f the pattern Is given in 9 pieces : Front, 
back, collar, chemisette, and sleeve of the blouse ; and band- tlv, and back 
and front of one leg of the trousers. Place the ehemise11ejim ier the front o f 
the blouse so that the holes will match. The size for 10 years will require 
four and one-half yards o f goods twenty-four Inches wide. ’ Patterns In si 
for 8, 10, nnd 12 yenrs.

E r n e st  Su it .—Half o f the pattern Is given In 8 pieces; Hack and fron t__
one leg of the trousers, and front, back, chemisette, collar, and two sides dr 
the sleeve for the blouse. The chemisette Is to be lapped under the front so 
that the holes will mntch 
and sewed to a narrow 
with a hem through which
required size. The size for i-igm yi-ar* mu require inree and one-half vards 
of goods twenty-four Inches wide. Pat terns in sizes for 6, 8, and 10 yean*.

Tlu* chemisette Is to be lapped under the front so 
ch. The bottom of the blouse can either be gathered 
belt that can be buttoned to the trousers, or finished 
jlcb an elastic ribbon can be run to bring It In to the 
> for eight years will require three ami one-half vnrda

*
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T  _  mmiF,E f o l l o w i n g  a k t i c l e s  are intended for “ Medal Con 
«t R e c i t a t i o n s , ”  and will be found in Book No. 3, just issued.

Political Action Imperative*
BY WM, JENNINGS DEMORE8 T.

be fought with determined and aggressive action, and that 
action must be an unflinching, uncompromising diligence in 
the use of all the political means that God has put in our 
power.

The more we study the attitude and developments of the 
prohibition movement, the more profoundly will we be im- 
pressea with the necessity for a distinctive Prohibition 
arty. Political action has become the grand lever that is 

to overthrow this diabolical business of poisoning the people

In the Bushel, or In the Jug*
Extract from a Speech by Ex-Governor St. John.

1

F a r m e r  Boggs planted some new seed-corn last spring,
with alcohol, and in no other way can we do so much to imported from a far-distant land, and as the result gath-
liinder and oppose this terrible drink-traffic as by using our ered two thousand bushels from twenty acres, and he took
political opportunities for its destruction. Our highest priv- a wagon-load to the country town to exchange for some 
ilege and duty, therefore, are involved in the use of our necessaries of life.
political rights, concentrated in our vote in combination with He had just entered the main business-street, when a 
others who agree on this question. saloon-keeper hailed him and inquired the price of his corn.

If there is no combination in our particular vicinity, we “ Forty cents a bushel,” said Boggs,
ourselves should commence such a formation, and cannot “ But I can get plenty of corn for thirty,” replied the
do less than this to have an approving conscience. Personal dealer in liquid goods.
responsibility cannot be shirked or evaded without treachery “ Not such corn as this,” said the farmer. “ This is a 
to our homes and treason to our country. No other form of new kind—grown from imported seed. Nothing like it in 
moral cowardice is more dastardly or more destructive to the State.”
society than the careless, selfish delinquency of the voter in “ All right,” said the saloon-keeper, “ I will take it, as
the exercise of his sovereign power when moral questions I have the best family-horse in the country, and he shall 
are up for consideration or when his country’s interests are | have the very best corn in the market ; so you may drive

around to my barn and throw the corn in the crib, and while 
there please tell John, my hired man, to give old Faithful a 
good feed, and have him hitched up by two o’clock, for I 
want to take my wife and children out riding this after-

in jeopardy.
As the liquor traffic is now threatening the life of the 

nation and has its grip on the neck of our civilization, and 
so much of human happiness depends on the proper use of 
the ballot, there certainly should he no question as to the noon.
obligation to meet this enemy of our race with the strongest Boggs unloaded the corn as directed, got his pay for it,
and most effective weapons that can be used for its destrnc- made a few purchases, and left for home, while John

promptly at two o’clock hitched old Faithful to the phaeton.tion.
The exigency is now upon us. The liquor-dealers care But as the saloon-keeper, his wife, and two little daughters 

but little for our sentiments or our prayers : if we allow were getting into the vehicle, old Faithful’s eyes flashed
them to control our vote, this will be to them the only secu- like fire : he reared upon his hind feet, snorted like a loco-
rity they want for their nefarious business. Having control of motive, and it was all John could do to hold him. At last,
our votes they can afford to laugh at our credulity and sneer at when all were fairly seated, John was told to let him go,

»

our impotent denunciations of the horrors of their business. and off went old Faithful down the street, wholly umuanage- 
They taunt us with the statement that “  men cannot be made able, until suddenly turning a corner over went the pliae- 
sober by act of Parliament,” notwithstanding that all their ton, smashed into splinters, and its occupants were sent
fascinating allurements and claims to respectability are 
based on legislative enactments for the protection of the 
traffic.

What wonder that the liquor-dealers are petted and feted 
as dignitaries of the land, when all the influence they enjoy

sprawling into the street.
. While the bruised and battered family were being picked 

up and cared for, a crowd of men succeeded in capturing 
old Faithful, A veterinary surgeon was called, and as he 
took hold of the bit old Faithful’s breath struck him fully

men to represent them in the halls of legislation !
“ You cannot make men sober by law,” they say ; hut you 

can make men drunk by State and national law ; you can so

comes through their political success in sending their own in the face. He smiled and said, “ There is nothing the
matter with the horse, only he is drunk ”  Drunk on that 
new kind of corn.

The next day the farmer, ignorant of what had happened,
cheat and delude the dear people that these men are even took another load to town. He stopped at the saloon, but
bribed with a license or put into power and authority by the 
very money they secure from the traffic legislatures have 
legalized. This should arouse men to action to defeat these 
enemies in their fraudulent and misleading arguments in
tended to cheat the people.

In view of this deluge of fraud and duplicity which now 
threatens our country, to turn the tide of the people’s 
thoughts to some means of escape from the maelstrom that

the proprietor was not in. He then drove around to his 
residence, rang the bell, and the saloon-keeper, with a patch 
over one eye, his arm in a sling, nose mashed, hobbled to 
the door, and was asked by Boggs if he didn’t want to buy 
another load of corn.

Raising a crutch, he ejaculated : “ Corn ! Corn ! Do I 
look like I needed any more of that kind of corn ? Look at 
my wife there, with a broken arm. See my darling little

is now whirling us along towards its vortex, to save our angels, bruised beyond recognition. See my three-hundred- 
homes and country from the utter ruin that the liquor traffic dollar phaeton, smashed into everlasting smithereens, and
is bringing upon us, we have need to make determined and old Faithful so humiliated and ashamed that he can’t look
enthusiastic struggles which may cost us all the moral and decent people in the face, and then dare to ask me if I want
physical courage that we can command, to overcome this any more corn ! Get out of here, you villainous old clod-
monster enemy.

We may be assured that the liquor-dealers and their sym
pathizers are not to be met and overcome by sentimental 
appeals to their magnanimity. Intrenched by law they must

hopper, or I’ll set my big dog on you ! ”
Boggs had two thousand bushels of that kind of corn. 

He had depended upon it to lift the mortgage off his farm ; 
but now it seemed that all was lost. He went to a lawyer



I

*

and told him his story. The lawyer informed him that all 
he had to do was to take out a license.

W hat is true of God’s year in His material universe t 
ripens to beauty and perfection its fruitage, is true of t}* 

A petition was at once prepared, and the farmer started long cycles of His moral world, where He ripens huini 
out to get signers. He went first to the saloon-keepers, sup- thought and human progress.
posing that they would sign without a word. But he was 
mistaken : instead of signing his petition they with one 
accord declared that any man who would sell that kind of

IP

corn to be fed to a dumb brute was worse than a heathen. 
Even the deacons refused to sign, declaring that they

All of God’s centuries are not springtime, full of thrill 
ing life ; not lavish, glorious summer ; not ripe and gold n 
autumn : part of them are odorless, colorless, sodden de p 
under the snow. But always in God’s winter He is getting 
ready for another spring, and always, in the winter of human

could not stand it to see a colt humiliate and disgrace its progress and human thought, God is getting ready for moral 
mother by reeling through the public streets, or to hear a victories, and grand autumns of gathered fruitage, 
cow bawl at the sight of her besotted calf ; while a minister, It was winter for Israel when they were under the bondage 
with a look of indignation that was indescribable, said, in of Egypt, and Moses was on the “  back side of the mourn 
thunder tones, that if liis party ever licensed the sale of tain ” feeding sheep and learning patience as a leader • but 
that kind of corn he would never vote its ticket again, and it was springtime when he stood by the Red Sea, and it wan 
then he quoted Scripture about no drunkard entering the summer when the hosts were led through the waters.
kingdom of God, and, as a final crusher, he asked Boggs 
what would become of all the poor dumb brutes if we 
licensed the sale of that kind of corn. Then he wept.

Poor Boggs, discouraged, returned to the office, dropped 
the petition on the table,' and sank into a chair as he ex
claimed, “  Personal liberty is a myth ! ”

The lawyer, moved by sympathy, as lawyers always are,

It was winter for the world when the Church had drifted 
into the darkness of the Middle Ages, and Luther prayed as 
a monk in a convent ; but it was summer when that grand 
soul, alone with God, nailed his thesis to the cathedral door, 
and awoke not only Germany, but the world.

It was winter for four millions of bondmen in this country 
when statesmanship failed to break their bonds, and Abraham

put on his best thinking-cap. In a moment his countenance Lincoln was managing his flatboat on the Mississippi River 
beamed with joy. He slapped Boggs good-naturedly on the or splitting rails on his father’s farm ; but there came a
back and said : “  Brighten up, old boy, I’ve got an idea. A
capital idea, too,— one that lets you out slick and clean, saves 
your farm, and, above all, preserves your personal liberty. 
You proceed at once to draw that corn to the distillery, have 
it made into whisky, then circulate your petition for a 
license to sell the whisky, and they will all sign i t ; and 
thus the dumb brutes will be protected, personal liberty 
perpetuated, and, besides all that, such a course will not 
hurt the party. You see it all depends upon whether the 
corn is sold in a solid or liquid state.”

Genuine Reforms.
It  seems, sometimes, to the careless and gainsaying world, 

as if reforms and reformers came too soon. They are like 
unripe fruit brought into market after a wind-storm, with 
immense possibilities in their future, but lacking the days 
and the months of rain and of sunshine to bring them to 
ripeness and usefulness.

But if we look carefully at the philosophy of reform, 
when it passes out of the tumult of discussion into the 
calmness of history, we shall see that reforms always come 
at the right time, come in the logic of events, and the logic 
of events is only another name for the logic of Almighty
God,

It was the wisest man the world ever saw, and he, too, 
under the power of divine inspiration, that once said. “ The 
preparation of the heart and the answer of the tongue are 
from God ; ” and if we look below what seems to be only a 
proverb, as we speak it, we shall find the deepest truth that 
lies along the line of God’s dealings with humanity, namely, 
that God always prepares the hour for the man, and the man 
for the hour.

God’s year is not all springtime, when under our feet and 
over our head is the thrill of a new and an awakening life ; 
God’s year is not all lavish, glorious summer, when we stand 
amid the wealth of bough and blossom ; God’s year is not 
all autumn, when it drops its ripened miracle into our

♦ • hands an the shape of purple cluster and golden fruit : part 
^'ctf'G ods year4 is winter, colorless, odorless, Powerless, stilly, 

sodden deep under the snow.

supreme hour when that tall, gaunt figure bent over a sheet 
of paper very soon to become immortal by immortal words, 
and the hand that guided the flatboat wrote the Emanci
pation Proclamation and shattered their chains forever. W e  
knew then that God had prepared the hour for the man* 
and the man for the hour.

It was winter in this land for the temperance question 
when no one lifted his voice against strong drink, when from 
pulpit and pew, from halls of legislation and from the 
heights of society, men were going down ; but the early 
springtime dawned when Lyman Beecher, from the grave of 
his smitten and destroyed friend, stood in his pulpit and 
preached the wonderful seven sermons, and it was growing 
springtime when Gough followed with his matchless elo
quence.

It was coming toward the early green of summer when on 
the women of Ohio God sent the power of the Holy Ghost, and 
the daintiest women, from their embroidery-frames and their 
sheltered home-places, went out to stand with our God, if 
they stood alone. It is almost summer to-day for this 
reform, when there are, as a result of that work, so many 
brave voices to speak. I doubt not that at this time God has 
prepared the hour for the man, and the man for the hour.

Mrs . M ary T. L athrap.

L a d y  H e n r y  S o m e r s e t , who is to represent the British 
Women’s Temperance Association at the World’s W . C. T. U. 
Congress in Boston, this autumn, and who will deliver addresses 
in other cities, is a most indefatigable worker for the cause of 
Prohibition. She is the daughter of Earl Somers, who died in 
1883, leaving two daughters. The elder married in 1872 the sec
ond son of the Earl of Beaufort, and became Lady Henry Somer
set; the younger sister is now the Duchess of Bedford. Lady 
Henry Somerset has one sou, who was born in 1874. On the death 
of her father, she succeeded to the Eastnor Castle, Reigate 
Priory, and the Somers Town estates, and is the eleventh owner 
of Eastnor in direct descent from the first of the family who 
settled there.

Some idea of this worthy lady’ s work may be gained when it 
is understood that on Monday in one week she was speaking at 
the Central Hall, Manchester : at the Mayor’s parlor on Tuesday 
afternoon ; in Liverpool on Wednesday afternoon ; in Bootle on 
Wednesday night; Thursday in Liverpool again ; and on Friday 
she left Liverpool for Blackburn, for the purpose of furthering 
the work she has so much at heart.
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of Demoresfs Magazine who order goods advertised in its  columns, or ask information concerning them, will oblige the Publisher by stating that they saw the advertisement in this Magazine.

PERFECT

'Thoroughly cleanses the teeth and purifies the breath. 
Absolutely pure and harmless. Put up in metal boxes 
with Patent Extension Measuring Tube. Price, 25c.
a n  e l e g a n t  t o i l e t  l u x u r y .

very Convenient for Tourists.
i*oid by all Dealers or mailed on receipt of price* 
Address Dr. I. \V. LYON, 8 8  Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Mention Demoresfs Magazine in your letter when you write.

QL 1 l l i

A Tennis Te Aa

v M l l i ;  ///, //

The summer season with its attendant out
door sports and entertainments affords oppor
tunity for the spirit of hospitality to materialize 
in some very attractive forms. Of these the 
midsummer “ tea” is one of the most popular. 
Small tables can be placed around the lawn 
and piazzas instead of in the dining-room, and 
a sort of supper is served which is called a 
“ tea.” Fine damask cloths are used for tea- 
cloths, and none of the decorations of luncheon 
or dinner are employed. Souvenirs may be a 
feature, but this is not often the case, as a 
tennis tea, or tea served as a supplement to a 
lawn or garden party, where any of the popular 
outdoor games £re the attraction, is a second
ary matter.

Refreshments are very simple and within 
the means and possibilities of almost every
one, such as tea, Russian tea, coffee or choco
late with whipped cream, and wafers ; frozen 
coffee and cakes ; rolled sandwiches of chicken, 
tongue, or ham, or one or two kinds of salad. 
A nice menu is as follows : Berries with su
gar ; cold tongue ; tomatoes stuffed with cress ; 
sweet sandwiches ; lemonade ; ice-cream. An
other is : Chilled raspberries ; chicken salad ; 
thin bread-and-butter ; wafers ; macaroons ; 
tea. For another : Rolled chicken sandwiches ; 
crab croquettes ; rolls ; ice-cream ; cake ; 
coffee.

In serving cliicken-salad a quart is usually 
considered sufficient for eight persons; in or
dering ice-cream, allow one quart to each five 
persons. For the tongue sandwiches, one 
tongue will do for twenty persons. Chop the 
meat very fine ; add to it half a pint of thick 
cream, a quarter of a pound of melted butter, 
and a saltspoonful of pepper. Mix to a smooth 
paste; spread on thin slices of bread and press 
two together ; cut into squares, diamonds, or 
strips two inches wide and four inches long. 
These can be made the day before, and kept 
fresh in tin boxes closely covered.

For sweet sandwiches, cut the crust from
Continued on page 574.)

Weather
is the very best time to try P Y L E ’S  
P E A R L I N E . Then the wash is largest, 
and a saving of time and toil is best 
appreciated. Think of doing a large 
' wash with little or no rubbing.

Consider how much longer your  
delicate summer clothing will last 

if not rubbed to pieces on a washboard. A  saving is a gain. Y o u ’ll be 
surprised and pleased with the cleanliness, satisfaction and com fort which 
comes of the use of P E A R L I N E . Simple— any servant can use it. Per
fectly harmless— you can soak your finest linen and laces in Pearline and 
water for a month, with safety. Delightful in the bath— makes the water 
soft. Perhaps you have been using some of the imitations and have sore 
hands and find your clothing gone to pieces. M oral— use the original and best.

Pearline is manufactured only by JA M E S P Y L E , N . Y .
Mention Demoresfs Magazine in your letter when you write.

PURE
HIGHLY

i

ABSOLUTELY PURE! FULL M EASURE!
No cartoons to hide long-necked and panelled bottles.

Thoughtful people should read the testimonials below, from cooks of national reputation
Joseph Bu r n ett  & Co., Boston :

Gentlemen—I have used your Extracts for years, knowiner them the best to be found in the market.
MARIA PARLOA, School o f  Cookery, Tremont Street.

From Professor Blot.
A good dish is often spoiled or rendered unpulatable by the use of a detestably cheap, impure and deleterious- 

Flavoring Extract.
In answer to inquiries from the ladies of my various classes, I invariably reply that during the past two years 

of my lectures on cookery, “ I certainly prefer those prepared by Joseph Burnett & Co., of Boston, above all others." 
AH cooks and housewives should insist on obtaining Burnett’s Extracts. For sale by all grocers. Take no others.

Mention Demoreaf s Magazine in your letter when you write.

of
The best and moat economical 

pounds of prfmo lean Beef.
* 4 Stock '* T or Soups, Etc. One pound equals forty-live

Send to us for our 
Soups and Sauces.

b o o k  o f  r e c e ip t s ,  s h o w in g  u s e  o f  A R M O U R ’ S E X T R A C T  In

&  C O^ R M O U I i  —
Mention Demoreaf a M arline in your letter when you write.
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“Anneke Jans” 
Coffee Spoon.

A S ouvenir of New York .
Sent to any address,

$ 1 .2 o .
We are makings a spe

cialty of Souvenir Spoons, 
and will fill orders for the 
“ Peter Stuyvesant,” “ Rip 
Van W in k le /’ “  Knicker
bocker/’ “  General Sher
man,” “ W a s h i n g t o n / ’ 
“ W i t c h , ”  “ D e x t e r / ’
“  Plymouth/’ “  Priscilla/'
“  S t a n d  i s h, ” “ Albany,” 
“ C h a r t e r  O a k , ” “ Hia
watha,” and others as fast 
as introduced.

Send for illustrated price 
list.

Diamonds. W  a t c h e s .  
Jewelry and Silverware.

D R .  J A E G E R ’ S

SANITARY WOOLEN SYSTEM cn
.1 i v n v  A w  a  w a rS C I U L E F F E B ,

P ro  Ido Qt 1
Dhotii

Vico-:

Note 77 V

our n W J t

Trade-Mark

We ask attention tO ft___  # T jQf O
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the end of the loaf, spread the loaf very lightly 
with butter, and then with raspberry jam.
Cut a slice from the loaf as thin as possible, 
and trim off the crusts. These sandwiches 
can be rolled, or two pressed together and cut 
into diamonds, squares, or finger shapes, and 
should be served on a napkin, arranged neatly 
in a tray or basket.

Chilled raspberries are prepared by covering 
them with orange-juice, then sprinkling them 
heavily with sugar, and keeping them in an 
ice-cream freezer for thirty minutes. Serve 
with plain cream.

For crab croquettes, boil one dozen cral sand 
pick out the meat : this should make one solid 
pint of meat. Put half a pint of cream in a 
small saucepan over the fire. Rub together 
one large tablespoonful of butter and three 
rounding tablespoonfuls of flour, add to the 
cream, and stir until you have a thoroughly 
thick, smooth paste; add the beaten yolks of 
two eggs, take from the fire, and add two 
hard-boiled eggs, chopped fine, a tablespoon- 
ful of chopped parsley, an even teaspoonful of 
salt, a dash of red pepper, and half a teaspoon
ful of onion-juice. Mix, stir in the crab-meat, 
and turn out to cool. When cold, form into 
tiny pyramids, dip in egg and bread-crumbs, 
and fry in smoking hot fat. Serve with a white 
sauce.

Tomatoes stuffed with cress are dainty for a 
summer tea. Peel nice ripe tomatoes and set 
them on the ice for two hours ; then cut a slice 
from the stem end and carefully take out the 
seeds without breaking the tomato, and put 
the tomatoes back on the ice till serving time.
Wash the water-cress and cut it up with a 
sharp knife. Moisten it with a French salad- 
dressing made of salt, mustard, vinegar, oil, 
and a teaspoonful of onion-juice, and after 
carefully mixing put it into the tomatoes, and 
serve each tomato on a nice lettuce-leaf.

fnvtat•o n * l

J. H. JOHNSTON & CO.,
17 U Lion Square, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1344.
Mention Demorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write.

FINE CARRIAGES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

U N D E R  W E A E
For Men, Women, Children;

And Especially to our

A l l -W o o l  G A U Z E
U n d e r w e a r  for the hot, s u m m e r  i e t u o n ,

These Sanatory fznraicnts are K^ftranteet! 
to be a ll-w o o l of tin fme-t quality; they are 
made under J>r« Jjw-ger'^ supervision.

Send for illustrated C a t a l o g u e *

Garments Made to Order, a Specialty,
H a i l  o r d e r s  p r o m p t l y  a t t e n d e d  to *

1 8 2 7 8  829 Broadway, New York.
153 Broadway, ?>elow Coortlaiidt New York j

504 Fultuu Street, D n ^ k 'yn , N. i
1104 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

Mention Demorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write.

A  C herry“ T ea .

Many new styles. All late novelties in Fancy Traps 
and Buckboaras. Ask your dealer for our work, or 
send for catalogues.

H. H. BABCOCK COMPANY,
W A T E R T O W N , N. V.

NEW YORK CITY SALESROOMS,
4 0 6 -4 1 2  B room e  St*

Mention Demorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write,

LADIES OF FASHION
can not do without

L. SHAW’SSkeleton Bang and Ideal Ware,
Natural curled, feather light, lifelike, 

beautiful, from $3.00 up.

WAVY HAIR SWITCHES,
All long convent Hair, from $5.00 up. $10.00 elBe where.

C O C O A N U T  B A L M .
The only Complexion Beautifler endorsed by eminent phy

sicians. Makes the skin as fair and soft as a child’s. Price, 
$ 1,00 per box. All Toilet Preparations of the Celebrated 
PA ItF lliU E R lE  U O N T F  C H R IS T O . IIAIR 
DYES ALL SHADES. A SPECIALTY. Send for tree 
pamphlet “  How to be Beautiful.”
64 W e st 14th St., New  York.
Mention Demorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write.

One of the prettiest teas that can be given 
is a “ Cherry Tea.” Perhaps you do not 
know what a cherry tea is : neither did I 
when the idea dawned upon me to have one, 
but this is how I went about it.

4

The cherry crop was especially large and 
fine, and one delightful morning, while out 
looking at my trees, which were loaded with 
their luscious burden, the thought occurred to 
me to permit my friends to enjoy the beauty

(Continued on page 575.)

Tender Feet is a subject that appeals to all, for what 
lady living who does not at times suffer in every nerve 
from such ailment. The so-called reliefs are many and 
conspicuous by their failures, but it is for the readers of 
this magazine to learn there is a positive relief and 
instant at that, in the seamless glove boots made by 
F. S. Peshine of Newark, N. J. They are a positive 
luxury and once worn are never forgotten. As a com
mendable covering for the feet they are without peer. 
See his advertisement in this magazine. His thousands 
of clients all over the country gratefully testify to the 
truth of all his claims.

I F  Y O U  W A N T  T O  B U Y
Custom Hand-Made Oak Tanned Harness 
direct from the manufacturer, single sets $7 
to $40, double sets $16 to $50, send for 72 
Pagfe Illustrated Catalogue, F R E E ,  giving 
full description.

K I N G  &  C O . .  M f r ’ s  O w e g o ,  N .  Y .
Mention Demoreni'M Magazine In your letter wher you write.
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WARRANTED ABSOLUTELY EAST
Mention Pemorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write

B E F O R E  D E C ID IN G  ON YOUR

S u m m e r  O  U T I N C
address one of the Company’s Agents, named below, 
for illustrated copy of “ S u m m e r  H o m e *  Among:  
t h e  G r e e n  H U U  o f  V e r m o n t  nnd A l o n g  the  
S h o r e s  o f  L u k e  C h a m p l a i n , ’ ' which will bo sent

free. This book contains the name. P. O. 
address, location, and the prices per week, 
from $4 to $ 10, of 550 Private Homes for 

Summer Boarders; also list or 2T5 Hotels,
! above unsurpassed resting 
health-renewing climate.

W. R. BABCOCK, S. P. A., 
C. V. R.R.,353 Broadwav, N. Y. 

T. II. HANLEY, N. E. P. A. 
C. V. K R., 260 Washing
ton St., Boston, Mass.

S. \\\ CUMMINGS, 
G. P. A., C. V. R R, 
St. Albans, Vt.

Mention Doiuorost’a Magazine la your letter when you write.

H I  k \ i O  Tableaux, Speakers, for
V i  I t  f  \  School, Club £ Parlor. Best out. Cata- 
I u n  I U  lo**ue free. T. S. D enison, Chicago. III.
Mention Peinorest'a Magazine In your letter when you wr
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Readers of Demorest's Magazine who order goods advertised in its columns, or ask information concerning them, w ill oblige the Publisher by stating that they saw the advertisement in this Magazine.

(Continued from  page 574.} 
and quality of the fruit with me, and this is
i„ vv the cherry tea came to happen.

The cards of invitation each bore a dainty 
little bow of cherry-colored ribbon, and con

ned in one corner the announcement, “  A
Cherry Tea.

In the center of the table was a very pretty 
lass tpergnc holding a bunch of twigs and 

leaves from a cherry-tree, and four or five
Tfiese “  plumes ” were madecherry-plumes.

by tying, with a fine black thread, the cher
ries close together on a slender stem, until
nothing but the fruit could be seen.

I also pulled a quantity of twigs with the
leaves and clusters of fruit on them, and to 
these twigs I tied cherries of different kinds, 
until it seemed that each one bore three or
four varieties. These branches I let radiate
froimthe center design, and the effect of
the bright-colored fruit and the glossy-green
leaves and brown stems against the white
linen cloth was exquisite, and called forth a 

mrrnur of admiration when the guests as
sembled around the table.

A menu-card at each plate bore a small 
cluster of cherries and leaves tied with nar
row ribbon of a cherry color. Cherry sweet- 
pickle was among the edibles, and delicious, 
amber-hued cherry-preserve was served with 
the ice-cream. I also had clierrv sherbet in
thin glasses, each containing a lump of ice
and a slice of lemon, and this drink proved as
pretty as it was refreshing.

The use of the fruit as a decoration was all
that an artistic eye could desire, for 1 had not
only the bright-red cherry, but several other
kinds, from the exquisite “ Gov. W ood /’ to 
the dark, rich “ black-heart.” The guests 
were kind enough to pronounce the affair a
very decided success, and one bright young
lady remarked that she felt sure everybody
had had a “  cheery ” time of it. The enter
tainment was quite a unique one in its way,
yet withal very pretty and inexpensive.

H enry Cl e v e l a n d  W ood .

a Our Cooking Class . 1 1

L esson XVI.
General  H ints on the Cooking of M eats

and  V egetables .

There are three principal ways of cooking 
meat; viz,, stewing, boiling, and roasting. As 
we have had a lesson on the first it will be unnec
essary to touch upon it again. For roasting, the 
cuts in general use are, in beef, the ribs and sirloin : 
the former by far the best, unless for a very large 
family; in mutton, or lamb, the leg, loin, and

( Continued on page 576.)

Do you ask how it is possible for a firm to give so 
many valuable premiums, extras, etc., with the 44 Sweet 
Home” Soaps. This is the only brand of household 
soap that is sold direct to the consumer by the manu
facturer. J. D. Larkin. & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., are the 
only large soap manufacturing firm in the United States 
selling direct to the user. All other firms employ 
traveling salesmen ; jolly, good fellows these travelers
are too,live high, get big wages, wear fine clothes. The 
Bureau of Statistics at Washington says, that the wages
paid during 18bO in this country to traveling salesmen, 
isone-flfLh more than the income of all the ministers 
and doctors in the United States.

Now, if a manufacturer is willing to supply you direct, 
a better article than you can get at the stores, and is 
willing to give away for a limited time, to advertise and 
introduce nis goods, all that is saved in expenses of 
traveling men, extra freights, profits of wholesale and 
retail dealers, had vou not better accept the offer i We 
have used several of these 44 Christmas boxes 141 rselves 
and know of a good mnny others who have*! '?one the 
same, and all speak of the goods in high term?' ffjpraise. 
We are!?ure^you will make no mistake in ordering 
Larkin’s 4i Christmas ” box.
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After your bath,— have you ever noticed it? There is one peculiar

quality in Ivory Soap. N o other soap can give you that exquisite sensation

of perfect cleanliness. Y ou  feel as if you had been entirely made over.
This undoubtedly is attributable to the effectual cleansing of the pores.

A  W O R D  O F  W A R N IN G .

There are many white soaps, each represented to be “ just as good as the ‘ Ivory ';” they
ARE NOT, but like all counterfeits, lack the peculiar and remarkable qualities of the genuine.
Ask for “ Ivory” Soap and insist upon getting it.

"Co p y r ig h t  1890, by T h e  P r o c t e r  & G a m b l e  C o .

Mention Demorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write.

COMMON SENSE GIFTS.
Make your frictxl liappy by 11 prenent of some of Sinclair’

useful and substantial Home Comforts.
Fireside Comfort is a very attractive seat for young or old, Try it and be happy

Strong, durable and com fortable. No light, tra sh y stuff,
but good honest hom e com forts .

Special discount to clergymen. Send stamp for catalogue to

F. A. SINCLAIR, M ottville, Onondaga New York.
uThe„Common Sense chairs and settees of Mr. 

Sinclair "are not surpassed by any other class of 
, ;oods, and parties furnishing country houses and 
desiring inexpensive, comfortable and durable fur
niture will do well to write to Mr. F. A. Sinclair, at 
Mottville, N. Y., for a coDy of his hand-book, whicl 
contains illustrations 01 the various articles In
manufactures, with a schedule of prices.

"  * T/fc 1
f 1

Scientific American.

L a d ie s1 F a v o r it e .

Ask your Furniture Dealer for Sinclair’s
Common Sense Chairs.

DON’ T T A K E  ANY O TIIEK .
My address is stamped on all of my chairs ; 

please find it before purchasing.
Mention DemoreHt'a Mugazine in your letter when you write.

$
F ir e sid e  Comfort 

f o r  Two.
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Readers of Oemorest s Magazine who order goods advertised In its columns, or ask information concerning them, will oblige the Publisher by stating that they saw the advertiser** ‘

Send for a Sample Bottle of the New
English Eau de Toilette

A L U X U R Y  A N D  D E L IG H T  FO R  E V E R Y  H O M E .
“ Pungent nn<l most refreshing. Something very delicious.” —New  Y ork Observer.
“ Nothing so choice In qunlltv, and so unique and tasteful In the manner In which It Is put. up, as the 

K u r i l  pn T o i l e t  W a t e r  o f  T h e  f r o w n  P e r f u m e r y  f ’ o . .  has been seen In London. It Is certain to prove 
a great favorite with all w ho desire a delicious and most refreshing toilet water.” —L ondon Co u r t  jo u r n a l ..

“ The new K n r i l p n  T o i l e t  W a t e r *  of the Crown Perfumery Co., of 177 New Rond Street, London, gives 
promise of being as eagerlv sought for as their F m u o i i s  f ’ r t ib -A  p p le  J l ln s s n m  P e r f u m e  and l j u v e n u e r  
H a l t s . ”  —L ’A rt e t  La Mo d e , Paris.

Ask your druggist for ' . Price, 4 oz., 75 c e n t s ; fi oz., St.00; R oz.. $1.25. Send 25 cents in stamps to Caswei 
Massey & Co., New York, o Melvin & Badger, or T. Metcalf & Co., Boston, or George B. Evans, Philadelphia, and 
a full l-ounce trial bottle f this new and delightful toilet water will be sent. pn&t-pni<l« to any address, a i  
wholesale bv McKesson f  Robbins, Hall Sc Ruckel. Park A Tilford. XV. FT. SehlefTelln & Co. and Munro Sc Baiawm, 
N ew York, Marshall Fie If. Sc Co., Chicago, and all leading wholesale druggistsaud dealers In perfumery.

Mention Dcmorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write.

“ W e  a r e  a d v e r t i s e d  b y  o u r  l o v i n g  f r i e n d s . "
K i n g  I l e n r y  V IThe Portraits of

Healthy Infants
Sent

Thankful Parents
Offer

Irrefutable Evidence 
Of the Excellence of

M E L L I N ’S  P O O D
For In f a n t s  a n d  Invalids.

THE D0LIBER-G00DALE CO., Boston, Mass,

Invites correspondence
JOHN W ILB U R , Jr.,

Palmer, Mass.

1!
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Mention Pemorest’s Magazine in your letter when you write

( Continued from page
shoulder : the leg is here the best 
spring- lamb, when the whole hind - 
m>ed ; in pork, the same pieces as Mi 
and in veal, the lillet is alone in generoi 

(itx>d beef should be bright red, svei\ 
with yellowish fat, and have a good 
of fat of the same color on the outside 
should be dry and easily crumbled, and th!Xl 
should be firm, and show no mark when n* :-
bv the finger. The first eufr of beef, rn . T5**1!* 1 , |||

t he sinallest, and has the least w'nste: it ‘ >Vfc|Eil 
cut ofT tlie end where the bones are cracked 
reserve it for the soup-pot.

Wipe the meat ofT carefully, then sprijPh^  ̂
with salt and pepper, and dredge thoroughly  ̂  ̂
flour: this makes a paste which keeps th 
of the meat within, and will become most deli, 
eiously brown and cris]>. Put your beef in ^ 
dripping-pan with a couple of tablespoonfulj,̂  j 
lard, or, better still, beef drippings, to haste 
Never use w a te r : as long as there is any vapor 
meat will not brown. The fat -you put into the pag
will suflice until that of the meat commencest<j
drip, liust e often, at least once every ten minutlj 
frequent basting enhances the natural juiciness 
of the meat. The oven must be at its hottest  ̂
when the meat is put in, so as to sear the outer . 
surface and prevent the escape of the juices. 
For beef, if liked rare, allow ten minutes to th 
pound; if to be well done, allow' about twelve 
Dredge once again with salt, pepper, and flour, 
after roasting has commenced. Be sure to have 
a good hot oven : a slow one dries and toughens 
the meat; if too hot, it will burn without cook*
in or

Mutton comes next in value in the nutritive 
scale. Wipe well, then dredge with salt, pepper 
and flour. The membrane which is often wrapped 
around the leg should he thrown .aw'ay, and a 
little of the kidney-fat used for basting purposes. 
Mutton should be served better done than beef, 
and never eaten very rare, it being dangerous to 
health. One hour will be required to roast a 
leg of mutton if liked red, allowing from ten to 
twelve minutes a pound. Lamb should he served 
thoroughly done, allowing fifteen minutes to the
pound.

Veal is the least nutritious of our meats. It is 
at its best in the spring. The fat should be a 
clear white, and the flesh a light pink : never bu} 
it when it looks white. It should be thoroughly 
cooked, never eaten when pink. Prepare for 
roasting in the same manner as the other meats, 
baste verv freely, and season highly, as it is nat-

% ■ - l / “ ■

urally dry and tasteless.
Pork should also be eaten only w hen thoroughly*

cooked, and during cold weather. The flesh of 
good pork is light red, young and firm, the fat a 
pure white. Hub w ell with pepper, salt, and flour, 
and allow twenty minutes to the pound. The 
oven should not be quite as hot as is required for 
other meats. Pork is preferred cold by many, and 
is then much more wholesome.

In boiling meats, have your water boiling and 
salted, plunge the meat into the water allow * it to

(Continued on page 578A

You W a n t  T h e  B e s t , T h e  M o s t  C o n v e n i e n t  a n d  E c o n o m i c a l
INSIST ON HAVING THE GEM AND SEE THAT IT  IS LABELED IN RED:

Do NOT BE IMPOSED UPON BY 
DEALERS WHO m a y  TRY TO SELL 
YOU OTHER FREEZERS BY TELLING 
YOU THEY ARE “  JU S T  AS GOOD »»
OR ‘ ‘JU S T  THE SAME AS THE GEM. ■’

LANTERNS WANTED m SM
HARBACH & CO. 809 Filbert St Phila.Pa.

Mention Demorest’s .Magazine in you r letter tv hen vou write

“ Dainty Disl?i?5 F0;H;LLV?ar Rour?d”MRS.s. *:R0RER
a  Book o f  104 p p ., c o n t a i n i n g  R ecipes f o r  120 Ice C reams, S h e r b e t s , Frozen 
F r u i t s , E t c . , is  p a c k e d  in  e a c h  G EM F r e e z e r . S a m p l e  C opy m a i l e d  o n  r e c e i p t  o f  6 c . 
in  S t a m p s  i f  n a m e  o f  t h i s  p u b l i c a t i o n  is  g i v e n , o n  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e

f o r  s a l e  b y  a l l  AMERI CAN MACHI NE CO.,
LEADING hardware a n d  hous e  furnishing

s t o r e s  e v e r y w h e r e .
L e h i g h  A v e n u e  a n d  A m e r i c a n  S t .,

PHILADELPHIA.
Mention Demorest’a Magazine in your letter when you write.

and Dairy Piils, W**h nu t»** 
Pitcher#* Bilk Put** Spittoon*, Stop 

J»r#* Mats* etc. Gamut**!, Ugia, 
—_ t^durablo. Plain aud ito*cr***L 

aiway.ibears th ij Trade-JUrk. your deafer Zurifc
M< utIon Pffinortst’? M:u:i/ine iu your Icilor w i, \
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